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Abstract

The importance of mobile computing and the number of mobile computing devices have both grown strongly over the recent years. Mobile devices, such as smartphones, laptops, tablets, and also wearables, show an interesting combination of traits. They are, as the name suggests, mobile, massively connected, gather valuable data with various sensors, and can typically be customized with apps. Together, those characteristics make mobile devices very popular among users and a prime attack target. More specifically, their mobility exposes mobile devices to a variety of, possibly hostile, environments, putting them at risk of loss and, thus, physical attacks. Their connectivity exposes them to numerous remote attacks via one of their various wireless interfaces. In reaction to this increasing threat potential, mobile devices and their CPUs gain more and more security functions. While some of those functions fulfill a very specific purpose, such as the secure boot, guaranteeing the integrity of the boot chain, others are very versatile and not fixed to a specific use case. This especially includes new functions for logical separation, such as Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) and hardware-assisted virtualization, providing multiple isolated execution contexts inside the same CPU core. Logical separation enables novel, powerful security concepts, but can be overcome, for example, by cache timing attacks, raising the need for additional physical separation to protect high-value secrets.

In this work, we explore ways to leverage both logical and physical separation to improve a mobile device’s confidentiality and integrity against remote and physical attackers. We define a system architecture consisting of the mobile target platform and a physically separated security token, connected to the target platform, storing high-value secrets. In order to enable the token to protect itself and its assets against a compromised target platform, we first propose a software-based trusted boot process for ARM application processors. Using a timing-based primitive for externally verifiable execution, this boot process allows the token to gain trust in the boot integrity of the target platform without relying on pre-shared or trusted key material, building the basis for all following token-based security concepts.

A remote attacker typically tries to exploit a vulnerability to take control over a process communicating via one of the target platform’s interfaces. In order to detect and eventually prevent such remote attacks, we present a framework for transparent kernel and user space execution tracing from a minimal hypervisor. The framework leverages hardware-assisted virtualization in modern ARM CPUs to transparently restrict the target platform to a small set of executable memory pages, gathering control flow information on each resulting page fault in the hypervisor. The page-granular control flow data can be used as basis to detect and prevent control flow hijacking attacks and, thus, protect the target platform’s run-time integrity.

Run-time integrity does not necessarily protect a system against physical attacks. A physical attacker might, for example, still be able to extract valuable data from the main memory of a system via DMA or cold boot attacks. In order to protect a target platform
against such memory attacks, we present a concept for run-time kernel and user space main memory encryption from a minimal hypervisor. Like our execution tracing framework, our memory encryption scheme leverages hardware-assisted virtualization to transparently restrict the system to a small working set of recently accessed pages. By encrypting other pages, using a key stored in a TEE, our concept is able to effectively protect a running system against memory attacks. To provide stronger protection against attacks breaking logical separation, we furthermore propose the combination with a suspend-time memory encryption scheme, able to encrypt suspended processes with keys stored securely in the security token. Finally, to put our software-based encryption schemes into perspective, we present an attack on AMD Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV), a hardware-based memory encryption mechanism in recent AMD CPUs.

Recent years have shown that logical separation, even when provided by TEEs, can be broken by advanced attackers in various ways. Apart from exploiting software bugs, attackers can perform microarchitectural attacks, for example, using cache timing, to extract secrets, even from bug-free, logically separated contexts. In order to protect valuable symmetric keys, such as the target platform’s Full Disk Encryption (FDE) key, against such attacks, we present a concept that leverages physical separation and partially moves the required cryptographic operations to our token, in a way fast enough for data-intensive applications. Our concept forces the target platform and token to cooperate during data encryption and decryption and binds encrypted data to the specific token used for its encryption. In order to protect user identities against advanced attackers, we propose a concept for deriving and using IDs in form of asymmetric key pairs, storing them securely on our physically separated token. Our concept is able to securely derive trusted IDs from a RootID device into the token, even when a completely compromised target platform brokers their communication with each other and the user.

We show the feasibility of all our concepts by presenting prototype implementations. Our performance and security evaluations confirm that our concepts are able to effectively and efficiently improve a mobile device’s integrity and confidentiality against different remote and physical attackers.
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In recent years, mobile computing has become ubiquitous. Personal mobile computing devices, such as smartphones, laptops and tablets are heavily used\(^1\) by an already vast and ever-increasing number of people\(^2\). Furthermore, the trend towards the Internet of Things (IoT) causes also mobile everyday objects to gain more and more computing and communication capabilities\(^3\). This results in a huge number of additional mobile devices, including small, personal ones, such as smartwatches and other wearables, but also larger, safety-critical devices like intelligent cars. A slow-down of the mobile computing growth is not to be expected\(^4\).

While some mobile devices, such as laptops, resemble traditional PCs, most mobile devices are, by definition, *embedded devices* in the sense that they are highly integrated, combining computing components with peripherals and mechanical components to fulfill a specific function. Depending on the actual use case, embedded devices are typically driven by low-performance *microcontrollers* or high-performance *Systems on a Chip (SoCs)*, integrating multiple processor cores with other components, such as memory and peripheral devices, on a single die. Smartphones and tablets typically use high-performance ARM SoCs, whose performance is comparable to laptop processors by now. Despite those technical differences, a lot of mobile embedded devices are, in fact, capable of general-purpose computing, being fixed to a specific function only by their software. This means that, despite the strict definition of embedded devices, mobile devices are much more similar to each other and constitute a more homogeneous device class with regard to their complexity, versatility and attack surface than it might initially seem.

Mobile devices share a unique set of characteristics that makes them an interesting attack target and *mobile security* challenging. First of all, as the name suggests, they

\(^1\)At the end of 2016, according to StatCounter [Sta16], the Internet usage from mobile devices exceeded desktop computers for the first time.

\(^2\)As of 2016, 78 percent of the adult population in Germany use a smartphone [Bit17]

\(^3\)The Bluetooth SIG predicts 4 billion devices with Bluetooth technology to ship in 2018 [Blu18].

\(^4\)In 2019, Cisco predicted [Cis19] that by 2022, wireless and mobile devices will be responsible for 71 percent of the total IP traffic. According to Cisco, smartphones alone will account for 44 percent of the traffic.
are mobile and, hence, exposed to changing, possibly hostile environments and at risk of getting lost or stolen\(^1\). They are massively connected, almost exclusively using wireless communication technologies, such as mobile networks, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, offering a variety of remote attack vectors. Typically being equipped with various sensors, mobile devices are aware of their environment, gathering very personal or valuable data. Especially smartphones nowadays provide a variety of sensors including cameras, GPS receivers, microphones, gyroscopes, accelerometers and even biometric sensors, such as fingerprint readers. Last but not least, mobile devices typically can be customized with apps installed by their users. All those properties make mobile devices extremely versatile and the primary, most personal computing devices for most of their users. Consequentially, mobile devices carry a lot of valuable data, such as payment information, biometrics, and cryptographic keys and identities. The recent years have shown that the combination of being extremely exposed and carrying valuable data indeed makes mobile devices, especially smartphones, prime targets for attackers\(^2\).

Many attacks on mobile devices take advantage of one or more of their specific characteristics. In contrast to other device classes, such as desktops, mobile devices are at higher risk of getting lost or stolen, opening them up to physical attacks. An attacker gaining possession of a running device might, for example, try to extract data from its main memory using a Direct Memory Access (DMA) or cold boot attack. In a DMA attack, the attacker typically uses a peripheral port of the device with DMA capability, such as FireWire or Thunderbolt, for data extraction [Boi06; BDK05; SB12; Mar+19]. In a cold boot attack, the attacker physically moves the device’s memory to another machine or reboots the device into a custom bootloader to extract data [Hal+09; Gut01]. While cold boot typically targets traditional PCs or laptops, it has been shown to be effective against smartphones as well [MS13; Tau+15].

Their mobility and various wireless communication interfaces, furthermore, open mobile devices up for proximity attacks, exploiting a vulnerability in the hardware, implementation or protocol of a wireless interface from a relatively close distance. Key Reinstallation Attacks (KRACKs) [VP17] target the Wi-Fi Protected Access 2 (WPA2) 4-way handshake used to join a Wi-Fi network. In a KRACK attack, the attacker takes a Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) position and re-installs a key that is already in-use, resetting nonces and counters. With a following known-plaintext attack, the attacker can then decrypt packages. While this attack does not target the device directly and most importantly does not allow for Remote Code Execution (RCE), it still illustrates the specific challenges of mobile security. Broadpwn [Art17] is another recent proximity attack, which exploits

\(^1\)In 2014, the FCC reported more than a million stolen smartphones per year in the US [Fed14]. In the UK, almost half a million mobile phone thefts were reported in the year ending march 2016 [Off16]. In Germany, in 2013 almost a quarter million mobile phones were reported stolen [Bun14].

\(^2\)In 2017, with over 800 by far the most Common Vulnerabilities and Exposuress (CVEs) of any software product were reported for Android [CVE]. With almost 400 CVEs iOS, the other important mobile Operating System (OS), occupies the third place.
Broadcom Wi-Fi chipsets, widely used in smartphones. By exploiting a flaw in the implementation of the Wi-Fi association protocol, Broadpwn achieves RCE on the Wi-Fi chip itself without user interaction. From there, it can attack the device, for example, using the Wi-Fi chip’s DMA access to extract main memory data remotely. Blueborne [SV17] is a collection of vulnerabilities and exploits targeting Bluetooth stacks on desktops and mobile devices. From within Bluetooth range, at the time of its discovery, Blueborne could exploit vulnerabilities in the complex Bluetooth software stack to achieve RCE on Android and iOS, among others. While all three presented vulnerabilities are fixed in current versions of the affected devices and software, they illustrate how large and diverse the attack surface of mobile devices actually is.

The versatility and complexity of mobile device software also results in an increased number of remote exploits. Compared to proximity and physical attacks, remote exploits are typically rather traditional but can have a huge impact considering today’s prevalence of mobile devices and the value of the data at risk. Pegasus [Baz+16], discovered in 2016, is a highly developed iOS malware, able to spy on the user of an infected device. The malware distribution is initiated as a phishing attack. As soon as the user visits a specially crafted website, the attack exploits the browser and achieves RCE. Two further vulnerabilities are then used for privilege escalation, persisting the malware and enabling it to gather sensitive data. Stagefright [ADB15] is a well-known group of vulnerabilities and corresponding exploits in the Android multimedia framework. At the time of its discovery, Stagefright allowed an attacker to achieve RCE on a victim’s device using numerous ways, including Messengers, Email and Bluetooth. The Pegasus and Stagefright exploits are patched in current versions of iOS and Android, but they are being followed by newer, more complex attacks, using advanced techniques such as Return-Oriented Programming (ROP) [Sha07; Kor10], emphasizing the need for advanced mobile security.

On the other hand, the security of mobile devices improves constantly. While some improvements are completely based in software, such as sandboxing and the use of safe programming languages, software security features are often directly or indirectly driven by new hardware features. The introduction of virtual memory and relative addressing enabled Position-Independent Code (PIC) and, thus, Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR), a widely used defensive mechanism that impedes ROP and other Code-Reuse Attacks (CRAs)\(^1\). Access permissions on virtual memory pages enabled Data Execution Prevention (DEP) and Write XOR Execute (W\(^X\)X), powerful basic techniques, preventing an attacker from injecting new or modifying existing code. While those techniques were originally introduced on traditional computers first, they are, by now, standard on high-performance mobile device, as well. Other hardware-driven security features were first introduced on mobile devices, such as the secure boot, enabling systems that exclusively boot and run signed software. Another mobile-driven technique is the usage of device-unique, \(^1\)While ASLR, for example, helps to prevent Stagefright, as a probabilistic method it is often considered an insufficient defense against advanced attackers [Sha+04].
secret hardware keys that cannot be extracted by software. Those allow, for example, for the encryption of secondary storage without an attacker being able to brute-force the encryption off-device. These are only a few examples of hardware features driving the development of new security mechanisms.

In a relatively recent development, mobile Central Processing Units (CPUs) gain more logical separations, i.e., separated code execution contexts typically associated with a privilege level of the software running in them. Traditionally, a CPU at least separates user and kernel space. Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs), such as ARM TrustZone [AF04] and Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [McK+13], additionally partition a system into a secure world and a normal world. Hardware-assisted virtualization extensions introduce new CPU modes and features to enable efficient platform virtualization. While the latter has traditionally been a feature of server CPUs, it has, by now, found its way into high-performance mobile ARM CPUs [MN11]. Besides their intended uses, for example, for platform virtualization, those new logical separations offer interesting possibilities for novel mobile security mechanisms. In this thesis, we want to leverage those possibilities to protect a mobile device against different remote and physical attackers.

While logical separation is invaluable for protecting the integrity and confidentiality of most devices, in some cases it is not sufficient to protect high value secrets. First of all, bugs in privileged components are frequent [Ros14; Ben17] and typically expose secrets protected by the separation. But also without exploiting software bugs, logical separation can be overcome by advanced attackers. First, a separation may be crossed by physical attackers, for example, by using cold boot or DMA attacks as discussed before. But more importantly, a whole class of microarchitectural attacks can exploit the fact that logically separated contexts still share most hardware components of the system, such as cache, branch predictor and Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM), to leak secrets. This way, basic cache timing side channels [Ber05; YF14] can extract keys from separated contexts. Furthermore, recently discovered attacks Meltdown [Koc+18; Hor18] and Spectre [Lip+18a; Hor18] leverage speculative execution on modern, high-performance CPUs for cache timing attacks that can read arbitrary data from privileged contexts, including TEEs [Che+18]. Finally, Rowhammer attacks break logical separation in main memory by leveraging a physical property of DRAM, which, when accessing a specific DRAM address in rapid succession, can show bit flips in nearby memory cells [Kim+14]. Rowhammer attacks have been shown to be effective on mobile devices [Vee+16], can be used for privilege escalations [Sea15], remotely [Lip+18a; Tat+18] and can be able to cross the strong logical isolation by TEEs [Car17]. Those attacks illustrate that, while sufficient for most data, some high value secrets, such as keys and user identities, require stronger protection than provided by logical separations in modern CPUs. Hence, as another part of this thesis, we want to explore new ways to leverage physical separation to protect valuable secrets.
1.1 Research Questions

It should be clear by now that mobile devices are exposed to a large variety of attacks making mobile security challenging. Often, the ultimate goal of an attacker is to extract valuable user data, keys or identities. Based on the discussion in the previous section, in this thesis, we want to explore new ways to use features of modern CPUs, especially logical and physical separations, to improve the security of mobile devices against physical and remote attackers. More specifically, we want to answer the following research questions:

**How can we monitor and protect run-time integrity?** A remote attacker typically gains access to a mobile device by exploiting a process via one of the remote communication interfaces. Controlling a user space process, the attacker typically tries to elevate his privileges to gain access to the kernel space and, ultimately, extract secrets and data from the device. Monitoring the execution of the system is the first step to protection. Monitoring execution from a privileged, separated context could result in a protection mechanism that works transparently and independently of the device’s OS. Hence, we want to explore ways to use the new logical separations in modern CPUs, more specifically hardware-assisted virtualization, to monitor and, ultimately, protect the run-time execution of a device.

**How can we protect data in main memory?** Without relying on software bugs, strong physical attackers might be able to extract valuable user data from main memory of a mobile device, for example, via a cold boot or DMA attack. While Full Disk Encryption (FDE) is widely used on mobile devices, Random Access Memory (RAM) is typically unencrypted. Hence, we want to explore ways to protect the confidentiality of main memory, at run-time and while the device is suspended. Again, we want to leverage logical and physical separation to develop new approaches and to improve the security of existing ones.

**How can we protect keys and identities?** While logical, in-CPU separation is essential for most security concepts, and new logical separations allow for novel approaches, in some cases, the achieved security is not sufficient. Software bugs in privileged software, physical attacks and microarchitectural attacks might be able to break through logical separation, emphasizing the need for stronger protections. Especially for small, high value secrets, such as cryptographic keys and identities, better protections seem feasible and necessary. Hence, we want to explore ways to leverage physical separation to protect keys for symmetric cryptography and asymmetric keys used as user identities.

Securing mobile devices poses some unique challenges. By answering our research questions, we want to approach some of these challenges and improve overall mobile security, especially the confidentiality of valuable user data and secrets.
In order to find answers to our research questions, we want to follow a basic scheme for our security concepts. Based on the assumptions that complex software always contains vulnerabilities proportional to the code size, we want to move security-critical code and assets into separated contexts, isolating them from the majority of software running on a mobile device and reducing the Trusted Computing Base (TCB) for our concepts.

Our goal is to protect a high-performance mobile device, our target platform, against different physical and remote attackers, as described before. To achieve this, we want to use all logical, in-CPU separations available and develop novel concepts that leverage their specific features. The separations include the kernel layer, the virtualization layer and the secure world of a TEE. As explained before, for some valuable assets, the isolation provided by a logical separation might be insufficient. Hence, we extend our architecture with a dedicated, physical security device, the security token, providing an additional, physical separation for some of our concepts. Our basic vision is summarized in Figure 1.1, showing the logical and physical separations in our two-part system architecture.

The main contributions in this thesis towards reaching this vision are summarized in the following:

**Page-granular transparent tracing of code execution.** We present a framework for logically separated kernel and user space execution tracing as a basis for protecting a target platform against remote attackers. Our framework uses hardware-assisted virtualization features to restrict the number of executable pages in a guest from a
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Custom minimal hypervisor. The framework analyzes the resulting page faults to infer information about the guest’s control flow. Based on this, we furthermore propose a concept using the framework to transparently enforce a particular page-granular control flow in the guest. We present a prototype implementation on an ARM Cortex-A15 development board running Android OS. Based on our prototype, we conduct a detailed performance evaluation of our tracing framework and hardware-assisted virtualization on ARM in general.

Publication: [HW15]

Run-time main memory encryption. We present a run-time memory encryption scheme protecting data confidentiality of processes and kernel running on our target platform against physical attackers. We leverage hardware-assisted virtualization and use a minimal hypervisor to restrict a guest, including kernel and user space, to a small working set of recently accessed pages, while keeping other pages encrypted. The mechanism is transparent and works independently of the guest OS. We, furthermore, propose a mechanism to transparently detect and exclude pages for which the encryption would lead to malfunction, for example, because they are shared with DMA devices. Based on our fully functional prototype implementation on an ARM Cortex-A15 development board running Android OS, we present a detailed evaluation of our run-time memory encryption.

Publication: [HHW17a]

Combination of run- and suspend-time memory encryption. Typically, not all functions of a mobile device are required at all times and many components can be safely suspended until needed. In order to provide even stronger protection for the data of suspended components, we describe the combination of our run-time memory encryption approach with a suspend-time memory encryption scheme, which is the result of joint work research. We describe how the suspend-time encryption scheme is able to protect data of suspended processes or process groups on our target platform against strong physical attackers using our token as physically separated key storage. The mechanism is orthogonal to the run-time encryption and leverages Linux functions for process grouping and suspension.

Our approach competes with recent hardware-assisted memory encryption schemes. Hence, additionally, as the result of joint work, we provide a security analysis of AMD’s virtual machine encryption. The scheme aims to protect the data confidentiality of virtual machines against a malicious hypervisor. We describe and realize an attack able to extract memory contents from a virtual machine encrypted with this mechanism using a malicious hypervisor. Our successful attack shows that concepts that try to remove privileged components from the TCB are hard to realize.

Publication: [HHW17a]

Joint work publications: [HHW17b; Hub+17; Hub+18; Mor+18]
Externally verifiable execution on ARM. To protect valuable assets of our target platform against attacks breaking logical separation, we introduce an additional, physical separation in form of our security token. In order to protect the assets on the token against a compromised target platform, we want the token to be able to verify the integrity of the target platform’s boot process before unlocking its security functions. To achieve this without requiring special attestation hardware and key material in the target platform, we introduce a timing-based software primitive that enables the token to verify that a specific piece of code is executed unmodified on our target platform. This primitive must be specifically designed for the target platform’s CPU, i.e., in our case an ARM Cortex-A mobile processor. Based on this primitive, we introduce a software-based trusted boot process which proves the target platform’s boot time integrity towards the token. We present a full implementation of the primitive and the boot process with an ARM Cortex-A8 development board as target platform. Based on our prototype, we provide a detailed experimental evaluation of the concept, showing that malicious modifications of the boot-integrity can be detected reliably.

Publication: [Hor+14b]

Fast token-based external symmetric cryptography. In order to protect valuable symmetric keys of the target platform, for example, for FDE, against attacks breaking logical separation, we want to leverage the physically separated token. Moving the keys from the target platform to the token protects them but executing all related cryptographic operations externally is too slow for data-intensive use cases, such as FDE. To solve this problem, we propose a concept that partially moves those cryptographic operations to the token, ensuring the security of the externally stored keys while still offering comparably high performance. Our concept combines keys of both entities and forces the target platform and token to cooperate during data encryption and decryption. The key combination, furthermore, binds the encrypted data to the specific token used for its encryption. We present a complete prototype implementation and a detailed performance evaluation showing that our prototype is fast enough for data-intensive use cases.

Publication: [HWE16]

Token-based identity derivation and usage. Mobile devices are often very personal devices and, hence, typically store a lot of user authentication credentials. As an alternative to, for example, passwords, the authentication can be secured using asymmetric cryptography Identities (IDs), i.e., a key pair and a certificate trusted by the targeted service. Those IDs can be protected against attacks on logical separation by storing them on our token. Asymmetric cryptography used for authentication happens much less frequently and, therefore, in contrast to the symmetric case, the operation can be fully moved to the token without performance issues. But the
challenge remains how to securely generate IDs on the token that are immediately trusted by a service the users wants to authenticate to. To solve this problem, we extend our architecture with a trusted RootID device and propose a protocol able to securely derive trusted IDs from the RootID into the token, even when assuming a completely compromised target platform. We, furthermore, present a protocol for securely using derived IDs for authentication. Our prototype implementation confirms the feasibility of our approach.

Publication: [Hor+14a]

### 1.3 Publications

Parts of the contributions in this thesis have been published in the following scientific, peer-reviewed articles. Some of the publications contain additional contributions not covered in this thesis.


Other publications. Additionally, we published articles whose contributions are not part of this thesis. In [Hub+15], we propose a secure architecture for OS-level virtualization for mobile devices. Our approach allows multiple Linux-based OS instances, such as Android, to run simultaneously on a single physical device. We isolate those instances from each other by restricting them to their minimally required functionality and permitting communication only through well-defined channels. Our architecture is able to keep user data secure even if large parts of the rest of the system are compromised.

In [ZH18], we propose a novel compiler-based approach to protect programs written in unsafe languages, such as C and C++, against attacks corrupting return addresses. By storing return addresses on a second, safe stack, we effectively prevent various attacks, ranging from simple code injections to advanced techniques like ROP. In contrast to other dual stack schemes, our safe stack is protected against information disclosure attacks. With an average overhead of no more than 2.7%, our approach is well usable in real-world scenarios.

In [MHH19], we propose a concept for locating memory pages containing valuable secrets, such as keys, in encrypted virtual machines, only by observing page faults and certain I/O events. In our prototype implementation, we combine this knowledge with our method for extracting data from encrypted memory presented in this thesis, to efficiently extract valuable keys from an encrypted virtual machine.


1.4 Outline

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce existing technologies and concepts that are necessary or helpful as background for understanding our contributions. First, we discuss fundamentals of the ARM architecture, the predominant CPU architecture for mobile devices. Then, we cover virtualization concepts, especially platform virtualization as logical separation in modern CPUs. Afterwards, we introduce TEEs as hardened logical CPU separation and boot integrity mechanisms, i.e., secure and measured boot.

In Chapter 3, we first introduce our generic system architecture used throughout the thesis. We discuss both physical entities of the architecture and the hardware requirements imposed on them by our different security concepts. We conclude the chapter introducing a generic attacker model building the basis for the specific attacker models in the following chapters.

Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 build the main contributions of the thesis. Figure 1.2 visualizes the main topics of those chapters in the context of our system architecture. In Chapter 4, we introduce our software-based trusted boot process which allows the target platform to prove its boot-time integrity towards the token without requiring shared key material. The mechanism is based on SobTrA, our primitive for externally verifiable execution on ARM, which we present as main part of the chapter. After introducing a specific attacker model and discussing related work, we present the SobTrA design, our implementation on Cortex-A8 CPUs and experimental results from our prototype. The proof of the target
platform’s boot time integrity guarantees the token that the following security concepts on
the target platform are active at run-time.

In Chapter 5, we present our transparent, virtualization-based framework for page-
granular tracing execution of kernel and user space on our target platform. As framework
application with the goal to protect the run-time integrity of our target platform, we
propose a concept for enforcing a particular page-granular control flow. After introducing
typical attacks and related work, we present conceptual and implementation details of
our tracing framework. Then, we introduce our run-time integrity application and its
implementation. Finally, we conclude the chapter with a detailed performance analysis
based on our prototype implementation.

In Chapter 6, we introduce our concepts to protect the confidentiality of the target
platform’s main memory. We first discuss memory attacks, able to extract data from main
memory, and, based on them, specify an attacker model. Then, we introduce TransCrypt,
our virtualization-based approach for encrypting the main memory of kernel and user space
at run-time. We describe conceptual details of TransCrypt and its prototype implementation
and, afterwards, evaluate the prototype regarding security and performance. Then, we
introduce our Linux-based suspend-time encryption scheme and discuss the combination
of both our run-time and suspend-time approaches. Finally, we conclude the chapter with
a security analysis of AMD SEV, a hardware-based mechanism for memory encryption,
presenting SEVered, an attack with which we are able to subvert SEV.

In Chapter 7, we propose two concepts that externalize highly valuable secrets from the
target platform to the token to protect them against attacks breaking logical separations
in the target platform’s CPU. After detailing those attacks, we first introduce CoKey,
our approach for protecting symmetric keys by forcing the target platform and token
to cooperate during encryption and decryption. Then, we present TrustID, our concept
for securing user identities with the token. For both approaches, we cover conceptual
details and the respective prototype implementations before discussing the security gained
through each concept.

We conclude the thesis in Chapter 8, where we summarize and assess our contributions
before sketching possible future research topics in the field of mobile security.
In this chapter, we introduce basic technologies and concepts important for understanding the rest of the thesis. While some, more specific aspects of the topics are introduced later where needed, the information given in this chapter is typically useful for more than one chapter of the thesis.

2.1 ARM Architecture

The ARM architecture is a widely used Reduced Instruction Set Computing (RISC) design for CPUs. ARM processors provide some characteristic features typical for RISC architectures:

- Many general-purpose registers, which can, in most cases, be freely used in three-operand instructions.
- Memory contents are only read and written using explicit load and store instructions (Load-Store architecture).
- Simple addressing modes for load/store where addresses are only generated based on register contents and immediates.

The ARM architecture is versioned, with ARMv8 being the latest version at the time of writing. Furthermore, ARM differentiates between three architecture profiles:

A – Application. Profile for traditional application processors. Provides support for virtual memory with an Memory Management Unit (MMU).


M – Microcontroller. Profile for microcontrollers, optimized for low-latency interrupt handling. Supports a variant of the R-profile MPU.
In this work, we focus on the two latest versions of the A-profile architecture, namely ARMv8-A [ARM17] and ARMv7-A [ARM14]. ARM, furthermore, specifies extensions to the architecture, for example, the ARMv7-A Virtualization Extensions [ARM14] and ARMv8 Cryptographic Extensions. For ARMv8, ARM also specifies updates to the architecture in form of sub-versions, e.g., ARMv8.3-A [ARM17]. The following descriptions refer to ARMv8-A without extensions and are based on information from the ARMv8-A reference manual [ARM17], if not stated otherwise.

Aside from specifying the ARM architecture, ARM develops designs for actual CPUs implementing the architecture. Those Cortex processors typically follow a simple naming scheme including the architecture profile and a number. For example, the Cortex-A53 processor implements the ARMv8-A architecture. An ARM Cortex-A CPU is typically part of an embedded SoC, containing not only multiple CPU cores but also bus systems, co-processors, caches, peripherals, Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) and other components in a single die. Figure 2.1 depicts a typical, yet simplified SoC architecture. In the following, we discuss the basic architectural concepts of an ARM application processor core.

Figure 2.1: Architecture of a typical ARM SoC.
2.1. ARM ARCHITECTURE

2.1.1 Execution States and Instruction Sets

ARMv8-A [ARM17] defines two execution states for a CPU: AArch64 and AArch32. While AArch32 is a 32-bit state backward-compatible to ARMv7-A, AArch64 is a complete 64-bit redesign of the architecture. Since AArch32, apart from some additions for interprocessing with AArch64, basically equals ARMv7-A, we use both terms interchangeably. The execution state determines several important properties of the CPU's execution environment:

- The supported Instruction Set Architectures (ISAs) and register set.
- Significant aspects of the exception, programmers' and memory model.

The ARMv8-A execution states support different instruction sets, i.e., ISAs. While the backward-compatible AArch32 state supports A32 and T32, which are basically the ARM and Thumb-2 ISAs specified by ARMv7, AArch64 only supports the new A64 ISA.

A32. The A32 instruction set uses fixed-length 32-bit wide instructions and 32-bit registers. It is compatible to the ARMv7 ARM instruction set.

T32. The T32 instruction set uses the same 32-bit registers as the A32 ISA but a mixture of 32- and 16-bit wide instructions to increase code density. T32 is compatible to the ARMv7 Thumb-2 instruction set.

A64. The A64 instruction set uses fixed-length 32-bit wide instructions and, primarily, 64-bit registers.

The AArch32 state and its ISAs use a register set that contains thirteen 32-bit general-purpose registers and some special registers, such as Program Counter (PC), Stack Pointer (SP) and Link Register (LR). The AArch64 state uses 31 64-bit general-purpose registers, a PC, and several SPs and LRs. In AArch64, components of the program state (PSTATE), such as the arithmetic flags, are directly and independently modified using special instructions. AArch32 additionally supports a backward-compatible mechanism for modifying the entire program state by accessing the Current Program Status Register (CPSR). Furthermore, while in ARMv7 and AArch32 system registers, such as the System Control Register (SCTLR), are accessed with co-processor instructions, AArch64 allows named access to those.

The exception and memory models of the ARMv8-A execution states are discussed in the following.

2.1.2 Privilege and Exception Model

ARM application processors implement multiple privilege levels for logical separation of different types of software running on the CPU. Figure 2.2 shows the logical separations inside an ARMv8-A processor. ARMv8-A defines four Exception Levels (ELs), EL0-3. The EL determines the privilege of the software running in it, i.e., its Privilege Level (PL).
The higher the EL, the more privileged, with EL3 being the highest privilege and EL0 the lowest, also known as unprivileged execution. EL0-2 are mirrored in normal and secure state versions. As shown in Figure 2.2, applications typically run in EL0, OS kernels in EL1 and hypervisors or Virtual Machine Monitors (VMMs) in EL2. EL3 typically houses firmware and code for switching between normal and secure world, building ARM’s TEE TrustZone, discussed later in this chapter. Both, EL2 and EL3, are architecturally optional and may be omitted in an ARMv8-A processor.

**Transfers.** Transfers between ELs happen via exceptions. When an exception occurs, the execution is transferred from, i.e., taken from, the current EL to the same or a higher EL to a code location previously specified in the exception vector table of the target EL. After handling the exception, the execution is usually returned to the location and EL it was taken from. In a multi-core system, each core executes and transfers between the ELs independently. ARM differentiates between synchronous and asynchronous exceptions. A synchronous exception is a direct result of an (attempted) execution of an instruction. Such an exception is triggered, for example, when an unprivileged application running in EL0 tries to execute a privileged instruction or issues a system call using SVC. Asynchronous exceptions or interrupts are not the direct result of an instruction but other, often external, events, such as peripheral devices signaling incoming data.

![Figure 2.2: Exception and privilege levels of an ARMv8-A CPU.](image-url)
Interprocessing. ELs use execution states, i.e., AArch32 or AArch64. An ARMv8-A CPU can run ELs with different execution states and change them when changing the EL, which is called interprocessing. Interprocessing may only change state from AArch32 to AArch64 when taking an exception to a higher EL and from AArch64 to AArch32 when returning from an exception into a lower EL. For example, an OS kernel running in AArch64 might be able to support AArch32 applications, but an AArch32 kernel only runs AArch32 applications. This also means that running AArch32 EL3 software forces all ELs to use AArch32 resulting in a CPU that is completely compatible to an ARMv7-A CPU.

ARMv7-A exception model. Figure 2.3 shows the exception and privilege model of an ARMv7-A CPU or an ARMv8-A CPU running AArch32 EL3 software. Here, the CPU supports different modes, which are mapped to privilege levels PL0-2. While the other PLs each only contain one mode, PL1 provides a mode for each type of exception it handles. The ARMv7-A model does not contain an extra privilege level for the secure monitor. Instead, the corresponding Monitor mode shares the Secure PL1 domain with the Secure OS, both handling different exceptions using distinct exception vector tables.

2.1.3 Memory Model

ARM application processors use virtual memory. All instructions use Virtual Addresses (VAs) translated by one or more logical MMUs into Physical Addresses (PAs) before being used for accessing the system interconnect, for example, to load a value from volatile
Secure and non-secure versions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EL0/1</th>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>IPA</th>
<th>Stage 2</th>
<th>PA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>Controlled by EL1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Controlled by EL2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EL2</th>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>PA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>Controlled by EL2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EL3</th>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>PA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>Controlled by EL3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.4: Address translation regimes in an ARMv8.4-A processor.

memory. The main difference between AArch64 and AArch32 is the size of the VAs used. AArch64 uses 64-bit and AArch32 32-bit virtual addressing.

Translation regimes. Depending on the EL a VA is accessed from, the VA is translated using one of multiple translation regimes. The translations regimes of an ARMv8.4-A processor are visualized in Figure 2.4. Translation regimes are configured using translation tables, which are multi-level memory structures allowing page-granular mapping of input to output addresses. The CPU provides separate regimes for EL0/1 and EL2 in both secure and non-secure versions and a single regime for EL3. This means that the same VA can be translated to five different PAs based on in which of these contexts the accessing software is running.

A translation regime can have one or two stages. A stage 1 translation translates from Virtual Addresses (VAs) to either Physical Addresses (PAs) or Intermediate Physical Addresses (IPAs). A stage 2 translation always translates from IPAs to PAs. In virtualization terms, a stage 2 translation is a Second Level Address Translation (SLAT). As such, it allows a hypervisor to run multiple Virtual Machines (VMs) in the same guest-physical address space, as detailed in Section 2.2.2. Each stage of a regime is configured independently and from a specific EL. Stage 1 translations are normally controlled by the EL the regime belongs to, whereas stage 2 translations are controlled by a higher privileged EL.

The shown ARMv8.4-A model provides a superset of the regimes of previous architecture versions. Previous versions of ARMv8-A do not provide a secure EL2. Hence, the corresponding EL2 regime and the secure EL0/1 stage 2 regime are not present there. In ARMv7-A, additionally, EL3 and its translation regime are omitted.

---

Intermediate Physical Address (IPA) is the term ARM uses for what is commonly referred to as Guest-Physical Address (GPA) in an abstract virtualization context. We use both terms interchangeably.
Attributes and permissions. Translations are configured using translation tables. Aside from the target address, a Page Table Entry (PTE), controlling the translation of a single page, is configured with attributes and access permissions for the underlying memory. With its attributes, the controlling entity can specify if a page should be cacheable and if it is shared by multiple cores. Access permissions determine which types of accesses are allowed to the memory of a page. Besides the typical read and write permissions, the execution of a page can be restricted using the Execute Never (XN) flag. Furthermore, execution can be restricted based on the executing context using the Privileged Execute Never (PXN) and Unprivileged Execute Never (UXN) permissions.

The secure and non-secure worlds can have different physical address spaces. For example, some of the system's memory might only be accessible to the secure world. Therefore, each translation is additionally associated with a Non-Secure (NS) flag with which secure ELs may specify if the corresponding memory should be accessed as secure memory. For non-secure translations, the flag is ignored and accesses are always non-secure.

In translation regimes with two stages, attributes and permissions of both stages are combined so that always the more restrictive setting applies. For example, this allows a hypervisor to prevent a guest from executing memory the guest marked as executable.

2.2 Virtualization

The basic idea of virtualization is to create multiple virtual instances of one physical resource. One of the most widely used forms of virtualization is virtual memory. In modern, preemptive OSs, each application process has its own full-sized virtual address space, despite the fact that the actual physical memory of the platform is typically much smaller. A controlling entity, in this case the OS kernel, manages the virtualization, i.e., the translation from virtual to physical memory and the allocation of actual physical memory for each process. Today, the term virtualization is mostly used to describe the virtualization of a full computing platform and its hardware resources, i.e., platform virtualization. Virtualization improves flexibility and allows for optimal usage of the virtualized resource. Furthermore, virtualization can improve security by isolating software from direct access to a physical resource.

2.2.1 Forms of Virtualization

There are two basic roles when virtualizing a resource: A host controlling the virtualization of the physical resource and one or more guests using the created virtual instances of the resource. Virtualization can be used on different layers in a computing system. Figure 2.5 shows a system employing multiple forms of virtualization on different layers:

Hardware. On this layer, actual hardware resources, such as the CPU and storage devices, are virtualized. Figure 2.5 shows platform virtualization, a specific form of hardware
virtualization in which the entire hardware platform is virtualized. The virtualization
host is a hypervisor or VMM\(^1\) creating one or more VMs for guest OSs to run in.
Hypervisors for platform virtualization can be included in a host OS (Type-2) or can
be standalone bare-metal software (Type-1).

**Operating System.** On this layer, the OS itself is virtualized, creating multiple containers
with the same guest OS as the host OS. Each container consists of multiple processes
for which OS resources such as Process Identifiers (PIDs), mounts, networks and users
are separated from other containers and processes. For the container’s processes,
this creates the impression of running solely on the OS kernel.

**Application.** Applications are virtualized by a user space runtime, such as the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM), abstracting and translating all accesses to the actual OS. Virtualized
applications can run on all systems for which the corresponding runtime environment
is available.

Especially in the context of hardware virtualization, we differentiate between two basic
types of virtualization:

**Full virtualization.** A resource is fully virtualized, meaning that the possibly unaware
guest uses its virtual resource as if it was the actual physical resource. Consequently,
this type of virtualization does not require changes to the guest. It is transparent to
the guest.

---

\(^1\)We use the terms hypervisor and VMM interchangeably.
Paravirtualization. The guest is aware of the virtualization and uses an interface provided by the host to interact with its virtual resource. This type of virtualization requires guest software adapted to use the virtualization interface.

In the context of this thesis, primarily the hardware virtualization layer is of interest. Full platform virtualization, supporting full-fledged VMs with unmodified guest OSs, poses difficult challenges. In a fully virtualized platform, VMs provide an execution environment in which guest software runs as if it was running solely on the actual hardware. For this to be efficient, a guest must be able to execute most if its instructions natively, i.e., directly on the hardware, without interfering with the hypervisor or other VMs. Popek and Goldberg formulated [PG74] a basic requirement for a CPU's ISA in order to support efficient platform virtualization. They define two groups of special instructions in an ISA: Privileged instructions, which can only be executed by a privileged mode and trap if executed by an unprivileged mode, and sensitive instructions, which are influenced by or influence the configuration of system resources. According to Popek and Goldberg, an ISA is efficiently virtualizable if the set of sensitive instructions is a subset of the set of privileged instructions. For such an ISA, a hypervisor can be built that allows the guest to run on the actual hardware while still preventing it from accessing or modifying system resources by trapping the according, sensitive instructions. On an ISA that does not provide this property, virtualization requires complex and expensive techniques, such as (dynamic) binary translation.

An ISA fulfilling the Popek and Goldberg requirement does not necessarily actively support virtualization. A hypervisor built only based on this single requirement still has to provide a lot of complex virtualization functionality, for example, to realize memory virtualization. Furthermore, the virtualization possibly requires a vast amount of context switches for trapping sensitive instructions. Both aspects greatly reduce the performance of the virtualization. Therefore, modern CPUs and platforms provide hardware support for virtualization, reducing traps and hypervisor complexity, which we discuss in the following.

2.2.2 Hardware-assisted Virtualization

The performance of platform virtualization depends on the time spent in the hypervisor. Therefore, in order to reduce the virtualization overhead, modern platforms contain a multitude of virtualization features in hardware, minimizing the number of hypervisor traps and the necessary hypervisor functionality. In the following, we discuss such hardware-assisted virtualization of different components of a computing platform.

CPU. The basic CPU virtualization feature is the addition of another execution mode for the hypervisor to run in. This mode is higher privileged than the traditional, privileged kernel mode, which remains available for the guest kernel inside a VM. As discussed in Section 2.1.2 and shown in Figure 2.2, ARMv8-A processors provide such a mode in form
of EL2. The guest kernel can execute the subset of sensitive instructions that involves the configuration of its own VM, i.e., guest-sensitive instructions, independently, without requiring traps into the hypervisor. The CPU typically provides a special instruction for calls to the hypervisor from VMs, the Hypervisor Call (HVC) instruction in case of ARM, and optional, configurable traps for guest-sensitive instructions.

**Memory.** As discussed in the beginning of this section, memory in modern CPUs is already virtualized in the form of virtual memory. This virtualization is used to provide each user space process with a full, distinct virtual address space. In order to realize this feature, the MMU of those CPUs translates VAs to PAs as configured by the OS kernel for the running process.

In CPUs with hardware-assisted virtualization, another translation stage, the Second Level Address Translation (SLAT), is added. The guest still controls the first stage of translation, which now translates into Guest-Physical Addresses (GPAs) (i.e., IPAs on ARM). The SLAT is configured by the hypervisor and translates GPAs to actual PAs. The SLAT takes the same role for VMs as the first stage translation for user space processes and allows the hypervisor to run multiple VMs using the same guest-physical address space. As discussed in Section 2.1.3 and visualized in Figure 2.4, ARM processors support SLAT in form of the stage 2 EL1/0 translations. Additionally, virtualization support often also introduces Virtual Machine Identifiers (VMIDs). Analogously to Address Space Identifiers (ASIDs) for user space processes, VMIDs can be set by the hypervisor and are then used by the hardware to tag cache and Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) entries allowing for fast and efficient maintenance operations on these shared resources.

**Devices.** Peripheral devices can be virtualized, i.e., shared between multiple VMs, using different software techniques. First, they can be emulated by the hypervisor, requiring expensive traps on each guest access to the device. Second, devices can be paravirtualized, requiring special drivers in the guest and the hypervisor. Finally, devices can be virtualized in hardware or assigned exclusively to a single VM, both of which requires the direct pass-through of the device into a VM. CPUs with hardware-assisted virtualization typically provide features for improving the performance of device emulation and especially of device pass-through.

To speed up device emulation, CPUs provide detailed analysis information for traps from VMs. For example, with ARM virtualization, when a guest accesses memory mapped by the hypervisor as an emulated device, the trap that is triggered by the permission fault in the SLAT typically provides information about the type of access and the exact access address.

For device pass-through, CPUs with hardware-assisted virtualization typically provide means to directly assign corresponding interrupts to the targeted VM. This means that, in the best case, no interference by the hypervisor is necessary anymore during normal
device operation. For DMA devices, *Input-Output Memory Management Units (IOMMUs)* with hardware-assisted virtualization provide a SLAT, analogously to the SLAT on the main CPU.

### 2.2.3 AMD SEV and SME

In the strongly hierarchical privilege model of virtualized system, higher layers inherently have to trust the lower layers managing them. For example, an owner of a VM has to trust his server operator providing the hypervisor managing his VM, as the operator can, theoretically, access all the VM’s data. In order to alleviate this problem, AMD introduced Secure Encrypted Virtualization (SEV) [KPW16], a technology for encrypting the memory of VMs, protecting it from accesses by other VMs and even privileged system software. AMD SEV is based on AMD’s hardware-assisted virtualization support and Secure Memory Encryption (SME) [KPW16], another new feature, enabling transparent full memory encryption. In the following, we shortly introduce both technologies and the supplemental SEV Encrypted State (SEV-ES) feature.

**AMD SME.** SME is a hardware extension for full main memory encryption. Its goal is to protect the data in DRAM of the entire system against a strong physical attacker trying to extract data, for example, via a cold boot attack. SME introduces an additional bit, the *C-bit*, in the CPU’s address translation table entries indicating that a page should be encrypted. Pages marked with the C-bit are encrypted by the DRAM controller using a single key randomly generated at system startup. The key is managed by a special security co-processor, the AMD Secure Processor (AMD-SP), and never exposed to software on the CPU. Transparent SME (TSME) is an additional operation mode of SME that encrypts all memory pages regardless of their C-bit value. TSME can be used to encrypt systems with legacy system software not supporting the C-bit management.

**AMD SEV.** SME uses a single key and hence only protects against a *physical* attacker. AMD SEV encrypts VMs and the hypervisor with different keys, in order to protect them from each other via cryptographic isolation. SEV is an extension of AMD’s virtualization technology AMD-V. AMD-V ensures separation inside the CPU by tagging code and data with an VM ASID. As with SME, data is encrypted by the DRAM controller when entering or leaving DRAM but using different keys based on the VM ASID. As for SME, the encryption is managed on a per-page basis using the C-bit in the translation tables. With AMD-V’s SLAT, a guest manages its own translations and can use SEV’s C-bit to mark pages for encryption independently of the hypervisor. By disabling the C-bit in the VM translations, a guest can create memory regions shared with the hypervisor. If the hypervisor enables encryption of these regions in the SLAT, they are still encrypted in memory but can be accessed by both, VM and hypervisor. SEV does not prevent a hypervisor from switching pages belonging to the same VM in the SLAT or from replaying old pages of the same VM.
Keys are managed by the SEV firmware on the AMD-SP co-processor and, as for SME, are never exposed to software running on the main CPU. The SEV firmware offers an interface to the hypervisor for managing VMs. Aside from basic functions, such as launching and running VMs, the interface provides functionality for proving its authenticity and for attesting the secure, SEV-enabled launch of a guest VM towards a remote party, such as the VM owner. For both, the AMD-SP contains key material from AMD and the platform owner. For the launch attestation, the VM owner can provide a guest image which gets loaded and measured together with other SEV-related guest state by the SEV firmware before being launched. The SEV firmware then generates a signature over the measurement, with which the VM owner can ensure the secure launch of his VM before sending security-critical data, such as the VM’s disk encryption key.

**AMD SEV-ES.** Like SME, SEV, in its base form, only encrypts data in DRAM and leaves other important information, such as the VM’s registers state, unencrypted and therefore available to a possibly malicious hypervisor. SEV-ES [Adv18] is an extension to SEV, encrypting all information about a VM’s state not required by the hypervisor to function properly. For this, the contents of the Virtual Machine Control Block (VMCB) are partitioned into an unencrypted *Control Area* and an encrypted *Safe Area*.

### 2.3 Trusted Execution Environments

A Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) is a secure area in a system, which is logically separated from the system’s normal operation state. The normal operation state is then often referred to as *non-secure or normal world* [ARM17] or Rich Execution Environment (REE) [Glo17], as opposed to the *secure world* provided by the TEE. The separation mainly affects the system’s main CPU, but typically also extends to other resources in the system, for instance, to the system’s main memory. On the system’s CPU, the TEE runs in parallel but isolated from the CPU’s normal privilege modes, including even the most privileged ones such as a hypervisor mode or the Intel Secure Management Mode (SMM).

TEEs and their applications provide security-critical functions to normal world applications. For example, a TEE can be used to handle cryptographic operations for Digital Rights Management (DRM), so that the corresponding key material is never exposed to the normal world. Regarding its usage model, a TEE is comparable to a dedicated security device, such as a Secure Element (SE), in that it is typically used in a request-response fashion. Apart from that, there are some important differences between a dedicated security device and a TEE. A TEE is less secure, without real physical separation and without special hardening against hardware attacks. For example, TEEs often require an intact SoC package to keep their security guarantees. On the other hand, a TEE, with its access to the host CPU, is functionally more capable than an SE and can, for instance, use the full performance of the CPU and implement high-performance communication with the normal world.
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Figure 2.6: Typical architecture of a system with TEE.

Figure 2.6 shows a typical architecture of a system employing a TEE. The shown architecture is roughly based on the TEE specifications [Glo17] by GlobalPlatform. Apart from the logical separation inside the CPU, a TEE also requires a concept for the security of other resources in the system. In the shown architecture, the TEE’s isolation is extended to system resources in a generic way. Resources can be normal, trusted or shared between TEE and REE. Trusted resources and trusted parts of shared resources can only be accessed by TEE components, i.e., the TEE modes in the CPU and other trusted bus master devices. The isolation of TEE components can be realized using physical isolation, hardware logic isolation, such as an additional “secure” signal on the interconnect, or cryptographic isolation using unique, device-specific key material only accessible to the TEE.

A TEE typically provides means to protect the integrity and confidentiality of its code and data. Load-time integrity is often established using code signatures in combination with a secure boot or a similar mechanism. Run-time integrity and confidentiality is ensured by the TEE’s isolation mechanisms, preventing access of normal components in the system to TEE memory and storage resources. In our typical architecture shown in Figure 2.6, the Static Random-access Memory (SRAM) of the system, which is a special volatile memory type that is part of the processor die, is trusted and exclusively assigned to the TEE. Hence, it cannot be accessed by normal world components and can be used to securely store code and data of the TEE. As part of the SoC die, it is protected against hardware attacks targeting, typically external, RAM modules. The isolation of SRAM is normally realized using a hardware logic that prevents accesses to a resource based on a special, additional signal on the interconnect. TEE data in shared RAM and persistent
storage devices is often protected using cryptographic isolation. For this, the TEE uses its unique and secret key material to encrypt data from its secure memory into memory or persistent storage shared with the normal world. While the normal world can access the encrypted data, it cannot decrypt it, establishing a cryptographic isolation.

Some TEEs provide support for software attestation. With this, a TEE or one of its components can prove its integrity towards a third party, the verifier. Attestation typically requires a shared secret or a certified key pair trusted by the verifier, whose availability is bound to the TEE and its integrity by hardware means. This key material is typically provisioned to the TEE or the hardware itself before deploying the device for productive use. A TEE might support provisioning and attestation in hardware or in software. For the latter, the provisioned attestation key can be protected using cryptographic isolation as described before.

In the following, we shortly introduce the two currently most important TEE implementations in modern CPUs, namely the ARM TrustZone and Intel SGX.

### 2.3.1 ARM TrustZone

The TrustZone [AF04; ARM17] is ARM’s TEE implementation. It closely matches the generic TEE concept described in the previous section, introducing a secure logical separation inside the CPU and a mechanism extending the separation to system resources.

Inside the ARM CPU, TrustZone introduces the secure world, mainly consisting of a set of new modes or ELs. Those modes have already been introduced as part of the ARM architecture privilege model in Section 2.1.2 and are shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. The TrustZone secure world basically mirrors the normal world, providing the ability to run a secure OS with secure applications in parallel to the normal world. When executing in the secure world, the CPU allows access to secure resources, such as secure configuration registers. Additionally, the TrustZone introduces a monitor mode (ARMv7-A) or EL3 (ARMv8-A) to host a secure monitor component responsible for switching between normal and secure world. This mode is always secure but may change its view on the system freely, allowing it to access both worlds for realizing the world switch. A world switch is typically initiated by a secure interrupt or a request from the normal world for a function offered by the secure world via an Secure Memory Card (SMC) call.

The TrustZone extends its separation to the system interconnect by introducing an additional signal on the system bus, indicating if an access is secure. As explained in Section 2.1.3 and shown in Figure 2.4, the TrustZone secure world provides its own, independent address translation regimes. The TrustZone, furthermore, introduces the Non-Secure (NS) bit for translations, indicating if the underlying memory should be accessed securely, i.e., with the corresponding secure signal set. Only secure world modes are able to unset the NS bit in their translations resulting in a secure access to the system bus. All normal world translations always have the NS bit set, independently of the value chosen by their managing software. This mechanism builds the basis for partitioning the physical
address space into secure and non-secure versions. A resource mapped into the physical address space can be TrustZone-aware, permitting or preventing accesses based on their security state. Bus masters other than the CPU can be TrustZone-aware and access the secure address space, but non-aware masters default to the non-secure address space. ARM provides several hardware blocks to implement the partitioning of hardware resources between secure and non-secure address spaces. The TrustZone Memory Adapter (TZMA) can be used to partition on-SoC Read-Only Memory (ROM) or SRAM into a secure and a non-secure region. The TrustZone Address Space Controller (TZASC) can be used to partition an address range into multiple secure and non-secure regions, e.g., to share one RAM device between worlds. For other bus master devices, ARM provides TrustZone-aware DMA controllers that can be configured to reject accesses to secure address regions.

Entries in TLBs and cache lines are tagged with their security state, so that no flushes are required when switching worlds. For memory shared between worlds, this creates a possible aliasing problem as a secure and a non-secure cache line can co-exist for the same memory. Hence, secure world software must ensure that it accesses shared memory with the NS bit set. While explicit cache flushes from the normal world cannot flush secure cache lines, cache line eviction as basis for cache timing attacks is still possible.

The ARM architecture requires a CPU to always start in its highest available privilege level (typically EL3). Furthermore, the privilege level can only be increased by triggering an exception, transferring execution to a code location previously specified by the targeted EL. Together with a secure boot process (see Section 2.4.1), this privilege model can ensure the integrity of TrustZone software. TrustZone-enabled ARM platforms typically provide some kind of secret device-specific key that is only available after a successful secure boot. This key can be used by TrustZone software in conjunction with secure SRAM to implement cryptographic isolation for persistent secrets, as described before.

The ARM TrustZone does not provide built-in architectural support for software attestation. Nonetheless, it typically provides the means for implementing an attestation mechanism. In a provisioning step, an attestation key pair or shared secret can be created in the TrustZone and be protected with cryptographic isolation, as described before. This key is then certified by or shared with the verifier. In its productive environment, the key can only be decrypted by the TrustZone software after a successful secure boot. The TrustZone software can then take measurements of the attested software and sign the measurements with its verifier-trusted key to attest the platform’s software integrity.

2.3.2 Intel SGX

Intel SGX [McK+13; Int18; CD16] is a user-level TEE introduced first in the Skylake generation Intel Core processors. In contrast to the ARM TrustZone, Intel SGX deviates significantly from the classic GlobalPlatform TEE architecture, implementing typical tasks of a TEE secure OS and monitor component directly in hardware. Figure 2.7 shows an overview of an Intel SGX-enabled system. User mode (Ring 3) applications can move their
security-critical components into SGX enclaves, which are integrity- and confidentiality-protected from each other, from other applications and from normal privileged system software, such as the kernel or hypervisor. Enclaves are created, initialized and torn down by system software, but can only be entered by user space applications. For all those operations, SGX introduces special, new processor instructions. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2.7, Intel SGX introduces several new structures on the main memory level:

**Processor Reserved Memory (PRM)**. The PRM is a configurable part of the main memory protected against all normal world accesses. As shown in Figure 2.7, this also includes accesses from DMA devices.

**Enclave Page Cache (EPC)**. The EPC is a sub-region of the PRM storing the data and code of the system’s enclaves. Pages in the EPC are encrypted by the Memory Encryption Engine (MEE) and only accessible by the enclave they belong to. Pages in the EPC are allocated to enclaves by privileged normal world software.

**Enclave Page Cache Map (EPCM)**. The EPCM is a CPU-private memory region, inaccessiible to any kind of software. SGX uses the EPCM to store metadata for EPC pages, such as the page’s validity and type, owning enclave, access permissions and VA.
A new enclave is initialized by system software, executing special CPU instructions that create the enclave and fill it by copying data from a given location in the normal memory of the requesting application. During its creation, an enclave's contents and configurations are measured by SGX using a cryptographic hash function. After the initialization of an enclave, no further pages can be added and the measurement hash is finalized, establishing the Enclave Identity. Every enclave must provide a certificate and signature of its author. The certificate includes a measurement hash, a product ID, the enclave version, a vendor value for identifying special privileged Intel enclaves, and required enclave attributes. Before finalizing the initialization of an enclave, its signature is checked by SGX against the measurement hash. After a successful check, the signature and certificate establish the enclave's Signing Identity.

Enclaves can only be entered from unprivileged Ring 3 applications and run with the same user mode privileges as their application. In contrast to the ARM TrustZone, SGX enclaves do not provide independent address translations and, consequentially, use the same translations as their host applications, controlled and configured by the underlying privileged system software, i.e., the kernel and hypervisor. This is necessary for the system software in order to be able to manage EPC page allocations. Nonetheless, SGX stores the page access address and permissions as defined by the enclave author in the EPCM and uses those values to override possibly malicious address translations by the system software. Additionally, SGX prevents system software from mapping the same EPC page to multiple enclaves and ensures that the virtual address space of an enclave is exclusively mapped into the EPC. Furthermore, SGX offers functions to let the system software securely evict pages from EPC to normal memory. SGX encrypts evicted pages and uses nonces to protect the EPC from replay attacks by the system software. In contrast to the ARM TrustZone, SGX does not provide a generic mechanism to extend its secure state to hardware resources in the system. While SGX protects enclave data against DMA devices, it does not enable the implementation of SGX-aware devices other than the CPU and RAM.

An enclave can use a special instruction to request the generation of different keys based on its identity. Those keys are derived from a CPU-specific secret and can therefore not be generated on a different CPU. For example, a key can be requested that is bound to the specific enclave instance using its Enclave Identity. This allows an enclave to realize cryptographic isolation, securely storing its secrets in shared (persistent) memory. The key generation can also use the enclave’s Signing Identity, allowing, for example, the sharing of keys between version updates or between different enclaves of the same author.

SGX provides an integrated mechanism for the attestation of an enclave’s integrity. In a local attestation, an enclave uses a special instruction to prove its integrity towards another enclave on the same CPU by generating a signed report which can be checked by the receiving enclave. Furthermore, SGX offers a remote attestation allowing an enclave author to remotely verify an enclave’s integrity, for example, before providing specific key material. The remote attestation is realized using a local attestation towards a special, privileged


Quoting Enclave by Intel and a CPU-specific Provisioning Secret shared with Intel, which is used by another privileged enclave, the Provisioning Enclave, to generate attestation keys.

### 2.4 Boot Integrity and Attestation

Ensuring the integrity of firmware and software loaded during a system’s boot process is fundamental in many application scenarios. In the following we discuss two boot integrity concepts with different goals. The **secure boot** enforces that only signed software can be loaded on a protected platform. The **measured boot** stores measurements of boot stages in a secure location, for example, to prove the platform’s boot integrity to a remote party afterwards.

#### 2.4.1 Secure Boot

The **secure boot** [AFS97] is a technique widely used on mobile and embedded devices, such as smartphones, ensuring that only software with a valid signature can be loaded during the boot process. The basic concept is illustrated in Figure 2.8, depicting a simplified three-stage secure boot process. As basis, the secure boot requires an immutable piece of code that is guaranteed to be executed directly after device reset, before any other code. This component, which we call **trust anchor** in the following, is typically realized using ROM, as depicted in Figure 2.8. Additionally, the secure boot requires one or more public keys stored immutably in hardware for verifying code signatures. This is normally realized with One-Time Password (OTP) fuses that can be programmed in a provisioning step to store the device owner’s keys\(^1\).

The secure boot starts with the trust anchor loading the first mutable boot stage and verifying its signature with the platform’s fused keys before handing over control. The loaded boot stage then, in turn, uses the platform’s or own keys to verify the signature of the next stage, building up a **chain of trust**.

On ARM platforms, the secure boot is strongly connected to the initialization of the different privilege levels, the ELs. Figure 2.9 illustrates a typical secure boot sequence on

\(^1\)Typically, only hashes of the public keys are stored to save costly OTP fuses.
Figure 2.9: Typical secure boot on an ARMv8-A CPU.

an ARMv8-A CPU. The CPU always starts its execution in the highest available EL, which is EL3 in CPUs with TrustZone support. The trust anchor ROM code securely loads a signed secure world bootloader which loads and checks the integrity of a normal world bootloader, the secure monitor and the secure OS kernel. Then, it passes control to the secure monitor, which, among others, initializes the EL3 exception vector table for handling SMCs and the world switch functionality. Afterwards, the monitor uses an exception return (\texttt{eret}) to drop to the secure OS in secure EL1, which initializes itself, including the secure EL1 exception vectors. After finishing its initialization, the secure OS passes control back to the secure monitor using a specific SMC. With this step, the secure world boot is finished and the monitor uses an exception return to pass control to a normal world bootloader, such as \texttt{u-boot} or a Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) bootloader. The normal world bootloader finishes the secure boot by loading an (optional) hypervisor and the normal OS kernel, both of which initialize their respective EL exception vector tables.

2.4.2 Measured Boot

In contrast to a secure boot, a measured boot, sometimes also called trusted or authenticated boot, does not enforce that only signed software is booted on a device but enforces that measurements, i.e., hash digests, of the loaded boot stages are stored into a secure component
before executing them. The secure component must be separated from the normal execution environment, either physically or logically, and ensure that measurements can only be written but not removed. A typical example for a physically separated component is a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [Tru11] connected to the system, whereas a Firmware Trusted Platform Module (fTPM) [Raj+16] in the TrustZone is an example for a logically separated secure component. Similar to the secure boot, the measured boot requires specific trust anchor code that is immutable and guaranteed to be executed as the first stage of the boot process. The trust anchor, often called Core Root of Trust for Measurement (CRTM) in the context of TPMs, starts the measured boot by measuring the following boot stage and storing the measurement in the system’s secure component. Then it passes control to the measured stage, which, in turn, measures the following stage. After finishing the boot chain, the secure component contains a secure log of the platform’s boot process, which cannot be modified retroactively. In contrast to the secure boot, the measured boot does not prevent a maliciously modified stage from being started, but ensures that the modification is securely reflected in measurements in the secure component. The measured boot is a basic mechanism that enables different use cases, two of which we discuss in the following:

**Platform attestation.** In a platform attestation, the measurements taken during the measured boot are used to prove the platform’s integrity towards a (remote) verifier. As for other forms of software attestation, the attestation requires a secret key in the attesting entity, i.e., the secure component, that is trusted by or shared with the verifier. This key is used by the secure component to sign the measurements received during the measured boot, proving the platform’s boot integrity towards the verifier.

**Sealing.** Depending on the measurements received during the measured boot, the secure component can provide or prevent access to its secrets or secure functions. For example, it can combine measurements with its own secrets and provide cryptographic functions using the resulting keys to its host platform. With this, data can be encrypted so that it can only be decrypted again if the host platform is in the same state, i.e., delivered the same measurements to the secure component during the boot process. In the context of the TPM, the described mechanism is called sealing.
In this chapter, we introduce a generic, mobile system architecture that serves as a common basis for the security concepts we propose throughout the thesis. As shortly discussed in our introduction in Section 1.2, the main design goal for our system architecture is the implementation of multiple, increasingly trusted layers of separation, isolating security-critical components and functionality from the less or non-trusted majority of the system’s components. Figure 3.1 shows an overview of our generic system architecture. It consists of two main physical entities: the target platform and the security token. The target platform is a high-performance, general-purpose computing device. It contains a CPU that provides several levels of logical separation, building the foundation for our target platform architecture. The token is a small, low-performance special-purpose security device attached to the target platform. As physically independent device, it provides the strongest separation and is used for protecting the most valuable secrets in the system.

In the following, we discuss the architecture and the hardware characteristics of both target platform and token. Afterwards, we introduce our generic attacker model, building the basis for the specific attacker and threat models of the concepts introduced in the following chapters.

The architecture presented in this chapter is the result of combining several architectures that have been published with our corresponding security concepts [HW15; HHW17a; Hor+14b; HWE16; Hor+14a].

### 3.1 Target Platform

The target platform is the device whose secrets and integrity should be protected by our architecture and concepts. Conceptually, it can be any device that requires strong protection because it is highly exposed to possible attacks and contains valuable data. Such a device could, for instance, be a smartphone or a laptop.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the basic architecture of the target platform on the left, depicting the protection mechanisms introduced in this thesis and their location in the separation
layers of the target platform. The architecture is generic in the sense that some of the concepts presented in this thesis require specific hardware features. Most of the concepts are orthogonal so that a subset of them can be implemented if the target platform’s hardware does not support a specific feature. In the following, we further specify the target platform by discussing its layers, components and corresponding hardware requirements:

**TEE.** The TEE (see also Section 2.3) represents the most secure layer inside the target platform. It provides secure key storage for our run-time memory encryption (see Section 6.3) and houses SobTrA, proving the system integrity towards the token (see Chapter 4) in order to unlock its security functions. SobTrA is currently specific to ARM Cortex-A processors and can therefore only be used on a target platform employing such a processor.

Our architecture assumes a target platform with a classic GlobalPlatform-like TEE, such as ARM TrustZone (see Section 2.3.1). A user-level TEE, such as Intel SGX (see Section 2.3.2), requires a different architecture with a user space daemon using an enclave for the memory encryption key and SobTrA in the highest available normal privilege mode.

While our target platform architecture uses a TEE, it is not strictly necessary. If the target platform does not provide a TEE, SobTrA can be run from the next highest privilege level. Section 6.5.3 describes alternative key storage concepts without TEE for our run-time memory encryption.
Hypervisor. The hypervisor layer contains the components for run-time memory encryption (see Section 6.3) and page-based execution monitoring (see Chapter 5). The first protects a guest's confidentiality, the second its run-time integrity. Both require basic hardware-assisted CPU virtualization features (see Section 2.2.2), more specifically SLAT memory management and trapping of specific instructions. In our target platform, these functions are abstracted for both components by a minimal, custom hypervisor which supports only a single guest. The hypervisor layer and its functions are completely transparent, without an explicit guest interface. Hence, the layer has a minimal TCB and attack surface. Conceptually, both security concepts could also be integrated into a full-fledged hypervisor supporting multiple guests.

Since hardware-assisted virtualization is supported by all major CPU architectures, no specific CPU is required by our components in this layer. As both of our security concepts on this layer require frequent context switches, ARM CPUs are preferable because of their lightweight virtualization.

Optionally, the hypervisor layer may contain a client component for accessing security functionality offered by the token.

Kernel. The kernel layer implements our suspend-time memory encryption (see Section 6.6) and the token client. The latter enables kernel and user space to access security functions offered by the token (see Chapter 7), such as external symmetric cryptography (see Section 7.2), and is used, for example, to realize secure FDE.

The kernel layer does not require any specific hardware features. Since our suspend-time memory encryption is realized as a Linux-specific design, the target platform must run a Linux kernel in order to use it.

User space. The user space contains several parallel processes, realizing the actual, use case-specific functionality of the target platform. Using kernel functionality, processes can be grouped into isolated, functional groups called containers, as described in detail in [Hub+15].

Our kernel-based security concepts leverage process and container abstractions. The suspend-time memory encryption can either encrypt the whole guest user space when the target platform is fully suspended or groups of processes by suspending containers. Our token-based external cryptography uses user space secrets to isolate its operations for different user space contexts.

The modularity of our generic architecture allows for different concept combinations, depending on the actual target platform’s hardware. While a target platform with an Intel CPU supports a subset of the concepts, our typical target platform is an ARM application processor with virtualization support and TrustZone TEE. In order to be useful in an actual application scenario, the target platform, furthermore, provides different Input/Output (I/O) devices, such as a display, user input devices, and a network interface.
3.2 Security Token

The security token is a small, hardened special-purpose device connected to the target platform, as shown in Figure 3.1 on the right. Being physically separated, the token can act as an additional, strongly isolated layer storing the system's most valuable secrets and providing functions based on them to the target platform.

There are no hard constraints regarding the exact hardware of the token and its physical connection to the target platform. The token can be an internal or an external device, optionally removable, and can be connected to the target platform using a variety of interfaces, such as Universal Serial Bus (USB), Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) or Secure Digital Input Output (SDIO). In some cases, for example, if the token is an internal co-processor, it might even be connected directly to the target platform's system bus. Examples for actual token devices are smart cards in different form-factors and USB devices, such as the USB armory [Inv].

Since the token can have different hardware and many different physical forms, our system architecture, as depicted in Figure 3.1, does not define a specific token software architecture. Instead, we define specific requirements to the token's hardware imposed by the three token-based security concepts we propose in the thesis:

**Hardened.** The token must provide means to protect its integrity and confidentiality. The actual level of hardening depends on the application scenario. In a basic form, the token's boot-time integrity must be protected against manipulations, e.g., by a secure boot (see Section 2.4.1), and the token must encrypt its persistent data.

**Independent timer.** The token must provide an independent time source in order to be able to measure the time the target platform needs to calculate the SobTrA checksum, proving its integrity (see Chapter 4).

**Cryptography.** The token must be able to perform cryptographic operations. For our external cooperative cryptography concept (see Section 7.2), symmetric cryptography must be supported. For our derived identity storage concept (see Section 7.3), asymmetric cryptography is required. Optimally, the token provides hardware acceleration for these operations.

**Device secret.** For our external cooperative cryptography concept (see Section 7.2), the token must provide a secret, device-specific symmetric key. Optimally, this key is fused into the hardware, cannot be read but only used, and is only available if the boot-time integrity of the token is ensured.

**Unlock input.** The token might optionally provide independent user input, such as a Personal Identification Number (PIN) pad or fingerprint reader, for unlocking and, thus, protecting its security functions. While such a feature improves security of most of the concepts (cf. Section 7.2.5), it is optional considering that many token form
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Factors do not allow it. Typically, the number of tries for unlocking the token should be limited, in order to prevent brute forcing, for example, when using a PIN.

LED. The token might optionally contain a Light-Emitting Diode (LED) for indicating specific activity to the user. In our external cooperative cryptography concept (see Section 7.2), this optional token feature is used to improve security against certain attacks.

As for the target platform, the security functions on the token are orthogonal and can be combined differently, depending on the actual token’s hardware and the requirements it meets. This modular architecture allows for a variety of devices to be used as tokens, implementing all or a subset of the proposed functions.

3.3 Generic Attacker Model

In the following, we introduce different attackers with varying capabilities to our architecture. Our attacker model is generic in the sense that it does not determine a specific attacker but provides the building blocks for the specific attacker models defined for each of our security concepts in the following chapters. We show that our generic system architecture is suited to build a system secure against those specific attackers in separate security discussions for each of our security concepts. Regarding concrete attacks, this section only gives a coarse overview, deferring detailed attack descriptions to the chapters introducing our corresponding defense mechanisms.

The security concepts proposed in this thesis try to protect the integrity and confidentiality of different assets in the target platform. The general goal of the attacker always is to break those protections and to gain control of the target platform and/or to extract the protected assets. The specific attacker goal, e.g., the actual target asset, depends on the concrete security concept discussed.

We define two types of attackers. A remote attacker who has no physical access to the system’s hardware, attacking the system via its remotely accessible interfaces, and a physical attacker with direct access to the hardware, conducting hardware attacks or attacking the system via its local interfaces. Figure 3.2 depicts both attacker types in the context of our system architecture. The figure furthermore shows the increasing trust levels of the system’s components, beginning with untrusted user space processes and ending with the fully trusted token. Attackers have capabilities based on their type and their level of expertise. The more capable an attacker, the higher the trust level of the system’s components he is able to attack successfully, using his type-specific attack vectors. In the following, we introduce the specific attack vectors of our attacker types before discussing their common capabilities.
Remote attacker. The remote attacker attacks the system remotely, for example, via a network connection. He has no physical access to the system’s hardware. Since only the target platform offers remote communication connections, in order to gain access to higher trust levels and ultimately the token, the remote attacker typically has to work his way through the target platform’s software stack, as depicted in Figure 3.2, starting on the top with an attack on one of its outward-facing user space processes. As described in detail in Section 5.1, typical remote attacks try to achieve RCE, i.e., take over a user process, for instance, by exploiting memory corruption bugs in unsafe languages, such as C and C++. Afterwards, depending on his skill level, the remote attacker might be able to use the controlled process to attack higher privileged, logically separated layers in the target platform. For example, he might be able to exploit further bugs and gain control of privileged software as described in Section 5.1, or extract secrets from bug-free privileged software using microarchitectural attacks, breaking logical separation as described in detail in Section 7.1. The remote attacker has no direct access to the token and has to gain control over the target platform in order to communicate with the token.
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**Physical attacker.** The *physical* attacker has physical access to the system’s hardware components. Depending on the specific scenario, he might have access to the target platform, the token, or both. The physical attacker uses his direct hardware access for attacking the system. He typically attacks local physical interfaces, such as debug or serial ports, or directly targets the hardware, for example, via cold boot or bus sniffing attacks, as described in detail in Section 6.1. Using those attack vectors, the physical attacker might be able to take control of the target platform at run-time, for example, with a writing DMA attack or by modifying software on secondary storage and rebooting. If successful, the physical attacker basically gains the same privileges as a remote attacker in the layer it compromises. But typically, our physical attacker conducts attacks that extract a snapshot of the target platform’s state at the time of the attack. Our most important physical attacker, as described in detail in Section 6.1, is able to execute *memory attacks* against the target platform, extracting a full dump of its main memory without having control over privileged software on the target platform. The physical attacker has access to the token and may therefore directly communicate with the interface it exposes to the target platform. But, as the remote attacker, he is *not* able to compromise the software running on the token.

**Both attackers.** Both attackers have full access to infrastructure components surrounding our two main entities, token and target platform. For example, the remote attacker has a privileged position in the network the target platform is connected to. Both attackers are unable to break cryptographic primitives. Furthermore, they are unable to compromise the token’s software and especially unable to extract secrets, such as keys, from the token. This assumption is reasonable, since the token is a special-purpose device with a minimalist interface for a defined set of functions, comparable to an SE. As such, it can be hardened effectively. If the token is equipped with a secure unlocking mechanism, as described in Section 3.2, none of the attackers is able to unlock a locked token. If the token is unlocked via the target platform, both attackers might be able to gain access to the unlock secret if they control software on the target platform.

Despite using different initial attack vectors, both attackers can be *equally capable* in some cases and achieve the same attack goals. For example, a physical attacker might execute a writing DMA attack on the target platform’s kernel to achieve privileged code execution. A remote attacker might exploit a bug in a syscall implementation to achieve the same goal. As another example, a remote attacker might be able to remotely take over a peripheral device in the target platform, such as a network controller, and extract a main memory dump via DMA. A physical attacker might achieve the same goal using a cold boot attack.

Depending on the specific security concept and its protection goal, a specific attacker model defined in one of the following chapters might include one or both types of attackers with different capability levels. Strongly connected to the capability level of the attacker is the Trusted Computing Base (TCB) we assume for a concept, i.e., the software layers
that have to be uncompromised for the mechanism to provide its security guarantees. The more capable an attacker in a specific attacker model, the smaller the TCB we assume for the corresponding concept. The token and its software components are always part of the TCB and are sufficient as TCB for the token-based concepts in Chapter 4 and Chapter 7. Our hypervisor-based monitoring concept in Chapter 5 adds the hypervisor to the TCB. Finally, our memory encryption mechanisms in Chapter 6 additionally require the kernel layer to be part of the TCB.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced our system architecture and generic attacker model. Our system consists of two physical entities, the target platform and the security token. For the target platform, we specified a coarse software architecture, defining several layers of logical separation and our corresponding security mechanisms together with their hardware requirements. Since the token may take many physical forms, we omitted the definition of a token software architecture and instead defined functional blocks and corresponding hardware requirements. Defining orthogonal hardware requirements for the different security mechanisms makes our architecture modular and applicable to different platforms, possibly implementing only a subset of features matching the targeted hardware.

For our generic attacker model, we defined two types of attackers with different capabilities, using different attack vectors. The remote attacker does not have access to the hardware and attacks the system via one of its remotely accessible interfaces. The physical attacker has physical access to the system and conducts hardware attacks or attacks the system via one of its local interfaces. Our generic model provides the building blocks for the specific attacker models defined for each security concept in the following chapters.
As one main part of this thesis, we want to explore ways to leverage physical separation for key protection. To this end, our system architecture provides the security token as secure, logically separated storage location for the most valuable secrets of the target platform. Apart from protecting the token with a user-known secret, such as a PIN, the token should also be able to protect itself from a target platform whose code integrity is not guaranteed at startup.

Different approaches are imaginable to achieve this goal and let the token gain trust in the boot-time integrity of the target platform, building the basis for the security of our two-part system architecture during its run-time. Several solutions could be constructed with traditional software attestation mechanisms we outlined in Chapter 2. Software attestation always requires key material trusted by the verifier, i.e., the token, and a mechanism to bind the availability of those keys to the attested platform’s boot-integrity. This could, for example, be achieved using a secure boot, a TEE and an associated key protection mechanism, as described in Section 2.3.1. Furthermore, a target platform with a (firmware) TPM could implement a measured boot, as described in Section 2.4.2. At run-time, in both cases, an attestation protocol would be used to provide the token with proof about the integrity of the boot process of the target platform. While both approaches rely on different hardware features in the target platform, they share some significant downsides for our use case scenario. First, both require the token’s trust in the initial stage of the target platform’s boot process, i.e., the root of trust or trust anchor, typically implemented as ROM code on mobile devices. Second, there is no way to dynamically pair a target platform with a token. The target platform has to be provisioned with pre-shared key material or a private key trusted by the token. Lastly, relying on specific hardware features, both mechanisms cannot be retrofitted to legacy devices or patched if the ROM code has a vulnerability or the attestation key is compromised.

To overcome these downsides, in this chapter, we propose a software-based trusted boot, allowing the token to gain trust in the boot-time integrity of the target platform without
The goal of our software-based trusted boot process is to bootstrap the target platform while proving the integrity of the booted components to the token, without requiring traditional hardware features for attestation. Figure 4.1 illustrates the process. The boot process involves both entities of our system architecture, i.e., the *initially untrusted* target platform and the token. In terms of software attestation, the token takes the role of the *verifier* and we use both terms interchangeably in the following.

---

**Figure 4.1:** Software-based trusted boot process.

---

4.1 **Software-based Trusted Boot**

The goal of our software-based trusted boot process is to bootstrap the target platform while proving the integrity of the booted components to the token, without requiring traditional hardware features for attestation. Figure 4.1 illustrates the process. The boot process involves both entities of our system architecture, i.e., the *initially untrusted target platform* and the token. In terms of software attestation, the token takes the role of the *verifier* and we use both terms interchangeably in the following.
The target platform starts its boot process normally, i.e., without any additions or modifications, and, at an arbitrary point, starts the SobTrA code and protocol. The basic idea of SobTrA is to let the token measure the time the target platform needs to perform a self-checksumming calculation initialized by a random challenge. If the verifier, i.e., the token, receives the correct result in a time frame that does not exceed some previously determined upper bound, the target platform is verified successfully. Details of this process are explained in the remainder of the chapter.

After successfully finishing SobTrA, the token can be sure that the SobTrA code was executed untampered by the target platform. As final steps of the boot protocol, the target platform calculates and sends a cryptographic hash of the following boot stage to the token, which compares it to the expected value. If the hash is correct, the token allows access to its security functionality, if not, those functions are disabled at least until the next reboot. Alternatively, the token can also require measurements of multiple boot components before unlocking its functions, similar to a measured boot with the token taking the role of a TPM.

In our system architecture, the boot stage following SobTrA in the boot process is running in the highest privilege layer on our target platform. On ARM platforms, this is typically the firmware running in the TrustZone TEE as described in Section 2.4.1. This stage can include a public key as basis for the chain of trust built upon SobTrA. The integrity of the key is guaranteed alongside the integrity of the boot stage itself. Note that the target platform might additionally employ a traditional, hardware-based secure boot, which, orthogonal to our mechanism, enforces that only signed software may be booted on the target platform.

### 4.2 Attacker Model and Assumptions

In Section 3.3, we defined a remote and a physical attacker depending on his position in the architecture. For SobTrA we consider both physical and remote attackers, who are able to modify any software which is loaded during boot on the target platform. The remote attacker might achieve this, for example, by exploiting a user space process in the target, privilege escalation and modifying the kernel image. A physical attacker, on the other hand, could, for example, try to directly modify the secondary storage of the target platform. The attacker is not able to attack the token itself, especially not the cryptographic secrets stored on it. The attacker is not able to modify memory of the target platform without involving the main CPU, e.g., via DMA or a Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) debug interface. Note that such an attacker would also be able to circumvent a traditional measured boot. We assume that the attacker is unable to modify the physical connection between token and target platform or the hardware of the target platform itself. From this basic assumption, three specific assumptions follow:

- The exact hardware configuration of the initially untrusted target platform is known to the verifier, including CPU type (e.g., ARM Cortex-A8) and clock speed.
• The verifier receives messages directly from the target platform, excluding MitM attacks.

• No proxy or relay attack is possible. These are attacks where the target platform uses the help of another connected device to fulfill the challenge of the verifier.

Especially in the context of tightly integrated embedded target platform, such as smartphones, these assumptions can be considered reasonable.

4.3 Related Work

In its core, SobTrA is a primitive for so-called externally verifiable untampered execution. Such a primitive mainly consists of a function that calculates a checksum based on a challenge by the verifier, its own memory layout, and different platform-specific inputs. The verifier measures the time the target requires for calculating the correct result and assumes that the code was executed untampered if a pre-determined time threshold is not exceeded.

As one of the first approaches towards externally verifiable execution, Kennel and Jamieson proposed Genuinity [KJ03], a self-checksumming function for x86 platforms, calculating a checksum over its own code and a challenge from the verifier. Additionally to its own code and the challenge, Genuinity uses hardware performance counters as input to the checksum calculation, making the result dependent on the specific x86 platform used and impeding the reproduction of the checksum on other platforms. Unfortunately, the instructions used for accessing performance counters are slow, making the approach vulnerable to substitution attacks [SCT04], in which an attacker replaces parts of the checksum function with his own code (see Section 4.4.3).

The authors of SWATT [Ses+04], an approach targeting an Atmel 8-bit microcontroller, carefully design their checksum function around a single tight loop, minimizing the execution time of single loop iterations. Instead of performance counters, the SWATT checksum function uses fast-accessible CPU state, such as the program counter and status register, as additional input. Similar to microbenchmarking scenarios, the design amplifies absolute execution time overhead introduced by attacker’s code inside the main loop with an increasing number of loop iterations. Another advantage of SWATT is that the execution time of its checksum function does not vary with varying challenges but only with the number of loop iterations, considerably improving the reliability and usability of the verification process. A checksum function following the SWATT design must be designed specifically for the targeted hardware architecture. Pioneer [Ses+05; Ses09] and ICE [Ses+06] refine and adapt the SWATT design and implementation to x86 and TI MSP430 hardware platforms, respectively.

Later publications introduce further concepts to implement checksum functions with similar properties. Either by generating the checksum function itself as the challenge
or by introducing a memory bottleneck during the checksum calculation to slow down the attacker’s code \cite{GGR09; JJ11}. As a downside, the first approach shows a higher variance for the checksum function execution time than the SWATT design. Downsides of the latter approach are that it takes more time to execute and is harder to be used during system run-time, requiring massive memory swapping.

As first primitive for externally verifiable execution on an ARM Cortex-A platform, SobTrA adapts and refines the tight loop checksum function design of the SWATT-like approaches \cite{Ses+04; Ses+05; Ses+06; Ses09} to the ARMv7-A architecture, resulting in substantial changes to the underlying algorithm design and implementation.

### 4.4 Software-based Trust Anchor

The core of the proposed software-based trusted boot, as shown in Figure 4.1, is the software-based trust anchor SobTrA. In the following, we cover basic conceptual aspects of SobTrA which apply to all ARMv7-A targets before we introduce an ARM Cortex-A8-specific realization. First, we discuss the different components of SobTrA and how SobTrA can be integrated in our general system architecture introduced in Chapter 3. Then, we discuss the SobTrA software architecture and protocol, general checksum function design aspects and common attack types.

#### 4.4.1 Hardware Architecture

General aspects of our system architecture have already been discussed in Chapter 3. For SobTrA we further specify the actual hardware properties of the architecture components as follows. SobTrA in its current form is a primitive whose concepts are specific to ARM Cortex-A processors using the ARMv7-A architecture (Section 2.1). Therefore, a specific system architecture that uses SobTrA employs an ARMv7-A target platform as the initially untrusted device. Furthermore, our SobTrA checksum function implementation is specific to the ARMv7-A Cortex-A8 SoC. SobTrA does not pose any requirements regarding the architecture of the verifier, i.e., the token in our architecture, but it must provide a component to measure time independently of the target platform. An optional feature for the token is the addition of some kind of unlocking mechanism as described in Section 3.2. The unlocking mechanism can be used to support the assumption from our attacker model in Section 4.2 that the hardware is unmodified. In such a scenario only the legitimate user is able to unlock the token and does so only if there are no visible hardware modifications.

There are no specific requirements regarding the connection between token and target platform for SobTrA except that its latency should be as low as possible. The connection can be temporary, for example, via USB or SDIO, or fixed, e.g., via SPI. As discussed in Section 4.7, our prototype uses an SPI connection.
An overview of the SobTrA architecture and the steps of the verification and trusted boot protocol are depicted in Figure 4.2. SobTrA runs on the target platform and consists of three main parts, which are the checksum, send and hash functions. The checksum function is the core of SobTrA and is mainly responsible for calculating a checksum over the code itself based on a challenge by the verifier. The send function sends the resulting checksum to the verifier. The hash function calculates a hash digest over the next boot stage.

The following steps are executed during the execution of SobTrA. In the end of the process, the verifier, i.e., the token, has the guarantee that the target platform continues its boot process with untampered software components. In the first communication step, SobTrA requests a challenge (2.). The verifier either pre-computes (1.) challenge-response pairs to accelerate the protocol or computes one on demand directly before sending the challenge to the target platform (3.). SobTrA uses the challenge to initialize the checksum function, which calculates a checksum (4.) over itself and the other two main parts of SobTrA while the verifier measures the time. Afterwards, SobTrA initializes an uninterruptible execution environment for the rest of the trust anchor to run in, preventing an attacker from gaining control via exceptions (see Section 4.6). Then, the send function sends the resulting checksum back to the verifier (5.). The verifier stops its time measurement as soon as it receives the checksum. If the time is below a certain threshold and the checksum is correct, the verifier can be certain that SobTrA runs untampered on the target platform. Meanwhile, the hash function in SobTrA computes (6.) a hash digest of the next
stage in the boot process. The steps that follow after this point depend on the specific application scenario. In our scenario, the verifier in form of the token wants to ensure that the boot process on the target platform is untampered before allowing access to its security functionality mainly detailed in Chapter 7. Hence, the target platform sends the hash digest to the verifier (7.) who checks if the hash is correct and only allows access to functionality (8.) if the verification is successful as described before and the hash is correct. The unlocked functionality could, for example, be the access to keys used to protect the target platform's file system as described in Section 7.2. All parts of SobTrA must be self-contained, i.e., they must not call code outside the checksummed region and must not cause exceptions.

The verifier contains a copy of the SobTrA binary image deployed on the target platform. It is therefore able to calculate the correct checksum to validate the checksum received from the target platform. The number of loop iterations, sent by the verifier alongside the challenge, determines the maximal time allowed for the target platform to return the correct checksum. This maximum time must be pre-measured once on a trusted device identical to the target platform and is valid for all challenges with the same iteration number.

### 4.4.3 Checksum Function Design

The core of SobTrA is the so-called checksum function, which calculates the checksum based on a challenge and an iteration count. The checksum function must show the following basic property: A tampered checksum function must produce a wrong checksum or execute with a measurable time overhead. Figure 4.3 shows the basic structure of the checksum function in the context of the other SobTrA parts. The first step towards the basic property is to make the checksum function self-checksumming, incorporating its own code and all other parts of SobTrA into the checksum. With this, changes to the SobTrA code are reflected in the checksum, forcing an attacker to actively hide code manipulations from the self-checksumming. This, in turn, typically increases computation complexity, thus, generating a measurable execution time overhead. The checksum function mainly
consists of one tight main loop, in which a word from memory is read, transformed and included into the checksum together with CPU state input. In order to circumvent this self-checksumming mechanism, an attacker has to add instructions inside the main loop, a manipulation that is measurable when choosing an appropriate number of loop iterations. The epilogue code is responsible for initializing an uninterruptible execution environment for the rest of the trust anchor to securely execute in, as discussed in Section 4.6.

Common Attack Types. Attacks against the checksum function can be grouped into two basic types: Substitution attacks and memory copy attacks. In a substitution attack, the attacker modifies parts of the trust anchor’s code, for example, the final branch instruction of the epilogue as visualized in Figure 4.4. He then tries to circumvent the self-checksumming mechanism specifically for the manipulated instructions. In a memory copy attack, the attacker maintains an untampered copy of the trust anchor and, while executing his manipulated trust anchor code, redirects all self-checksumming memory reads to this untampered image. Depending on the memory location of the copies in relation to the originally intended trust anchor location, we can differentiate between two basic forms of memory copy attacks, as illustrated in Figure 4.5.

Design Goals. Seshadri et al. [Ses+04; Ses+05] describe properties of checksum functions showing the aforementioned basic property of either producing a wrong checksum or
causing a measurable overhead when maliciously modified. Based on these, we define the following design goals for the SobTrA checksum function:

1. The checksummed memory must be traversed in a pseudorandom manner to prevent substitution attacks.

2. The checksum function must be initialized by a random challenge to prevent pre-computation.

3. The checksum function must include CPU state inputs, e.g., PC and Status Register (SR), into the checksum, mainly to prevent memory copy attacks.

4. To slow down code added by an adversary (register spilling), the checksum function must use all available CPU registers.

5. The checksum function should be strongly ordered and non-parallelizable to prevent addition of malicious instructions without overhead.

6. The body of the checksum function’s main loop should be as small as possible to allow the measurement of small attacker overheads and to facilitate code optimization.

7. The checksum function implementation should be time optimal. Since optimality is hard to guarantee, this property should be approximated by carefully designing the critical main loop on machine code level. In the future, it might be possible to ensure optimality using tools like Denali [JNR02].

8. The checksum function execution time should have a low variance, only depending on the number of loop iterations and not on the challenge.

In the following, we describe a checksum function for ARM Cortex-A8 processors which we designed based on these goals.

### 4.5 Cortex-A8 Checksum Function

A checksum function implementation must be designed very specifically for a processor architecture to provide the introduced properties. The SobTrA checksum function is constructed specifically for ARMv7-A Cortex-A8 processors. Nonetheless, the checksum function design can provide a basis for an implementation on other ARM cores, especially ones with a similar pipeline design, e.g., other in-order pipeline processors, such as the newer Cortex-A53. SobTrA currently only supports single-core processors but could be combined with the generic approach by Yan et al. [Yan+11] to extend its functionality to multi-core processors.
4.5.1 Hardware Characteristics

We discussed details of the ARM architecture in general and the ARMv7-A architecture version in Section 2.1. The ARMv7-A architecture has some special characteristics which must be considered in the checksum function design:

**Special purpose registers.** The Program Counter (PC) is represented as an explicit register while the Status Register (SR) is not accessible like a normal register and flags must be set explicitly using the flag-setting versions of data processing instructions.

**Load/Store architecture.** Memory is accessed *only* via dedicated load/store instructions.

**Free rotation/shift.** Many instructions allow the rotation/shifting of the second operand without an additional instruction (and without cost at least on Cortex-A8).

**Two instruction Sets.** There are two different instruction sets with different instruction encodings: ARM and Thumb-2. The latter mixes 16 and 32 bit wide instructions for higher code density.

**Different processor modes.** An ARMv7-A processor provides different processor modes most of which are dedicated modes for handling the different exceptions that can occur in the system. The mode the CPU is running in is encoded in the CPSR.

4.5.2 Hardware Initialization

It is crucial that the hardware is configured to provide the maximum possible performance for running the checksum function. Every unused optimization could potentially be abused by an attacker to hide execution time overhead introduced by his code. Therefore, the CPU must be configured to run with the highest clock speed configurable in software, and branch prediction and all caches must be activated. Latter requires the MMU to be enabled [ARM14].

Besides performance initializations, it is also necessary to temporarily disable all interrupts and run in the most privileged processor mode available to prevent an attacker from gaining control during or shortly after the checksum function. This is discussed in detail in Section 4.6. In our overall system architecture (see Chapter 3) this means that the checksum function on the target platform runs in Monitor mode, which normally controls switches between TrustZone secure world and normal world, as described in Section 2.3.1. If the Monitor mode is not available, for example, because it is controlled exclusively by the manufacturer of the target platform, we assume that it is also not available to a possible attacker. In this case, the checksum function can also be executed in another privileged mode such as Supervisor Mode with the same security against the described attacker.
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Listing 4.1 SobTrA checksum function algorithm.

1: Input:
   y: number of iterations of the function
   challenge: value initializing C, rand and r13
2: Output: Checksum C
3: Variables:
   [start_code, end_code]: checksummed memory area
   daddr: address of current memory access
   rand: current pseudorandom number
   r13: intermediate result from previous iteration
   t: variable to save parallel processing results
   j: index of current checksum part
   l: loop counter
   SR: status (flags) register
   PC: program counter
4: for l = y to 0 do
5:   rand ← rand + (rand^2 \lor 5) \mod 2^{32} \quad \triangleright \text{T-Function [KS04] updates rand}
6:   daddr ← ((C_{l-1} \oplus rand) \land MASK) + start \quad \triangleright \text{Update memory address with rand}
7:   C_j ← C_j + PC \quad \triangleright \text{Begin: Update checksum part with index } j
8:   t ← mem[daddr]
9:   C_j ← t \oplus \text{rotate}(C_j)
10:  t ← t + r13
11:  r13 ← r13 + C_j
12:  t ← t \oplus l + C_{l-1} \oplus rand \oplus daddr \oplus C_{j-2}
13:  C_j ← C_j + PC \oplus l + C_{l-1} \oplus rand \oplus daddr \oplus C_{j-2} + t
14:  C_j ← SR \oplus \text{rotate}(C_j) \quad \triangleright \text{End: Update checksum part with index } j
15:  j ← (j + 1) \mod 10 \quad \triangleright \text{Update index } j
16: end for

4.5.3 Basic Algorithm

In the following, we discuss the basic design of the SobTrA checksum function, before introducing details of its implementation. Listing 4.1 shows pseudocode for the checksum function main loop. The loop body can be structured into three parts:

1. **Pseudorandom Update.** Calculation of a pseudorandom number used for address generation and for updating the checksum (Line 5).

2. **Data Address Update.** Calculation of the address of the next memory word to be incorporated into the checksum based on the pseudorandom number from the previous step (Line 6).

3. **Checksum Update.** Update of the current checksum part (Lines 7 to 14). The checksum part is combined with a memory value read from the SobTrA code, other checksum parts, the current pseudorandom value, an intermediate result from the previous iteration (in r13), the SR, and the PC.
These three parts form a basic block or simply block of the checksum function. The checksum update sequence is highly architecture-specific. Hence, some of the design ideas will be explained later together with the actual implementation. The first five of our design goals defined in Section 4.4.3 are obviously fulfilled right away by the algorithm. The pseudorandom memory traversal by the algorithm (design goal 1) ensures that an attacker cannot predict when his code modification will be checksummed, forcing him to introduce, for example, an if-like statement into the main loop for a substitution attack. The function is initialized by a challenge (design goal 2), prohibiting an attacker from computing a checksum ahead of time. Including the PC (design goal 3) into the checksum with instructions that, because of their PC-usage, cannot be reordered or repositioned, makes the result of the function dependent on the memory location it executes from and, hence, prevents memory copy attacks. Incorporating the SR (design goal 3) ensures that the processor mode the checksum is calculated in is reflected in the checksum, as required for protection against malicious exceptions (see Section 4.6). In order to deprive an attacker from usable registers for his code, the checksum is split into several parts \( C_j \), filling all available registers (design goal 4), and each iteration of the algorithm loop updates one part \( C_j \) of the checksum. By making blocks dependent on previous results, creating interdependencies between subparts of the loop body and interleaving add (+), add-with-carry (+\(^2\)) and xor (⊕) operations for updating the checksum parts, it is ensured that the function is strongly ordered and non-parallelizable (design goal 5).

Design goals 6 and 7, namely the minimization and optimization of the checksum function, are fulfilled by carefully designing the main loop body on machine code level, as shown in the next section. The experimental evaluation of our prototype implementation in Section 4.8 confirms that the checksum function’s execution time has a very low variance (design goal 8), enabling robust SobTrA protocol runs and the measurement of very small overheads introduced by attacks.

### 4.5.4 Main Loop Implementation

In the following, we first introduce some general aspects of our checksum function implementation for ARM Cortex-A8 before discussing details of the actual implementation of the three structural parts of the checksum function shown in Listings 4.2 to 4.4. As discussed in detail later in Section 4.6, the checksum function implementation should run in the most privileged CPU mode available on the target platform.

Our assembler code uses named registers, as specified in Figure 4.6, to increase readability. There is one dedicated register for each running variable in the pseudocode algorithm (Listing 4.1) and an additional scratch register named \( rs \) to hold different temporary values, especially the \( t \) variable, throughout a loop iteration. Ten registers (\( chk0 \) to \( chk9 \)) store the checksum parts resulting in a 320 bit wide checksum. To make most efficient use of available registers, the main loop in the pseudocode algorithm is unrolled into ten checksum part-specific blocks in the actual implementation. Hence, the index \( j \) in the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>r0</th>
<th>r1</th>
<th>r2</th>
<th>r3</th>
<th>r4</th>
<th>r5</th>
<th>r6</th>
<th>r7</th>
<th>r8</th>
<th>r9</th>
<th>r10</th>
<th>r11</th>
<th>r12</th>
<th>r13 (SP)</th>
<th>r14 (LR)</th>
<th>r15 (PC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>loopctr</td>
<td>daddr</td>
<td>rs</td>
<td>chk0</td>
<td>chk1</td>
<td>chk2</td>
<td>chk3</td>
<td>chk4</td>
<td>chk5</td>
<td>chk6</td>
<td>chk7</td>
<td>chk8</td>
<td>chk9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.6: Register allocation in the SobTrA checksum function.

The SobTrA checksum function implementation must be encoded using the Thumb-2 instruction set because the checksum function leverages the mixed instruction size (16 and 32 bits) to prevent a specific form of memory copy attack, as discussed in [Hor+14b]. In Thumb-2 encoding, the registers r13 (Stack Pointer) and r15 (PC) are only usable in some instructions. Register r13 can therefore not be used as a checksum register or working register. To fulfill the property of using all registers, we occupy r13 with an intermediate result to be included into the checksum in the following block, as already shown in the algorithm pseudocode in Listing 4.1.

To reduce the possibilities for an attacker to insert instructions without overhead, we manually analyzed the cycle-exact execution of the checksum function implementation for the Cortex-A8 dual-issue, in-order pipeline using information provided by [ARM10]. With our analysis, whose results we verified in practical tests on our prototype using the ARM architectural performance counters, we made sure that our implementation makes highly efficient use of the pipeline features. The most important optimization is based on the dual-issue feature of the pipeline. This feature allows the parallel execution of two consecutive instructions but not if both instructions write to the same target register. Hence, for a naïve implementation consecutively updating the current checksum register, the dual-issue rate would be very low. To increase this rate and make the dual-issue feature unavailable to a possible attacker, our implementation uses a second value t stored in rs, which is updated in parallel to the checksum register using dual-issued instructions and combined with the it at the end of the block. Our implementation of a basic block consists of 28 instructions of which only six are not dual-issued. Furthermore, the dual-issue rate cannot be increased by re-ordering the instructions. A basic block executes in only 31 Cortex-A8 processor cycles. In the following, we discuss further implementation details of the initialization and the three checksum function parts.

**Initialization.** The checksum function is initialized with a 320 bit wide challenge filling all checksum registers with a starting value. The seed for the random number generator is derived from the challenge by xoring their parts. Besides that, also r13 is initialized with a value derived from rand.
Pseudorandom Update. Like other approaches [Ses+04; MPB10; Ses+05], SobTrA uses a T-Function [KS04] for the pseudorandom update (Listing 4.1, Line 5), mainly because it can be implemented with only few instructions as shown in Listing 4.2. Therefore, an optimal implementation can be ensured more easily.

Data Address Update. The SobTrA data address update implementation for the first checksum function block is shown in Listing 4.3. For optimal performance, only word-aligned addresses are generated. The mask used for extracting offset bits from the pseudorandom value determines that eight KiB starting from the \texttt{start\_code} label are inside the self-checksumming mechanism’s reach. While this is enough to cover all SobTrA parts in our prototype, the checksummed region can be easily increased by modifying the mask value, for example, to accommodate a larger hash or send function (see Section 4.4.2).

Checksum Update. Listing 4.4 shows the SobTrA implementation of the checksum update sequence for the first checksum part register. To keep the scratch register \texttt{rs}, used for loading the memory value (Line 10), alive and unavailable to an attacker, SobTrA processes it with a sequence of operations parallel to the checksum register and incorporates it into the checksum right before it is needed to load the status register CPSR. As discussed before, these operations fill the Cortex-A8 dual-issue pipeline optimally and therefore cause almost no overhead. Some operations are used in their flag-setting variants (mnemonic suffixed with “s”) to impede the forgery of the CPSR. This is particularly important for the addition immediately before the \texttt{mrs} instruction, which reads the CPSR, since it prevents reordering of latter instruction to an upper position. The flags in the CPSR set by the flag-setting instructions prevent an attacker from removing the relatively expensive \texttt{mrs} instruction, costing about eight CPU cycles on Cortex-A8 [ARM10]. As discussed before, the SP register \texttt{r13} is not usable in all instructions. Hence, our SobTrA implementation occupies \texttt{r13} with an intermediate checksum result that is combined with the following checksum part in the next block (Lines 12 and 13).
Further details of our checksum function implementation are discussed in [Hor+14b]. There, we show that memory copy and substitution attacks, as introduced in Section 4.4.3, in basic and advanced forms produce at least one CPU cycle overhead per SobTrA checksum function block. Among others, we explain in detail how the use of the PC register (Lines 9 and 14) hardens the checksum function against memory copy attacks and how specific substitution attacks [Cas+09] are prevented with add-with-carry (adcs) operations (as suggested in [PD10]) and rotations (Line 11 and 27). Furthermore, we discuss the desynchronization of Harvard-style TLBs [WOS05] for an advanced memory copy attack and the corresponding SobTrA defense using self-modifying code, as originally proposed by Giffin et al. [GCK05].

By ensuring the checksum function’s resistance to substitution and memory copy attacks, we ensure that an adversary cannot attack the function directly, i.e., from within the same execution context. In the next section, we discuss how SobTrA prevents attacks from other execution contexts, triggered through exceptions.

### 4.6 Exception Protection

SobTrA must ensure that an attacker cannot gain control after a successful checksum calculation. Otherwise, an attacker could use the valid checksum for a successful verification and run arbitrary code afterwards. While SobTrA ensures that only checksummed or
hashed code runs following the normal execution flow within the same execution context, an attacker might try to gain control by triggering an exception. In the following, we shortly discuss relevant aspects of the ARM exception model supplementing the general information given in Section 2.1.2. Then, we discuss how SobTrA protects itself against exceptions after (Section 4.6.2) and during (Section 4.6.3) calculation of the checksum. While the checksum function presented in the previous section is mostly designed specifically for Cortex-A8 processors, the concepts for exception prevention are applicable to all ARMv7-A processors and, in parts, also to ARMv8-A processors.

4.6.1 ARM Exception Handling

As discussed in Section 2.1.2, ARM application processors always contain multiple execution modes with different privilege levels. While ARMv7-A defines several Privilege Levels (PLs) and modes that run in those PLs, ARMv8-A only defines Exception Levels (ELs), which are privilege level and mode at the same time. The mode an exception is taken from is the mode in which the processor runs while an exception occurs. The mode an exception is taken to is the mode the processor switches into to handle the exception. There are some rules for mode switches when taking exceptions [ARM14; ARM17] that are important for SobTrA:

- Exceptions can only be taken to a higher or equal privilege level.
- Exceptions can only return to a lower or equal privilege level.
- Privilege levels are defined independently in each security state, e.g., an exception in non-secure PL0/EL0 is never taken to secure PL1/EL1 and vice versa. Since Monitor/EL3 mode is always secure, this also implies that an exception can never be taken from a secure to a non-secure mode.
- (ARMv7-A) Exceptions can be taken from any non-secure mode to Monitor mode, which is the only way to enter the secure world.
- (ARMv7-A) A switch into non-secure state can be executed from all secure PL1 modes.

ARMv7-A requires additional rules for defining the transition between secure world and non-secure world since PLs in secure world only go up to PL1. Monitor mode shares PL1 with the other secure PL1 modes. This means that, following the first rule, exceptions can be taken from Monitor mode to other secure PL1 modes. The normal way to exit secure state is by an exception return from Monitor mode but ARMv7-A additionally offers the deprecated possibility to execute the switch from any secure PL1 mode as expressed in the last rule.

ARMv8-A defines a cleaner exception and privilege model as it introduces a separate privilege level EL3 as a replacement for Monitor mode while still providing secure EL1 for
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the secure OS. Therefore, the first three rules are sufficient to implicate that a switch into secure state on ARMv8-A is only possible via an exception to EL3 and a switch from secure state back into non-secure state is only possible via an exception return from EL3.

When taking an exception, several actions are automatically executed by the processor. The steps that are important for SobTrA are roughly summarized in the following without a specific order:

- The CPSR of the current mode is saved in the Saved Program Status Register (SPSR) of the target mode.
- The preferred return address is saved to the Link Register (LR) of the target mode.
- The CPSR is changed to reflect the new mode, i.e., among others, the mode bits are modified and asynchronous exceptions are masked.
- The PC is changed to the address specified in the appropriate entry of the exception vector table of the target mode.

After completing these steps, execution is continued in target mode. Both, ARMv7-A and ARMv8-A, use four exception vector tables. One for non-secure PL1/EL1, one for PL2/EL2, one for Monitor/EL3 and one for secure PL1/EL1.

4.6.2 Uninterruptible Execution Environment

It is guaranteed that only checksummed and unmodified code is executed after a successful checksum function run. Hence, an exception is the only way remaining for an attacker to possibly gain control of the target platform's execution. In the previous section, we discussed the handling of exceptions in ARM application processors. In the following, we use this knowledge to develop a concept for an uninterrupted execution environment protecting execution of SobTrA against malicious exceptions after completing the checksum function. Figure 4.7 visualizes the parts of SobTrA executed protected by the uninterrupted execution environment.

As explained before, SobTrA must always run in the most privileged mode available for programming in the target platform. This is also the most privileged mode we assume an attacker can run code in. If an attacker is able to execute code in a higher privilege level, he will probably be able to trigger an exception at some point after verification in order to take control of the target's execution. In a typical target platform in our scenario, the mode SobTrA executes in is Monitor mode, since it has the highest privilege level in the system. But in a system where the manufacturer exclusively controls the secure state, SobTrA can also be run securely from non-secure PL2 or PL1, assuming that the manufacturer is not the attacker.

The mode in which SobTrA executes must be known to the verifier and can be verified as it is incorporated into the checksum via the CPSR. This means that executing the checksum
function in a different mode yields a different checksum. In secure state, modes from PL0 and PL1 are mirrored from the non-secure modes in the same privilege levels. They are indistinguishable from their non-secure counterparts only by looking at the CPSR. The security state of the system is reflected by the Non-Secure bit in the Secure Configuration Register (SCR), which can only be written in Monitor/EL3 mode. For example, the verifier cannot distinguish if a checksum was calculated in secure or in non-secure Supervisor mode. Monitor mode, on the other hand, as the only always-secure mode, is uniquely identifiable using the CPSR. Hence, in a system in which all privilege levels are available, SobTrA must run from Monitor mode. Note that, as mentioned before, in a system where secure state is not available for programming we assume that it is the case also for an attacker. Therefore, SobTrA can securely run from the highest available non-secure PL.

The basic idea of the uninterruptible environment is as follows. Immediately after calculating the checksum and before sending the result, SobTrA establishes an uninterruptible execution environment by replacing all exception vector tables in its privilege level with own tables. In our typical scenario, where SobTrA runs in Monitor mode, this means that both exception vector tables belonging to secure PL1, i.e., the Monitor table and the secure OS table, must be replaced by SobTrA. It is important that those tables and all the code they point to are inside the region checksummed by the checksum function. Code inside the checksummed region must not call unmeasured or unchecksummed code. In the simplest case, the SobTrA exception vector tables contain dead loops. In this case, code inside the checksummed region must additionally not cause any exceptions.

As discussed in the previous section, exceptions can only be taken to the same or a higher PL. This ensures that an attacker controlling a lower PL cannot trigger an exception and hijack execution. With SobTrA verifiably running in the highest PL available to a possible attacker, it is furthermore ensured that an attacker cannot gain control by triggering an exception from a more privileged mode.

Summarizing, the uninterruptible execution environment ensures that after sending the checksum, the SobTrA code runs uninterrupted and can safely initialize a following boot stage. The following boot stage will either be a secure world firmware, a hypervisor
or a kernel, taking control of the corresponding exception vector tables without offering an opening to attackers to hijack execution.

4.6.3 Protection during Checksum Calculation

We must also ensure that an attacker cannot use exceptions to gain control during and shortly after the checksum function execution, i.e., after the checksum calculation but before the uninterruptible execution environment is established. Before we discuss each exception type and why SobTrA can be considered secure against it, we first discuss three properties of SobTrA that make exploiting exceptions during checksum calculation generally difficult:

1. Privileged execution. As discussed before, SobTrA runs in the most privileged mode available. This can be ensured by the verifier as it influences the result of the checksum calculation via the CPSR. With the same arguments as before, we can exclude attacks using exceptions from lower or higher PLs. Consequently, an attacker could, at most, try to exploit an exception into the PL SobTrA itself runs in.

2. Use of LR. When handling an exception, the processor automatically writes the preferred return address into a link register of the target mode. Since SobTrA uses LR for storing part of the checksum, this can, depending on the PL, lead to a corruption of the checksum.

3. Unpredictability. An attacker might not be able to control when exactly the exception is triggered, for example, due to SobTrA’s pseudorandom memory traversal. An exception triggered during checksum function calculation is of no particular use to an attacker who might therefore have to trigger the exception multiple times. This, in turn, quickly introduces a measurable overhead to the calculation.

If SobTrA runs in a mode, such as non-secure Supervisor mode, that uses the same LR as SobTrA for exception return addresses and handles all its exceptions by itself, Property 1 and 2 ensure security against exceptions during checksum calculation.

In our typical scenario, where SobTrA runs in Monitor mode, i.e., secure PL1, Property 2 only offers partial protection. Monitor mode provides the LR and SobTrA uses it for storing a part of the checksum so that the checksum is corrupted as soon as an attacker tries to trigger an exception into Monitor mode. Nonetheless, Monitor mode shares the secure PL1 with the privileged modes meant for running a secure OS. Therefore, exceptions might be triggered that are within the PL but are handled in one of the other secure PL1 modes, e.g., a prefetch abort.

In order to ensure the secure calculation of the checksum even in such cases where SobTrA runs in a mode for which Property 2 does not provide security, i.e., exceptions might be triggered without corrupting the checksum, we analyze the different exception
types. As explained before, it can be assumed that the checksum function itself executes uncompromised, i.e., it is guaranteed that the SobTrA code runs untampered:

**Synchronous exceptions.** Those exceptions are triggered by executing specific instructions including an Undefined Instruction, Supervisor Call, Hypervisor Call and Secure Monitor Call. Since the SobTrA code runs untampered and does not contain any of these instructions, an attacker cannot abuse those.

**Reset exception.** A reset is triggered by setting the corresponding CPU pin. Hence, we consider this a hardware attack that is out-of-scope for SobTrA.

**IRQ, FIQ and external Abort.** External interrupts are disabled by SobTrA, which is reflected in the checksum incorporating the CPSR and its respective masking bits. Together with Property 1, this ensures protection against this type of exception, as higher level interrupts, which might not be maskable by SobTrA, are not available to an attacker. Furthermore, in Monitor mode, SobTrA is additionally protected by Property 3. Note that in some systems there might be a non-maskable FIQ, enabled by setting an input pin at boot time. As for the reset exception, an attacker would require a hardware attack, which we consider out-of-scope for SobTrA.

**Prefetch Abort.** These are triggered by the MMU when fetching instructions from invalid memory addresses. The checksum function and uninterruptible execution environment establishment code reside on the same minimal page preventing Prefetch Aborts and excluding them as attack vector.

**Data Abort.** These are triggered by the MMU when accessing invalid data addresses. For the current prototype, the checksummed region is about 8 KiB in size, which means that a Data Abort might be caused by an attacker. Since data access follows a pseudorandom pattern, SobTrA is protected by Property 3. Furthermore, the checksummed region could probably be space optimized to fit into a single page in the future.

Summarizing, SobTrA is able to protect itself against exceptions in all critical phases of its execution. This is the case for all target platform configurations and SobTrA running in Supervisor (EL1), Hypervisor (EL2) or Monitor (EL3) mode.

### 4.7 Prototype

We implemented a prototype able to execute a complete software-based trusted boot using SobTrA. The prototype hardware consists of a Beagleboard (Rev. C3) [Bea09] as the target platform and an mbed LPC1768 microcontroller [NXP16] as verifier, i.e., token, interconnected via SPI. The Beagleboard employs an OMAP3530 SoC (ARM Cortex-A8, 600 MHz) by Texas Instruments [Tex12] with Harvard-style 16 KiB level 1 caches and 256
KiB unified level 2 cache. The mbed NXP LPC1768 is an ARM Cortex-M3 microcontroller by NXP clocked at 96 MHz. It contains 512 KB Flash storage and 32 KB SRAM. As discussed in Sections 3.2 and 4.4.1, except for an independent timing source, there are no specific requirements regarding the verifier device hardware. While our general architecture might suggest using a more capable token device, we intentionally chose one from the lower end of the spectrum to show that the SobTrA verifier code can run on almost any device.

SobTrA on the Beagleboard is implemented as bare-metal, standalone binary image containing the checksum function, an SPI driver for communicating with the target platform, a minimalist SHA-1 implementation and a very basic ARM Linux kernel bootloader for starting a trusted kernel. In the prototype boot sequence, SobTrA is loaded as an additional boot stage on the Beagleboard and initiates the protocol as SPI-Master. After successful completion of the protocol, the verifier can be sure that the kernel it received a hash for is started on the target platform. In case the SobTrA protocol fails or the hash is not correct, the token can refuse any subsequent access to security functionality.

For the verifier side, we implemented a SobTrA simulator which is able to compute challenge-response pairs without running on the actual target platform hardware. On the verifier, timing is not an issue, and we are therefore able to use a high-level language, namely C, for the implementation. This gives us maximum flexibility in the choice of the verifier hardware, requiring only recompilation and minor platform adaptions. As discussed before, the time the target platform is allowed to take to complete the checksum calculation must be pre-measured on the actual hardware and cannot be done using the simulator. Note that the execution time only varies with the number of iterations of the checksum function and not with the particular challenge. Therefore, after determining the number of iterations to be used (see below), the corresponding time threshold has to be measured only once on the target hardware and can be re-used for an arbitrary number of SobTrA executions, i.e., boot processes, afterwards.

4.8 Experimental Results

We conducted two main experiments with our prototype. In the first, we wanted to determine how reliable time measurements for checksum calculations can be reproduced to ensure that an attacker's SobTrA execution can be reliably distinguished from an untampered execution. In the second experiment, we analyzed how the iterations of the checksum function influence the execution time overhead for an attacker.

As discussed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 and shown in more detail in [Hor+14b], an attack on our checksum function produces at least one CPU cycle overhead per checksum function block. Hence, for the first experiment, we repeatedly measured the SobTrA execution time using a fixed number of iterations (1.5 million) for both untampered execution and an ideal attacker’s execution with exactly one additional CPU cycle per checksum function block. For both cases, we differentiated between pure execution time and time...
measured by the verifier via SPI at 3 MHz. The resulting plot is depicted in Figure 4.8. It shows 50 samples with measurements for normal and attacker’s execution with and without SPI communication. For each of the measurements, the plot additionally shows the mean value ($\bar{x}$) and standard deviation ($\sigma$) over all samples. With an overhead of $\frac{81861}{79364} - 1 \approx 3.15\%$ in the real world case including the communication, even attacker overheads smaller than one cycle per checksum function block are measurable quite well. Even more importantly, the samples show a very low standard deviation, which ensures that measurements can always be reliably evaluated. First, this shows that SobTrA itself is able to provide a solid basis for all kinds of physical communication interfaces between target platform and verifier, as it introduces almost no time variance at all. Second, it shows that the SPI communication has a low latency.

In the second experiment, we measured the execution time, including communication overheads, for an increasing number of 1000 to 100000 iterations with a step size of 1000. Again, we took samples of the normal untampered execution and an attacker’s execution with one cycle overhead. Figure 4.9 shows the overhead generated by the attacker, i.e., the difference between normal and tampered execution time. The plot allows us to identify the number of iterations necessary to generate a specific attacker’s overhead. On the average, about 24000 iterations are needed to generate 40µs overhead for the attacker. An overhead

Figure 4.8: Consecutive measurements of SobTrA execution time for 1.5 million iterations.
of 40\mu s is already reliably measurable and the 24000 iterations are also sufficient to cover SobTrA’s 8 KiB in the random memory traversal, as discussed in [Hor+14b]. The SobTrA execution time in this case is about 1.8 ms. The results from both experiments indicate that it might even be possible to derive a target platform-dependent linear function for calculating the execution time based on the number of iterations. Then, the iterations could be varied dynamically without having to pre-measure for each specific iteration count.

Summarizing, the experiments with our prototype confirm that the verifier is able to repeatedly, reliably and quickly distinguish between tampered and untampered execution of SobTrA on the target platform.

### 4.9 Summary

In this chapter, we discussed how the token can establish trust in the code integrity of the target platform at startup. This is an important achievement as it allows the token to protect its secrets and security functionality from a target platform initially controlled by an attacker.

To be independent of specific software attestation features in the target platform’s hardware and from shared or trusted key material between the token and the target platform, we introduced SobTrA, a software-based trust anchor for ARM Cortex-A processors.
With this, a verifier device, such as the token, obtains the guarantee that the SobTrA code itself executes untampered on an attached, initially untrusted target platform using a self-checksumming calculation that the target platform must complete within a certain timeframe. Based on SobTrA, we developed the concept of a software-based trusted boot in which the verifier can obtain the guarantee that a specific bootloader, firmware, hypervisor or kernel identified by its hash value is started.

We implemented a Cortex-A8-specific checksum function resistant against known attacks. Furthermore, we analyzed ARM exception handling in detail and designed an uninterruptible execution environment ensuring that an attacker cannot gain control of the execution through exceptions during or after the checksum function execution. Our prototype is able to run a software-based trusted boot up to a Linux kernel. In our experiments, the approach showed very robust timing, enabling the token to clearly distinguish untampered and tampered execution.

In terms of our general architecture (see Chapter 3), after execution of SobTrA, the token has the guarantee that the boot process on the initially untrusted target platform runs unmodified. In our architecture, SobTrA can either be executed in the TEE or in hypervisor mode. Based on the established trust and the fact that the token only provides access to its functionality after the successful software-based trusted boot, we can build a chain of trust for following boot stages and start extending them with additional security functions.
In the previous chapter, we introduced the software-based trusted boot as a mechanism to establish the token’s trust in the boot-time integrity of privileged software components on the target platform. With a chain of trust built upon this boot process, the token’s trust can be extended up to the level of user land code but only at load-time. With an additional secure boot process, the integrity of all code in our target platform can be ensured but also only at load-time. Large code bases typically contain a lot of vulnerabilities that can be exploited at run-time by software attacks. To harden the target platform against such attacks and, hence, be able to maintain the initial trust of the token, it is crucial to protect the run-time execution of code after its integrity was ensured at load-time.

Protection of run-time code execution is a huge research field. Most of the protections are built into the kernel or the target binary itself. Sometimes protections additionally rely on special hardware features. For example, Data Execution Prevention (DEP) prevents simple code injection attacks and requires hardware and OS to provide support for non-executable memory. In this chapter, in order to improve compartmentalization and reduce the TCB of a run-time integrity-protected target platform, we want to explore novel ways to leverage logical, in-CPU separation for monitoring and protecting code execution. More specifically, we want to explore protection mechanisms that work completely from a higher privilege level, namely the hypervisor. The idea is depicted in Figure 5.1. With our approach, the hypervisor should be able to transparently gather information about the Control Flow (CF) of the lower privilege levels, analyze it and react in case of a detected anomaly.

On x86 platforms, the approach to move security software to the VMM of the system, i.e., to the hypervisor, is well-known and thoroughly researched achieving different goals depending on the use case. For malware detection and analysis, being located in the hypervisor allows the security software to be highly transparent while at the same time having a detailed view on the system state [VY05; GR03; Den+12; Ngu+09; Din+08; Sha+09; Sri+11; JWX07; DZX13]. For run-time integrity protection, the additional privilege layer offers protection against malware in the kernel layer and reduces the
TCB [Rhe+09; XTL11; SG11; Jia+11; HS12; RLX11; Ses+07]. The introduction of the virtualization extensions for the ARM architecture [MN11; ARM14; ARM17] allows us to follow a similar approach for an ARM-based target platform.

We first introduce and discuss a framework for monitoring, i.e., tracing, code execution on the target platform from a minimal custom ARM hypervisor. Our framework uses the Second Level Address Translation (SLAT) provided by hardware-assisted virtualization in recent ARM CPUs (see Section 2.2.2) to transparently restrict the set of executable pages of the guest. This causes traps at control flow transfers between pages giving the hypervisor insights on the guest’s execution. Besides providing a small TCB, our framework is able to transparently trace not only userland code but also kernel code, does not require any modifications to the guest and is agnostic to the specific guest OS in use. With these properties, the framework can be valuable for a variety of use cases including malware detection, malware analysis and run-time integrity protection. The evaluation of our prototype implementation shows that despite the vast number of hypervisor context switches such a concept involves, the performance is surprisingly good. This not only makes the framework a valuable basic tool for realizing existing x86 VMM-based security concepts on ARM, but also shows that the overhead of hypervisor interaction on ARM is very small allowing for a whole new class of VMM-based security applications. Those applications rely on very frequent switches between the layers, typically incurring too much overhead on other architectures, such as Intel x86. As an example for such an application, we...
developed a security concept that uses the framework to enforce a previously determined page-granular integrity protected control flow in the guest to protect it from Control Flow (CF) hijacking attacks.

The chapter is organized as follows. We first motivate the approach by discussing an attacker model in Section 5.1 and related work in Section 5.2. Then we introduce the tracing framework in Sections 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 and the CF protection we built upon it in Section 5.7. Finally, we discuss the performance of our prototype implementation in Section 5.8.

Parts of this chapter have been published in [HW15].

5.1 Attacker Model and Attacks on Control Flow

In Section 3.3, we defined a remote and a physical attacker depending on the attacker’s position in the architecture. In this chapter, we consider a remote attacker who attacks the target platform via the communication channels it deliberately provides. Such an attacker is depicted in Figure 3.2 on the top. We assume that one or more of the processes handling external communication on the target platform are written in memory unsafe programming languages, such as C and C++, and contain memory corruption bugs, e.g., exploitable buffer overflows. Our attacker is able to divert the CF and take control of an exposed process by exploiting a memory corruption vulnerability. In a second step, our attacker is able to use the overtaken process to attack the kernel running on the target platform. The attacker is not able to access local hardware interfaces of the target platform, especially no hardware debug interfaces, such as via JTAG.

In the following we discuss the attacks our attacker is able to execute. Memory corruption bugs in memory unsafe languages [Sze+13] are diverse and so are the attacks our adversary can use to gain initial control of an outward-facing process on the target platform. Typical memory corruption bugs include buffer overflows and dangling pointers. Simple attacks exploit those bugs to introduce new, malicious program code into the victim process (code injection) or to modify present code (code corruption). Afterwards, the attacker diverts the CF of the program to the malicious code. A typical example is the stack code injection, where the attacker overflows a stack-based buffer to inject malicious code and at the same time modifies the return address of the current function stack frame to execute it when the function returns. Code corruption and injection attacks rely on the ability of the process to introduce new code, either by modifying or adding code memory regions. Modern processors and OSs prevent those attacks by using DEP and non-writable code memory for almost all processes. Exceptions are processes generating or modifying code, such as for Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation. More recent attacks circumvent DEP and similar restrictions by re-using code already present in the victim program. Those so-called Code-Reuse Attacks (CRAs) typically modify one or more code pointers, such as return addresses, to divert the CF of the attacked program to a location of their choosing in the
original code. Simple CRAs, such as ret2libc, only change a single pointer and try to gain control by directly diverting control flow to an exploitable function, for example, to execute a command with a system() syscall. More advanced techniques, such as ROP [Sha07], stitch together multiple gadgets, i.e., small pieces of code with a CF transfer at their ends, to execute more complex attacks. Figure 5.2 visualizes the basic idea of a ROP attack. While this technique was initially implemented for the x86 architecture [Sha07], it has spread since then also to the ARM architecture [Kor10; Dav+10b; Wan+13].

As mentioned, in a second step our attacker might try to elevate the privileges of the process it controls by exploiting the kernel. While privilege escalation in general is a very diverse topic and a full discussion therefore out of scope, it should be noted that also here CF diversion is a common attack technique [KPK14].

Summarizing, all attacks our adversary is able to conduct rely on diverting and taking over the CF of the victim process. Consequently, we use the term control-flow hijacking attack to denote all those attacks in the following. Attacks not modifying code or code pointers, such as Data-Oriented Programming (DOP) [Hu+16], are excluded from our attacker model. In a DOP attack, the attacker corrupts variables influencing the CF, for example, loop counters, instead of code pointers. If specific, relatively rare DOP gadgets are present in the attacked code, a DOP attack can be mounted to realize arbitrary functionality, while still adhering to the legitimate Control Flow Graph (CFG) of the attacked program.

\section{Related Work}

VMM-based security concepts are well researched for x86 platforms. Many of these concepts are very x86-specific and Section 5.5 gives an overview how our framework can be used as a basis to realize them on ARM. In the following, we discuss concepts employing the
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same fundamental mechanisms as our framework and prior work that focuses on ARM or relates to the page hash-based CF protection example application described in Section 5.7.

**MAVMM** [Ngu+09] is a minimal, custom designed x86 hypervisor for malware analysis. Apart from the idea of using a specifically tailored, minimal hypervisor, the approach is very different from our framework, using different trapping points and tracing granularity. There are a lot of VMM-based concepts that use the SLAT page access permissions as a basic mechanism to achieve different goals. Rhee et al. [Rhe+09] use it to check the integrity of writes to kernel memory. Several publications [HS12; SG11; XTL11] use it to separate kernel modules from the kernel and from each other. **Secvisor** [Ses+07] uses SLAT memory protection to enforce that only approved kernel code is executed in kernel mode. **IntroLib** [Den+12] allows library call introspection via SLAT access permissions and **Nitro** [PSE11] uses the SLAT for system call tracing. Furthermore, different transparent breakpoint techniques [DZX13; VY05] rely on the feature. But none of the approaches is realized for ARM and is able to generate page-granular traces as our framework does, probably because of the performance issues such an extreme usage of the SLAT would impose on x86. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to employ the mechanism on ARM and provide detailed a performance analysis, which can also be useful as a generic benchmark of real-world ARM virtualization.

Virtualization on ARM in general is a relatively new research subject compared to virtualization on x86. There are some publications that deal with general aspects of virtualization on embedded [Hei09] and mobile platforms [Yoo+08] or specifically on ARM [VH11; Din+12; DN14]. Dallet. al [Dal+16] provide a detailed performance analysis of ARM hardware virtualization confirming our result that switches from guest to hypervisor and vice versa are really fast at least for bare metal hypervisors.

**DroidScope** [YY12] is a QEMU-based framework, focusing on Android introspection and is complementary to our efforts. There are two publications [GVJ14; Aza+14] introducing architectures that use the ARM TrustZone to secure the kernel. Since the TrustZone is not a virtualization solution (see also Section 2.3.1), it lacks support for basic functions required by a hypervisor, especially necessary trapping functionality. SLAT as the basic building block of our framework is obviously not supported by the TrustZone. The authors of both papers propose instrumenting the kernel and replacing instructions with calls into the TrustZone to work around this limitation. Obviously, this approach is not transparent and relies on integrity of the guest kernel, which they try to ensure with certain initial requirements to the guest translations and a secure/trusted boot. Hence, in contrast to our framework, the mechanism cannot be used to implement page-granular, transparent tracing of user and especially guest kernel code.

Our example application (see Section 5.7) can prevent CF hijacking attacks in the guest (see Section 5.1) by enforcing a previously determined page-granular CF. As shortly discussed in Section 5.1, there is a huge body of work regarding memory corruption and CF hijacking attacks and their prevention. Szekeres et al. [Sze+13] provide a detailed analysis and categorization of memory corruption attacks and prevention techniques. The
probably most-noticed attack technique is ROP and the majority of defensive concepts for ROP relies on compiler modifications [Tic+14; Ona+10], binary rewriting [Aba+05; ZS13] or dynamic binary instrumentation [KBA02; Vee+15; PBG15; DSW11] and not on VMM-based security. Many of the concepts involve Control Flow Integrity (CFI), originally introduced by Abadi et al. [Aba+05], enforcing certain rules to CF transfers on user or kernel level. Our approach can be used to implement page-granular CFI. Being VMM-based, it can provide an extra of attack resistance and transparency. Other VMM-based approaches typically only try to protect the guest kernel and kernel modules [SG11; XTL11; Ses+07] or only try to protect against code injection attacks [WS12], while our security application can be used for control flow protection for the guest kernel and user mode.

5.3 Hypervisor-based Monitoring Framework

In the following, we describe our tracing framework. First, we describe basic hardware requirements, then we discuss the framework’s architecture, initialization and the fundamental tracing mechanism. Subsequently, we discuss the CF data that can be gathered with the framework.

5.3.1 Hardware Requirements

Our framework relies on some basic features of hardware-assisted virtualization to trace a guest efficiently. The basic principles of CPU support for virtualization have already been introduced in Section 2.2.2. In the following, we shortly discuss which of the features are important for the tracing framework.

The basic hardware-assisted virtualization feature that our framework uses for execution tracing is the hardware-supported SLAT, which gives the hypervisor the ability to map pages independently of and transparently to the guest kernel and user space. The SLAT basically adds a further stage of translation for all addresses accessed by a guest. This means that a VA inside a guest is first translated to a Guest-Physical Address (GPA) or Intermediate Physical Address (IPA) as ARM calls it, which is in turn translated to an actual PA. The first translation is controlled completely by the guest while the second mapping is controlled by the hypervisor and is transparent to the guest. This enables the hypervisor to run multiple guests with the same guest-physical address space while separating them in physical memory. The second important feature is the enforcement of separate access permissions on the SLAT, especially the XN bit, to be able to transparently prevent higher layers from executing or writing specific memory pages.

The main reason for requiring hardware-supported SLAT is performance. Since our concept relies on frequent switches between processor modes and changing of the second translation tables, a software implementation would not come near a usable solution. Furthermore, it would significantly increase the size of the hypervisor and therefore the TCB.
The described features, especially the SLAT, are part of the virtualization support of all major CPU architectures.\footnote{Intel calls its SLAT implementation “Extended Page Tables”, AMD’s implementation is named “Nested Page Tables”.} Therefore, major parts of the framework’s concept are not specific to ARM. Nonetheless, since the target platform in our general system architecture (see Chapter 3) is typically ARM-based and the framework relies on frequent switches between hypervisor and guest, which are—as we will elaborate in our evaluation—particularly fast on ARM, we focus on the ARM architecture for our design and implementation. More specifically, we focus on the ARMv7-A [ARM14] architecture, but most of the concepts also apply directly to the more recent ARMv8-A [ARM17] architecture and differ only in terminology.

### 5.3.2 Architecture

The framework is built on top of a minimal, custom hypervisor on our target platform, which basically only supports memory management and is not able to run multiple guests. This restriction is not a conceptual limitation, but drastically reduces complexity and code size of the hypervisor and, hence, also reduces the risk for the framework to be detected or attacked. The hypervisor does not interfere with the guest’s communication with the hardware. The hypervisor effectively protects its own memory not mapping it into the guest using the SLAT. For protection against DMA attacks from the guest, the System Memory Management Unit (SMMU) [MN11], ARM’s version of an IOMMU, must be configured.
accordingly. Physical attacks via debugging interfaces, e.g., using JTAG, are out of scope as discussed in Section 5.1.

The architecture of the tracing framework is depicted in Figure 5.3. It mainly consists of four components. The exception handling module receives all configured traps from the guest, i.e., from the guest’s kernel and user mode. It dispatches HVCs to the debug module and all guest page faults (abort exceptions as ARM calls them) to the tracing module. The debug module contains a minimal serial driver to be able to provide information without relying on the guest. It furthermore receives HVCs to dynamically change parameters of the tracing. The tracing module uses the page fault information and the SLAT module to generate tracing data as described in Section 5.3.4. The resulting information is provided to security applications running alongside the framework in the hypervisor. These applications can use the data and their own introspection methods to determine an appropriate reaction to the guest’s behavior and state if necessary. The details of this interaction depend on the particular security application. We present an example for such an application in Section 5.7.

As explained before, in terms of our general architecture (see Chapter 3), the tracing framework is completely located on the target platform. Its initial integrity is ensured by the token as described in Chapter 4.

As mentioned before, the basic idea is to minimize the code base of the hypervisor, i.e., the TCB, by implementing only the functionality required for tracing one guest. But the framework can also be used in conjunction with a full-fledged hypervisor supporting multiple guests. In this case the tracing data structures described in the following sections must be duplicated for each guest.

5.3.3 Initialization

During startup of the system and before the guest runs, the hypervisor initializes the SLAT to an identity mapping, which maps GPAs, called IPAs in the following, flat to PAs (except for the memory space where the hypervisor resides), preserving memory attributes such as cacheability and overlaying access permissions. By enabling the XN bit for all guest pages in the SLAT, the framework effectively prevents the guest from executing any page initially. The SLAT is furthermore configured to the smallest possible page size, which is 4 KiB, to make the tracing as fine granular as possible. The ARM architecture ensures that the access permissions provided by the guest translation and the hypervisor’s SLAT are combined so that always the more restrictive setting applies. The framework initially does not restrict read or write accesses on the pages. On multi-core systems these initializations are executed for each core separately.

The framework furthermore initializes an empty list with a maximum size $n$ per core which later contains its currently executable pages. As described later, the variable $n$, determining to the maximum number of executable pages, is an important parameter allowing us to adjust the accuracy of the tracing as a trade-off for performance.
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5.3.4 Tracing Mechanism

With the start of execution of the guest, the following steps are repeatedly executed by the framework to gather control flow information:

1. The guest transfers execution from one page to another.

2. If the page is not in a set of \( n \) physical pages for which execution is currently allowed by the SLAT, the control transfer immediately triggers a page fault (a prefetch abort) into the hypervisor.

3. The framework can now analyze the prefetch abort and extract the trace data as described in Section 5.4.

4. To allow further execution of the guest, the hypervisor then makes the page executable before returning execution to the guest. In most cases a page from the set of \( n \) executable pages must be replaced according to a previously defined eviction strategy such as a simple CLOCK algorithm.

Note that all these steps are completely transparent for the guest and do not require any changes to the guest kernel or other software running in the guest. The choice of \( n \) has significant influence on the expressiveness of the gathered control flow data (see Section 5.4) since the framework allows the guest to transfer execution between the pages of the current set arbitrarily without triggering exceptions into the hypervisor. The source of the CF transfer in the described tracing mechanism can be anywhere within the currently executable set of pages. Consequently, a smaller set is desirable but reduces performance. The performance impact of the set size is discussed in detail in Section 5.8.

5.3.5 Multi-core Tracing

In a multi-core system, each core has to have its own set of executable pages. This means that our framework must manage distinct, per-core translation tables in the hypervisor. Otherwise, the cores would contest for the limited number of executable pages and produce a non-deterministic order of possibly completely unrelated page faults, which, in turn, would corrupt the resulting CF information. The translation tables of the cores must be identical in terms of actual mappings from IPA to PA, providing the same physical memory view to all cores. The only difference between the tables are the access permission flags determining which pages are currently executable on the specific core.

Figure 5.4 visualizes the tracing mechanism as a minimal example on a two-core system with three memory pages, all mapped executable in the guest. In the example, the tracing framework is configured to a maximum executable set size of \( n = 2 \). Figure 5.4 shows the system during a hypothetical CF transfer from the first to the third page in the guest. On both cores, the framework maps the three available pages flat from IPA to PA space and
restricts their access permissions. On the first core, the source and destination page of the guest’s CF transfer are both in the set of executable pages. Hence, if executed on this core, the transfer can happen without triggering the tracing.

On the second core, only the source page is mapped executable. Thus, if executed on this core, the transfer triggers a prefetch abort exception into the hypervisor which the framework handles and analyzes to gather data regarding the jump in the guest. Afterwards, the framework maps the destination page executable while evicting the page not involved in the jump (assuming $n = 2$). Note that, although the example in the figure only shows the case of a jump between two pages, the framework is obviously also able to recognize the continuous CF transfer between two adjacent pages the same way.

In the example, both translation levels use the same page size for simplicity. The tracing granularity is only influenced by the page size in the SLAT. Hence, independently of the guest, the framework can use the smallest SLAT page size to ensure the maximum precision for the tracing. For a CPU architecture other than ARM that only supports SLAT page sizes larger than its first level pages, our tracing mechanism still works but loses precision as multiple first level pages map to one SLAT page and jumps between them cannot be intercepted by the hypervisor. Generally speaking, the smaller the SLAT pages can be configured, the higher the precision of the control flow data that can be gathered.

The example in Figure 5.4 intentionally makes no distinction between user and kernel space to illustrate the fact that it is irrelevant to the mechanism in which of both contexts a CF transfer happens to gather information about it. Note that the framework still can

Figure 5.4: Gathering control flow data in a multi-core system.
distinguish between kernel and user mode transfers and provides this information to an attached security application as described in Section 5.4.

### 5.3.6 Write XOR Execute Protection

The basic tracing mechanism introduced in the previous sections has one limitation: An attacker can use self-modifying code and a page that is readable and executable at the same time to execute arbitrary code without ever triggering an exception into the hypervisor. With this technique, the attacker can effectively circumvent the tracing. Hence, we extend the basic tracing with a strict W^X protection on the SLAT pages, preventing them from being mapped writable and executable at the same time. The W^X extension does not generally prevent the guest from executing self-modifying or JIT-compiled code but makes sure that access patterns for such code are reflected in the gathered CF information. Such a pattern could be, for example, repeated writes to a page followed by its execution.

To realize the W^X protection, we slightly modify the basic tracing mechanism. In the initialization phase, the framework now maps all pages as read-only. This means that now not only fetch but also data write accesses (a data abort exception) trigger exceptions into the hypervisor. Both types of exceptions, data and prefetch abort, must be handled differently. The prefetch abort is handled as described for the basic mechanism by evicting a page from the set of executable pages for the core that triggered the exception. But the framework must now additionally make sure that the page is not mapped writable on any core before that. In turn, when a data abort is triggered because of a write access to a read-only or executable page, the hypervisor must ensure that the page is not mapped executable on any core before mapping it writable for the core that triggered the exception. Otherwise, a scenario would be possible in which one core executes a page that is concurrently being modified by another core, effectively circumventing the W^X protection. Still, each core maintains its own translation table and its own set of executable pages with a maximum of n pages. There is no limit on the number of writable pages.

For the W^X protection, the SLAT page size should be the same or smaller than the guest-physical page size to avoid falsely recognizing a W^X violation for pages consisting of multiple pages in the guest. For the ARM virtualization extensions this is always possible and configuring the SLAT page size to 4 KiB avoids the problem altogether since 4 KiB is the minimal guest-physical page size.

Listing 5.1 shows the pseudo code for the two exception handlers in our framework implementing the tracing mechanism with W^X. All pages in the algorithm are guest-physical and flat mapped to physical memory with access permissions determined by the sets they are part of (X(i) and W(i)). The algorithm identifies pages by their guest-physical addresses. Normally, the address of the guest-physical page p for which the exception is triggered is provided to the hypervisor by the hardware via the HPFAR register. In some cases, HPFAR is “unknown” [ARM14]. In such cases, the framework determines the guest-physical page by translating the faulting VA using the ATS1C architectural registers.
Listing 5.1 Tracing framework exception handlers.

1. **State per core:**
   - $X(i)$: Set of executable pages of core $i$
   - $W(i)$: Set of writable pages of core $i$

2. **Exception Input:**
   - $p$: The page for which the abort was triggered
   - $core$: The number of the core for which the abort was triggered

3. **procedure** `HANDLE_PREFETCH_ABORT(p, core)`

4. **Gather control flow information** (see Section 5.4)

5. for $i = 0$ to $#CORES$
   6. if $p \in W(i)$ then
   7. Remove $p$ from $W(i)$
   8. end if
   9. end for
10. Replace a page from $X(core)$ with $p$ or insert it in an empty slot if available
11. end procedure

12. **procedure** `HANDLE_DATA_ABORT(p, core)`

13. for $i = 0$ to $#CORES$
   14. if $p \in X(i)$ then
   15. Remove $p$ from $X(i)$
   16. end if
   17. end for
18. Add $p$ to $W(core)$
19. end procedure

Since the different cores access not only their own translation tables and data structures for executable and writable sets of pages, accesses must be synchronized. Section 6.3.7 describes how to realize efficient synchronization for a different, but similar multi-core SLAT management scenario. Furthermore, the framework invalidates the page’s guest TLB entry before returning to the guest.

### 5.4 Framework-provided Data

The tracing framework can provide different pieces of information about the guest execution and state to its security applications. As the hypervisor is entered on every SLAT page fault, the frequency with which security applications receive the information corresponds to the configurable number of concurrently executable pages $n$. For $n = 1$, security applications receive data for every control flow transfer from page to page in the guest. For $n > 1$, security applications receive data when the current set of $n$ executable pages is left.

To understand the remainder of the section, a basic introduction in hypervisor trapping on ARM is useful. General aspects of the ARM architecture and virtualization have already been discussed in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.2.2. Hence, in the following, we only briefly summarize aspects specifically important for this section. An ARMv7-A processor with
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virtualization extensions provides nine different modes. One for handling each exception type, a system mode, and an unprivileged user mode. On a hypervisor trap exception, the processor switches from the current guest mode (PL0/1) to the Hyp mode (PL2), stores the preferred return address (depending on the trap type) in the ELR_hyp register and the CPSR in the SPSR of the Hyp mode (SPSR_hyp) and changes the PC to the address stored in the hypervisor trap exception vector. The hypervisor has an own SP register but shares all other registers with the user and system mode. After a trap, the hypervisor can determine the cause of the trap via the Hyp Syndrome Register (HSR). On a SLAT prefetch abort exception, the HIFAR holds the address of the instruction causing the fault. Furthermore, in most cases, the HPFAR holds the IPA of the faulting page.

On ARMv8-A processors, there are fewer processor modes as the processor only differentiates between Exception Levels (ELs) and does not provide a mode for each exception type. Those ELs also determine the privilege of the corresponding mode and therefore replace the ARMv7-A PLs. EL2 directly replaces Hyp mode and, when taking an exception to the hypervisor, the hardware provides the same information, differing only in some register names. For example, ELR_hyp becomes ELR_EL2 and SPSR_hyp becomes SPSR_EL2. Therefore, while the following discussion uses ARMv7-A terminology, the framework should be able to extract the same information on ARMv8-A.

The most important pieces of information the framework can extract for a guest control flow transfer are:

**Control Flow Target.** This includes the target VA the guest tries to execute and the corresponding IPA, from which the target PA and the physical page can be trivially inferred (flat mapping). The framework can extract the VA either from the HIFAR or the ELR_hyp register. The IPA can either be read from the HPFAR register or must be translated from the VA, e.g., using the ATS1C registers.

**Control Flow Source.** The CF transfer is guaranteed to originate from the set of currently executable pages. The smaller the sets size \( n \), the more accurate the framework can determine the actual source. For \( n = 1 \), the framework can always provide the exact source guest-physical and physical (flat mapping) page. If the transfer occurred because of a branch-with-link instruction such as blx or bl, the LR of the mode the hypervisor was entered from can be used to further localize the exact source address.

**Guest Context.** The framework is able to provide information regarding the process context the guest’s control flow transfer is happening in. This includes the ASID, used by the architecture to differentiate user space contexts, the active guest translation table and the CONTEXTIDR register, which the guest kernel can use to store the active PID.\(^1\)

\(^1\)The ARM Linux kernel can be configured to store the PID in the CONTEXTIDR.
**Guest Execution State.** The framework provides information which mode the guest is executing in and gives access to the guest’s register set including the SP. It furthermore can extract the guest’s CPSR from the $\text{SPSR}_\text{hyp}$.

The offset of the target VA into the page can give valuable hints regarding the cause of the CF transfer: If the offset is greater than zero, the transfer must be caused by a jump/branch instruction. If it is zero, the transfer is likely to be caused by continuous execution rolling over from the adjacent preceding page.

Note that the gathered information is independent of the specific kernel and user space software that is executing in the guest. Gathering further, introspection-based data is highly use case-specific and is therefore left to the security applications using the framework as described in the next section.

### 5.5 Framework Applications

As described with its architecture (see Section 5.3.2), our framework is designed to provide data to security applications running alongside (but not concurrently) in the hypervisor. When the framework provides data to an application, the application has the possibility to analyze the data, further inspect the guest’s memory and, depending on the use case, react accordingly. Before sketching some use cases and the corresponding security applications, we first discuss how the framework can produce basic and (partly) introspection-based tracing data of different granularity, useful in several scenarios:

**Function Call Tracing.** Function calls can be traced if they span multiple pages using the framework provided CF source and target data. If the traced code can be recompiled, options like the `-ffunction-sections` (GCC) can be used to ensure that functions are page-aligned.

**Library Call Tracing.** With knowledge about the guest’s memory layout, especially regarding the location of libraries in the virtual memory map of a process, the framework can be used to identify library function calls. Using the guest context information from the framework together with some basic introspection, this can be done for specific processes. In contrast to approaches like IntroLib [Den+12], our framework not only recognizes library calls, but realizes page-granular tracing, which contains the special case of library call tracing.

**System Call Interposition.** With page-granular tracing, the framework enables system call tracing for security applications similar to approaches for x86 [PSE11; Din+08]. For that, knowledge about the location of the exception vectors and/or other entrance points into the kernel is necessary to recognize the according pages when jumping to them. This can be very useful because direct trapping of user/kernel level exceptions to the hypervisor is only supported on ARM if the guest kernel does not
enable the guest memory translation MMU and results in “unpredictable” behavior otherwise [ARM14]. If invasive debugging is available, the ARM vector catch feature could alternatively be used to trap all exceptions, including system calls. As this only captures system calls going over the exception vector, it might miss other kernel entry mechanisms, which our framework would still be able to recognize.

### Instruction-level Tracing

The framework currently does not support instruction-level operation, i.e., single stepping or breakpoints for certain instructions. In contrast to x86, the ARMv7-A architecture does not provide a hardware mechanism to single-step a guest\(^1\). This makes it impossible to realize some x86-based concepts like Stealth Breakpoints [VY05] for ARMv7-A. The framework could be extended to support breakpoints similar to [DZX13], using BRPT instructions and splitting the data and code view for a page. If invasive debugging is enabled, which might not be possible\(^2\), hardware breakpoints could be used and trapped to the hypervisor.

With support for these mechanisms, the framework can be useful in a variety of scenarios. It can, for example, be used as a basis for transparent malware analysis concepts often relying on system call interposition [Rie+11; Din+08], hooking OS API calls [Din+08], x86 branch tracing [Wil+12] or inserting hooks into the guest [Pay+08]. For malware analysis, complete transparency is the main, though unreachable [Gar+07] goal. Without components in the guest, the framework is already highly transparent. Nonetheless, for this use case the framework could be extended with full guest time virtualization, hiding latency caused by hypervisor traps as described in [Din+08].

The framework can also be used as a basis for porting x86 concepts in the field of malware detection. Many of these use system calls [HFS98; Kol+09; Bos+08; PG11] or OS API calls [Bos+08] as features for detection. But also concepts that detect malware based on periodic dynamic memory dumps [PH07] could be built for ARM using the framework.

Another application field is run-time integrity protection. Here, like for the malware analysis concepts, many x86-based approaches rely on system calls as interception and policy target [PG11; OOY08], which could be realized on ARM with the framework as a basis. For ROP prevention concepts relying on special x86 tracing features, like the Branch Trace Store (BTS) [PPK13] or the Last Branch Record (LBR) [Xia+12], it remains subject to future work to determine if the framework’s page-based tracing is fine-granular enough to support them on ARM. Approaches that trap certain instructions [Che+09] might require the framework to be extended with breakpoint functionality (see above). Concepts like [Jia+11] inspecting the guest’s stack for ROP indicators, could probably also be realized with the framework. Last but not least, the framework enables new run-time integrity approaches, one of which we present in Section 5.7.

---

\(^1\) AArch64 in ARMv8-A introduces hardware single stepping.

\(^2\) Invasive debugging requires the CPU to have the external signal DBGEN enabled.
5.6 Implementation

We implemented the framework on an Arndale board, a dual-core ARM Cortex-A15 developer board supporting the ARM Virtualization Extensions. Since the ARM Cortex-A15 is an ARMv7-A architecture CPU, the following description of our prototype implementation is focused on this architecture version. Nonetheless, as mentioned before, all the concepts and mechanisms basically apply also to ARMv8-A and its virtualization, mostly only differing in terminology.

As explained before and confirmed by our benchmarks (see Section 5.8) and by Dall et al. [Dal+16], hypervisor entries and exits on ARM are, in their most basic form, very lightweight. On x86, the \texttt{vmentry} and \texttt{vmexit} instructions implement a large part of the required VM state handling while on ARM only very basic operations are implemented in hardware as described in Section 5.4. Since our hypervisor does not require a complete VM state handling, this results in much improved performance.

The implementation is based on a minimal hypervisor we wrote from scratch implementing only memory management for a single guest. On top of this basic functionality we implemented our tracing framework. The hypervisor includes a minimal driver for serial I/O and supports Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP). After startup and initialization, the hypervisor runs on both cores on the Arndale board. Hypervisor and framework together consist of about 3000 Lines of Code (LOC) (C and assembler) presenting a very small TCB.

5.6.1 Memory Management

Sections 2.1 and 2.2.2 gave an overview regarding ARM virtualization and the ARM architecture in general. Section 5.3.1 summarized hardware virtualization features important for the conceptual design of the framework. In the following, we briefly summarize details of the ARMv7-A virtualization crucial for our prototype and how we used them in our implementation.

The ARM Virtualization Extensions differentiate between Stage 1 and Stage 2 translations. The ARMv7-A architecture furthermore distinguishes between three different Privilege Levels (PLs). PL0 contains the user mode, PL1 the privileged kernel modes for exception handling (see also Section 5.4) and PL2 the hypervisor mode. Stage 1 translations take a VA as input and produce either an IPA or directly an PA depending on the context. Stage 2 translations take IPAs as input and translate them to PAs. Our hypervisor has to manage two different translations. First, it manages the translation of its own VA address space to PAs, i.e., the PL2 Stage 1 translation. For this, we simply employ a flat mapping to a physical memory region strictly isolated from the memory used for guests. The corresponding translation table is shared between both cores. Second, our hypervisor manages the SLAT from IPAs to PAs, i.e., the PL0/1 Stage 2 translation shown in Figure 5.5. The SLAT is the translation the framework uses to provide CF data. The SLAT mapping
The PL0/1 Stage 2 translation architecturally supports input and output addresses of up to 40 bits length using the ARM Large Physical Address Extension (LPAE) and its long descriptor format. In our prototype, all addresses are 32 bits wide, which is sufficient since the Arndale board only provides two GiB of RAM. Additionally, using the same size for VAs, IPAs and PAs reduces the complexity of the implementation. Normally, the PL0/1 Stage 2 translation has three lookup levels using the finest granularity, i.e., 4 KiB pages. In our case with reduced input address size, the architecture allows us to skip the first level of translation, improving lookup performance. In this case, four second-level tables must be concatenated. Figure 5.5 shows the construction of the PL0/1 Stage 2 translation tables. The only parts modified after the initialization phase are the access bits and the XN bit in the level 3 page descriptors.
5.6.2 Tracing Framework Implementation

The ARM architecture allows the PL0/1 Stage 2 mapping to overlay all important properties of the PL0/1 Stage 1 translation. In most cases, this means that the more restrictive setting takes effect. Our tracing framework is only concerned with the access permissions, i.e., read/write permissions and the XN bit, and leaves all other attributes, like cacheability and shareability, to the guest’s translation. For realizing the tracing mechanism, the framework explicitly stores a list of currently executable pages per core to be able to find them immediately in the translation table. The hypervisor starts the guest with a complete read-only translation table and successively fills and replaces the available slots for executable pages as described in Section 5.3.4 and shown in Listing 5.1. For testing purposes, we implemented a hypervisor call (HVC instruction) allowing us to change the number of executable pages dynamically.

We identified an interesting implementation problem originating from the two-part synchronization primitives ldrex/strex provided by the ARM architecture. If these two instructions happen to be on a page border with one of them on the first and the other one on the second page, running with only one executable page results in an infinite loop. This is because the hypervisor’s page exception handler is repeatedly triggered and implicitly removes the lock acquired by the guest’s ldrex with its own synchronization routines. Our prototype implements a heuristic to recognize such situations and handles them by allowing an additional executable page for a short time.

We verified the correct operation of the prototype by running a small deterministic bare metal application, the uboot bootloader, and checking if the execution transfers between pages for the known path of execution are recognized correctly.

5.7 Page Hash-based CF Protection

The page hash-based CF protection is an example application we developed using the presented tracing framework to enforce a particular, pre-determined page-granular control flow in the guest’s kernel and user mode as a run-time integrity mechanism against control flow hijacking attacks described in Section 5.1.

The security application identifies pages by the hash digest of their contents and uses a jump table data structure to store all allowed page CF transfers as relations from a source hash to a target hash, as depicted in Figure 5.6. Since there might be multiple source hashes leading to the same target hash (when multiple pages have branches to the same target page), the jump table is constructed target hash-centered. The jump table uses a hash table array to speed up accesses by grouping hashes with the same prefix. The table stores target hashes as starting points for a list of source hashes from which the respective target page might be reached in the control flow. The jump table should normally be shared between all cores.
Our security application attaches to the tracing framework and, as soon as a page control flow transfer happens in the guest, the application retrieves the target page from the framework (see Section 5.4) and computes its hash. It then locates the hash in the jump table and checks if the allowed source hashes overlap with the source page(s) retrieved from the framework.

The application uses a hash cache to speed up operation by storing already computed hashes. As soon as a page is mapped writable, its cached hash is invalidated. The hash cache must be shared between all cores to make sure that the invalidation works correctly.

### 5.7.1 Jump Table Generation

A crucial challenge for the application is the initial creation of the jump table representing “normal behavior”. One possibility is to employ some kind of training phase in which jumps are not checked against the data structure but inserted into it. For this, the tracing framework must be configured to run with only one executable page to always be able to determine the exact source page for a control flow transfer. Another method is to do a static pre-analysis of the software to be supervised and pre-generate the jump table accordingly. In both cases it can be reasonable to have different tables per in-guest process and for the kernel differentiating them using the framework provided guest context information (see Section 5.4).

The main purpose of our application is to show the usefulness of our tracing framework and measure its performance in a meaningful way. Therefore, for our prototype, we employ a simple training phase as described before. In Section 5.7.3 we discuss the real world usability of such an approach.
5.7.2 Implementation

The implementation of the page hash-based CF protection as security application in the hypervisor mainly consists of the code maintaining the jump table. For hashing pages, the application includes a minimalist SHA1 implementation. The jump table uses a hash table array indexed with the first 16 bits of the hash. The implementation furthermore employs a hash cache as an array with space for a hash value for each 4 KiB page in the 32 bits physical address space, i.e., $2^{20}$ hashes, and a corresponding array storing a valid-flag for each of the hashes. When a CF transfer happens, the application looks up the valid-flag of the corresponding hash cache slot and retrieves the hash or, if the hash flag is invalid, computes and stores the hash there. As soon as the page gets mapped writable, the according hash cache slot is invalidated by the application.

The prototype implementation provides a training mode which executes with only one executable page and initially builds up the jump table data structure. On an HVC call, the hypervisor can switch to an enforcing mode in which it checks new jumps for their validity as described before. Our implementation generates a single jump table data structure for the whole system, shared between both cores. The application adds about 800 LOC to the approximately 3000 LOC of the hypervisor with tracing framework.

5.7.3 Discussion

The page hash-based CF protection can potentially prevent control flow hijacking attacks by enforcing only pre-defined transfers between pages and at the same time ensuring their code integrity. In our attacker model in Section 5.1, we basically introduced three types of attacks: Code corruption/injection, CRAs in user space and CRAs in kernel space. First, by building and checking hashes of all code in the system and enforcing W’X, our concept is able to prevent code corruption and injection in cases where the kernel does not provide sufficient protection, e.g., with DEP. Second, with the enforcement of coarse, page-grained CFI, the concept poses strong constraints on the attacker implementing a CRA. He is forced to find all his gadgets in the set of executable pages and follow only permitted page transfers in between gadgets. As opposed to other approaches, the protection extends to kernel space and enforces the same page-grained CFI there. Hence, the attacker is constrained the same way when trying to use a CRA to elevate his privileges.

Identifying pages by their hashed contents has, besides the integrity protection, the additional advantage that the jump table can store jumps independently of the actual page address. Therefore, moving pages around in memory with unchanged content does not necessarily corrupt the information about them in the jump table, which is useful for PIC. As shown in Section 5.8, the application performs reasonably well on top of the tracing framework. Especially the hash cache is highly effective. The evaluation also shows that the complexity of the jump table resulting from running the training mode during a complete Android boot is manageable.
Nonetheless, the approach certainly has some issues. The main issue is the generation of a jump table representing the page-grained CF of the whole target platform. Such an effort only seems manageable for a typical embedded device with a static process list and configuration. For more dynamically managed systems with user-installable software it is certainly more promising to build jump tables for single processes and find a way to overlay them for enforcing the CF for the whole system. While this remains a topic for future work, the current version of the CF protection systems shows the feasibility of the concept in general. Additionally, there are some minor compatibility issues with the current implementation and its jump table generation. First, the implementation does conflict with ASLR since ASLR causes addresses to change for each run of an application which in turn changes branch targets and the corresponding page hashes. Second, the implementation is currently incompatible with JIT-compiled and self-modifying code as for both executable code is generated or modified at run-time making the generation of a jump table complicated.

Despite the issues, the page-grained CF application succeeds in its main goal of demonstrating the usefulness of the presented tracing framework for realizing novel security mechanisms.

### 5.8 Performance Evaluation

To get an impression of how much the prototype implementation of our framework and our example security application affect the system’s performance, we conducted a series of experiments. As the main parameter in all experiments we varied the number of executable pages $n$. For all experiments, we chose the maximum $n$ to be 100, equaling a window of 4 to 400 KiB of code that can be executed by the guest without generating tracing data. Despite the accuracy and usefulness of the CF data is already relatively poor for $n = 100$, taking higher values into consideration helps to show how the system generally performs for different $n$.

For all experiments, we ran a Linux 3.0.31 kernel and Android version 4.1.1 on the Arndale board. We disabled ASLR and the Android Dalvik JIT to prevent them from interfering with the page hash-based CF protection and to reduce variance. For all experiments, we ran the framework with the $W^X$ protection as described in Section 5.3. As benchmarks we chose the Linux and Android boot time, CoreMark [Con] and the Antutu app [AnT].

The results of all benchmarks are depicted in Figure 5.7. The results are shown as percentage of the native performance of the benchmark, i.e., running without the framework. In the following we describe the different benchmarks in detail and discuss the results.
5.8.1 Linux and Android Boot Time

For this benchmark, we measured the time the Arndale board running our bare framework (without security applications) requires to boot the Linux kernel and a full Android OS afterwards. For the Linux boot, we measured the time from the kernel boot start until the first userland process is started (init). For the Android boot time, we measured the time until the Android property sys.boot_completed is set to 1 by the Android framework. For both, we used the kernel message timestamps as timer by emitting a debug message to the kernel log at the described points.

In addition to the boot performance graphs in Figure 5.7, details of the boot time measurements are depicted in Figure 5.8. We primarily took measurements at points where \( n \) is a multiple of ten. For the region \( n < 20 \), we measured with a finer granularity as the graph changes more rapidly there. For each chosen \( n \), we took multiple measurements to reduce the variance of the result. The graph shows the measurements together with a spline fitted graph through their averages. The native boot time, i.e., the optimum, is shown with a dashed line for both, kernel and Android boot. The results show that the boot time decreases rapidly at first when increasing \( n \). For higher \( n \) the improvement gets less significant without vanishing completely. This is true for both, Linux and Android boot
time. As expected, the performance impact of the framework on the Android boot time is more significant than on the Linux boot time because it has a bigger code base. Since the boot process can be seen as a worst case scenario for the framework’s performance with a large code base, many different processes being started and, hence, very frequent context switches, the performance is surprisingly good for both Linux and Android boot. This confirms that a context switch into the hypervisor mode can be executed with minimal overhead on ARM platforms.

To get a better understanding how the performance relates to context switches and framework interactions, we furthermore counted the replacements of executable pages in our framework during a complete Android boot for different \( n \) accumulated for both cores. The results are shown in Figure 5.9. The maximum number of replacements is about 30 million for one executable page. The replacements decrease in a very regular manner down to less than half a million for \( n = 100 \). While the basic graph behavior is the same as for the boot performance, i.e., strong decline at the beginning, the graph shows a less pronounced curvature and gets less saturated for higher \( n \). This shows that reducing the necessary replacements has a stronger effect on the performance for lower \( n \) than for higher \( n \). This accommodates our concept as it allows using lower \( n \) and therefore yielding higher accuracy for the CF data with reasonable performance.
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the boot time results for the bare framework and do not include boot time measurements for the page hash-based CF protection (see Section 5.7) example application. To get an impression of the boot time with active protection, we took several measurements of the system’s boot time with one executable page and activated learning mode, i.e., building up the jump table structure (see Section 5.7.1) in memory during boot. The results are summarized in Table 5.1. The Linux boot took 15.17 and the Android boot 185 seconds on average. This is a significant increase compared to the basic concept (see Figure 5.8), which is due to building up the jump table and more complicated locking mechanisms protecting the table and the hash cache between both cores. For other benchmarks, the overhead of the CF protection is much less (see CoreMark benchmark). The resulting jump table data structure contains about 3900 target hashes and about 77000 source hashes. This means that there are 3900 unique code pages used during the Android boot and the prototype identified 77000 possible control flow transfers between these 3900 pages. This means that, at this point, on the average only about 20 pages (equaling 80 KiB) can be reached from each single page, drastically reducing the possibilities to find the required gadgets for a successful ROP attack. As expected, code pages are not modified very often (especially with JIT disabled) and accordingly the hash cache performs very well with a miss rate below 0.005%.

Figure 5.9: Executable page replacements during Android boot.
5.8. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Table 5.1: Key figures of the boot process with control flow protection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linux boot</th>
<th>Android boot</th>
<th>Target hashes</th>
<th>Source hashes</th>
<th>Hash cache miss rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15.17s</td>
<td>185s</td>
<td>3904</td>
<td>77503</td>
<td>&lt; 0.005%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.8.2 CoreMark Benchmark

The CoreMark benchmark [Con] is a modern Dhrystone replacement for measuring CPU integer performance with common operations like matrix manipulations and Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC). We used version 1.01 and compiled it for multi-core measurements with the flags `-O2 -DMULTITHREAD=2 -DUSE_PTHREAD` using the Android NDK. Running the benchmark on our prototype on the Arndale board produced so much load that the kernel began throttling the CPU unpredictably from the maximum frequency of 1.7 GHz to 800 MHz resulting in higher variance for the results. Therefore, we reduced the maximum frequency to 1.6 GHz and installed a passive cooling unit on the SoC, which completely eliminated throttling. To further reduce variance, we conducted the benchmarks with a minimal Android OS, i.e., without booting the complete Android framework. We tested our bare tracing framework and the framework with CF protection application. For the latter we ran the benchmark once in learning mode with one executable page before switching to enforcing mode and running the benchmark for each n.

The results were already shown as percentage of the native performance in Figure 5.7. Additionally, Figure 5.10 provides an absolute view on the measurement results. As for the boot time, we ran the benchmark multiple times for each n and spline fitted a graph through the average values. The native performance is shown as dashed, horizontal line.

As expected, both the bare framework and the CF protection application perform much better in this benchmark with a much smaller code base than in the boot time benchmark. They already reach about 91% and 82% of the native performance with only one executable page. Both still show the characteristic steep performance increase for the first few n. The basic version reaches native performance at about n = 30 after a almost linear growth in the region 5 < n < 30. A probable explanation for this is that the CoreMark code already fits into less than 5 pages. The CF protection application shows an almost constant course in the region 5 < n < 35 before showing another increase and reaching native performance at about n = 50. The deceleration can be explained by the algorithm, which has to check for each replacement if a jump to the target page is allowed from any of the pages currently executable. So for one replacement with n executable pages, in the worst case, n checks in the jump table structure have to be performed.
Antutu [AnT] is a widely used Android benchmark app, which tries to measure the overall performance of an Android device by testing CPU, RAM, GPU and I/O speed. In contrast to CoreMark, the Antutu benchmark runs as normal app and therefore requires the complete Android framework and a display attached to the Arndale board. Thus, it should well reflect the normal user experience for a device incorporating our framework. As for the boot time, we primarily ran tests for values of $n$ that are multiples of ten, but chose a finer granularity for $n < 10$. For this benchmark, we only tested the performance of the bare framework without security application. As for the CoreMark benchmark, we had to limit the CPU to 1.6 GHz. The results are shown as percentage of the native performance in Figure 5.7. Figure 5.11 shows the results as absolute Antutu scores. Once again, we did several measurements per chosen $n$ and spline fitted a graph through the average results. The native performance is indicated by a dashed, horizontal line.

The measurements show a steep performance increase for the region $1 < n < 15$. For higher $n$ the performance gain is less distinct. Our maximum of a hundred executable pages is not sufficient to reach native performance but about 87% of it. This can be explained
with the larger code base of the benchmark, consisting of the benchmark app itself and also the corresponding Android framework parts.

5.8.4 Discussion

Our benchmarks confirm the expectation that the performance of the framework strongly depends on the code base of the tested application with the Android boot performing the worst and CoreMark the best. All benchmarks show the highest performance gain for the first few increases of \( n \), which accommodates our use case, allowing us to reach good performance for reasonable small \( n \) values.

All in all, the performance of all benchmarks is surprisingly good. This is especially true for lower values of \( n \) where only minimal portions of code are executable at the same time and a vast number of context switches into the hypervisor and corresponding page replacements are necessary. A little more than 20% of native performance for \( n = 1 \) in the Android boot might sound slow but keeping in mind that this is a worst case scenario for the framework, the result is actually quite acceptable. Furthermore, our prototype implementation still can be optimized. The results show that the framework as an example
for VMM-based security concepts relying on very frequent hypervisor context switches is realizable on ARM and fast enough to be used in real-world scenarios.

5.9 Summary

Our goal for this chapter was to find a way to monitor and protect code at run-time on our target platform after the initial boot-time integrity protections. Our solution should leverage logical separation to isolate the required code and data in a protected compartment, to reduce the TCB and to make the mechanism highly independent of and transparent to the specific software running on the target platform. Consequently, we decided to explore ways using hardware-assisted virtualization on modern ARM CPUs to realize our goal.

In a first step, we introduced a framework for gathering page-granular CF data transparently in a minimal ARM hypervisor. The concept utilizes the SLAT of the ARM virtualization extensions to restrict the number of executable pages in the system and to recognize control flow transfers between pages without interfering or modifying software in higher layers. We showed that the framework is able to provide a variety of tracing data to security applications running in the hypervisor. The framework can be useful to realize existing x86-based VMM security applications on ARM for a variety of use cases. Because of the extremely lightweight hypervisor context switch on ARM, the framework can also be used to realize new approaches that rely on frequent hypervisor interaction and would be too slow on x86.

As an example for such a security application, we presented the page hash-based CF protection. This application uses the framework-provided CF data to enforce a specific page-granular control flow based on hashed contents of the pages. It is therefore able to protect against different kinds of CF hijacking attacks.

We developed a complete prototype consisting of a minimal ARM hypervisor including the tracing framework and the described page hash-based CF protection application. Our detailed performance analysis for different application scenarios shows that the framework and our example application perform comparably well even in unfavorable circumstances.
Protecting Main Memory Confidentiality

In the previous chapters we proposed solutions to ensure our target platform’s code integrity at boot-time and at run-time. Those approaches primarily protect the target platform from an attacker leveraging vulnerabilities in outward-facing processes running on the main CPU. Even with the protections in place, a physical attacker might still be able to use its immediate access to the target platform’s hardware and interfaces to successfully attack the confidentiality of data in the system. A simple example is a physical attacker who removes the secondary storage of the target platform and extracts its data. While protection of such persistent data by means of Full Disk Encryption (FDE) is already very common, sensitive and private data in the volatile main memory, i.e., the RAM, remains unprotected. This includes, for example, classic secrets such as cryptographic keys and passwords but also private data like documents, pictures and others. There are different memory attacks which extract main memory data from a system. Examples are cold boot [Hal+09; Gut01; MS13] or DMA attacks [Boi06; BDK05; SB12; Mar+19]. Some of them might even be executed remotely, e.g., through a baseband processor with memory access [Wei12; Gol18]. Additionally, the RAM of the system typically also stores the key for the FDE so that a memory attack often also leads to full disclosure of data on the secondary storage. In this chapter, we explore ways to protect our target platform against memory attacks. Following our basic design principle of leveraging separations to reduce the TCB and increase transparency, we want to find a way that realizes memory encryption transparently from a privileged level in the target platform.

There is a variety of related work proposing different concepts to protect sensitive data in RAM against memory attacks. Several approaches try to specifically protect keys, e.g., for FDE, normally stored in RAM, for example, by moving them from the memory into special processor registers [MFD11; GM13; Sim11] or into higher privilege levels [MTF12]. While those approaches protect keys, they do not protect other sensitive data in RAM. There are several approaches for actual main memory encryption. Most of them rely on custom hardware [GLQ99; DK06; Lie+00; Gut99; Suh+03] and are therefore expensive.
and difficult to realize. Other software-based RAM encryption approaches have real-world usability issues [HT13] or encrypt only selected processes [CDC08; Col+15] or parts of selected processes [Göt+16b]. Existing hypervisor-based approaches [YS08; Che+08] focus on a different attacker model and do not prevent cold boot, DMA or similar physical attacks.

To overcome downsides of existing approaches, we propose a combination of two novel mechanisms, one for run-time encryption and one for suspend-time encryption. First, we introduce TransCrypt, a concept for transparent, run-time main memory encryption using a minimal hypervisor. As for our hypervisor-based monitoring framework, discussed in Chapter 5, we use hardware-supported virtualization mechanisms to transparently restrict the guest’s memory access to a small and dynamically changing subset of physical RAM pages. In contrast to our monitoring framework, we not only restrict the execution of pages but all types of accesses, encrypting and decrypting pages entering or leaving the set on-the-fly. This ensures that only a small part of memory containing the most recently accessed pages is unencrypted, while the major part remains securely encrypted. There are special pages, such as the ones shared with peripheral devices via DMA, for which an encryption might lead to malfunction. Hence, we introduce a mechanism to transparently detect those pages to temporarily exclude them from encryption. Being located in the hypervisor, TransCrypt has several advantages. It does not require any changes to the guest, i.e., the kernel and user space software. It is almost completely agnostic to the guest OS and encrypts not only user space process memory but also kernel code and data. Using a custom and minimal hypervisor, TransCrypt provides a small, less error-prone code base. While the general concepts of TransCrypt are applicable to all CPU architectures with support for virtualization, our target platform typically is an ARM-based system and TransCrypt therefore focuses on the ARM architecture [ARM14; ARM17] and the ARM Virtualization Extensions [MN11]. Like our virtualization-based monitoring framework presented in the previous chapter, TransCrypt relies on frequent switches into the hypervisor, which we showed to be especially efficient on ARM platforms in Section 5.8.

Additionally, we propose the combination of TransCrypt with a mechanism for memory encryption during suspension, i.e., temporary sleep, of a system or process. The complementary suspend-time encryption scheme is realized in the Linux kernel suspend subsystem and forces each process to encrypt itself immediately before being frozen for suspension. This makes the mechanism fast and efficient and ensures that the encryption does not interfere with the normal function of the target device. Since the approach, in contrast to TransCrypt, does not encrypt and decrypt memory constantly during normal operation, it can utilize stronger means of protection for its keys. Therefore, the suspend-time encryption offers a second level of protection against stronger attackers for suspended processes as a supplement to TransCrypt. Being located in the Linux kernel, the mechanism can be combined with hypervisor-based TransCrypt in several ways. In a system with multiple guests running on top of the TransCrypt hypervisor, it can be used to encrypt an inactive
6.1. ATTACKER MODEL AND MEMORY ATTACKS

In Section 3.3, we introduced our generic attacker model. Based on the attacker types defined there, in the following, we specify the exact capabilities of an attacker against which our memory encryption scheme is designed.

The primary, abstract characterization of our attacker is his ability to read parts or all of the main memory without involving software, especially privileged system software, on the target platform’s CPU. In the following, we refer to such attacks as memory attacks. This attacker complements the remote attacker of the previous chapters, who is able to attack software processes running on the main CPU of our target platform. A memory attack can be conducted using different techniques.

First, a physical attacker with direct access to the target platform can execute a cold boot attack [Hal+09; Gut01; MS13; Tau+15]. In a typical cold boot attack, the attacker physically cools down the memory and moves it to another device in order to extract its data. Because of the remanence effect, most of the RAM contents are still intact and can be read by the attacker. In most mobile devices, the main memory is non-removable. In
such a scenario, an attacker might be able to reboot the original device into a minimal privileged memory dump tool to extract data [MS13; Tau+15].

Second, an attacker can execute a DMA attack [Boi06; BDK05; SB12; Mar+19]. In such an attack, the attacker controls a peripheral device in the target to directly access the main memory via DMA without involving the CPU. Our attacker is capable of executing different DMA attacks including attacks via physical peripheral connection and via remote control of a DMA device in the target platform. Examples for possible target peripherals include common devices such as GPUs and Network Interface Controllers (NICs) but also mobile-specific targets such as the baseband processor in a smartphone [Wei12]. The latter often shares parts of the main memory with the application processor and provides an independent remote connection as possible attack vector. For a successful remote DMA attack targeting a device other than the one used for the attack communication, the attacker first has to achieve RCE on the target platform. Hence, for this chapter, we exclude such attacks and leave their defense to run-time integrity protections such as the one described in Chapter 5. We assume that our attacker is able to successfully execute DMA attacks despite the possible presence of IOMMUs or SMMUs controlling the access of peripheral devices to memory, for example, because of a misconfiguration or hardware limitations. Recent attacks [Mar+19] show that such an assumption is reasonable.

None of the attackers is able to break cryptographic primitives. All attackers access the system from outside the CPU and are therefore not able to directly influence workload on the CPU. In Section 6.5.1, we evaluate TransCrypt against our attacker model.

### 6.2 Related Work

A variety of research approaches exist that try to protect all or specific parts of main memory data. **CPU-bound encryption** concepts focus on removing encryption keys from RAM. Multiple approaches [MFD11; GM13; Sim11; MTF12] use special CPU registers to store a key so that it is never stored in RAM. While these concepts protect keys, e.g., for FDE, they leave the rest of the RAM contents unprotected.

Hardware-based RAM encryption concepts, such as XOM [Lie+00], Aegis [Suh+03], CryptoPage [DK06] and others [GLQ99; Lie+00; Gut99], focus on different aspects of designing processors with encrypted memory and encrypted memory buses. As they require changes to the hardware, they are much more expensive and harder to realize than our software-based approaches.

As introduced in detail in Section 2.3, ARM TrustZone [AF04; ARM14; ARM17] and Intel SGX [McK+13] are hardware security extensions of current CPUs. TrustZone and SGX are designed to allow certain small and specially designed applications to run in a secure CPU mode, isolated from normal execution. Only SGX provides hardware-based memory encryption for the memory regions of its secure enclaves. ARM TrustZone does not provide a solution for memory encryption, but typically protects its software’s data by
storing it in SRAM, highly integrated within the ARM SoC, but unencrypted. Hence, both TEEs are not able to provide a solution for encrypting larger parts of memory for normal applications and the kernel. Nonetheless, TrustZone can be seen complementary to our concept as it provides a way to secure the key for our memory encryption scheme.

AMD SME [K_PW16] (see Section 2.2.3) and its future Intel counterpart Total Memory Encryption (TME) [Int17] are hardware-based solutions for full memory encryption. While those approaches are able to solve the problem of memory attacks efficiently and permanently, only AMD’s solution is actually available at the time of writing. Intel TME is in an early specification phase and for ARM, the most important architecture for mobile devices, no hardware-based solution is in sight. Typically, the key management of such solutions is quite inflexible, preventing, for example, a physical separation of encryption keys for memory contents of suspended components, as done in Section 6.6. Furthermore, as our analysis of AMD SEV in Section 6.7 emphasizes, an extensive security analysis of those hardware features is necessary. AMD SEV is a hardware encryption feature that builds on SME and enables encryption of VMs, protecting their data in memory, supposedly even from a possibly malicious hypervisor. As our analysis shows, this goal cannot be achieved with current versions of SEV.

Henson et al. [HT13] realize RAM encryption in software on an ARM Cortex-A8 platform using a microkernel in the SRAM, sometimes also called On-Chip RAM (OCRAM) or Internal RAM (iRAM), which is often part of ARM TrustZone platforms. As discussed in Section 2.3.1, the OCRAM is separated from the normal RAM and, thus, normally invulnerable to classic memory attacks. Henson et al. dynamically swap and en-/decrypt processes between RAM and OCRAM using the hardware crypto accelerator in the SoC. As the OCRAM is very small and basic features such as virtual memory are not supported, the concept suffers from performance issues and is very hard to combine with real applications such as a normal Android OS environment.

The approaches by Chen et al. [CD_C08] and Sentry by Colp et al. [Col+15] both encrypt memory of selected, “sensitive” processes. These processes are decrypted into on-SoC memory, either into locked cache (Cache as RAM) or into OCRAM. In case of Sentry, processes are encrypted when the device is suspended and decryption into cache or OCRAM is only done for processes that have to run in background. Sentry proposes an Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) implementation running completely out of OCRAM. Both approaches suffer from the fact that cache locking is an optional legacy feature in newer ARM architectures [ARM14; ARM17]. In contrast to our concepts, both approaches only encrypt selected processes and do not cover kernel space with their encryption. They require changes to the kernel or user space while TransCrypt is completely transparent. Furthermore, Sentry only encrypts memory when the system is suspended.

CleanOS [Tan+12] is a mechanism implemented in the Android framework. It defines special sensitive data objects which are encrypted if not actively used for a certain amount of time (idle eviction). The encryption keys are managed in the cloud, meaning that they are removed from the device after encryption and requested from a remote server as soon
as the encrypted object is needed again. In CleanOS, not all RAM is encrypted and the concept suffers from the trust required towards the cloud infrastructure. Furthermore, CleanOS only works if the protected device is online.

CryptKeeper by Peterson [Pet10] extends the memory hierarchy by dividing the RAM into a smaller unencrypted and a bigger encrypted part. As in TransCrypt, only a small part of recently accessed data in RAM is left unencrypted. In contrast to TransCrypt, CryptKeeper is realized in the Linux kernel and can therefore not protect kernel memory itself, is not transparent or agnostic to the OS and does not provide a concept for securing the encryption key.

RamCrypt [Göt+16b] modifies Linux memory management to realize encryption of least-recently accessed pages. RamCrypt is a run-time, kernel-based mechanism which, in contrast to TransCrypt, is activated for specific processes only. RamCrypt is therefore not able to encrypt the kernel itself. Furthermore, it does not encrypt file-backed data in memory, including code and possibly confidential memory-mapped files.

Overshadow by Chen et al. [Che+08] and an approach by Yang et al. [YS08] both, like TransCrypt, use encryption from a privileged hypervisor to protect memory contents. But instead of protecting the system from physical attacks, such as cold boot, their goal is to protect user space data from an attack from a malicious guest OS. Hence, both systems rely on storing keys or even unencrypted versions of encrypted pages [YS08] in RAM. This makes them highly susceptible to memory attacks prevented by our memory encryption concepts. Furthermore, both approaches are x86-based, specific to Linux guests, do not encrypt guest kernel data and require intercepts from the hypervisor on every context switch in the guest, e.g., on interrupts and syscalls. Overshadow and Yang et al. use completely software-based hypervisors for which especially syscall intercepts cause much less relative overhead than in a more recent virtualization scenario. In a modern, hardware-assisted virtualization, such as the one TransCrypt uses, such intercepts might not even be architecturally supported1 and would cause a huge relative overhead.

HyperCrypt [Göt+16a] is a hypervisor-based approach for RAM encryption developed concurrently to TransCrypt. In contrast to TransCrypt, the approach targets x86 and selectively focuses on server applications avoiding challenges, such as GPU support, posed by targeting a full-fledged end user device like an Android smartphone. Furthermore, HyperCrypt does not provide a dynamic, guest-transparent way to detect DMA pages. Instead, it relies on paravirtualization for DMA page identification. Therefore, it requires changes to the guest as well as driver support in the hypervisor, increasing its complexity and code size. Additionally, HyperCrypt does not offer a solution for efficient multi-core design and dynamic adaption of the unencrypted memory window size.

Hypnoguard [ZM16] is a suspend-time memory encryption approach. Developed concurrently, it shows some similarities to our suspend-time encryption scheme (see Section 6.6).

---

1In the ARMv7-A architecture, routing of general exceptions, such as syscalls, to the hypervisor is “unpredictable” if guest-controlled first level address translation is active [ARM14].
In contrast to our approach, Hypnoguard is not realized in the Linux kernel but as low-level system software. While this reduces the TCB and gives better independence from a specific OS, it increases Hypnoguard’s hardware dependency and makes the approach less portable than ours. Furthermore, being located in the Linux kernel, our suspend-time concept is able to encrypt groups of processes independently. Finally, a suspend-time encryption on its own without a complementing run-time solution such as TransCrypt can protect suspended devices and processes but not secrets in RAM owned by running processes.

Summarizing, our run-time and suspend-time memory encryption concepts provide novel approaches for their respective scenarios. Furthermore, none of the previous works combines run-time and a suspend-time encryption.

### 6.3 TransCrypt: Run-time Main Memory Encryption

In the following, we introduce TransCrypt, our mechanism for run-time main memory encryption. TransCrypt uses the SLAT of hardware-supported virtualization to transparently restrict the guest to a small set of unencrypted physical memory pages, the *Unencrypted Page Set (UPS)*, while keeping the rest encrypted (with some exceptions as discussed in Section 6.3.8). TransCrypt dynamically encrypts and decrypts pages based on guest accesses and the resulting page faults. This basic idea is illustrated in Figure 6.1. On a SLAT page fault the corresponding physical page is decrypted and mapped while unmapping and encrypting another page.

In the following, we shortly discuss specific hardware requirements of TransCrypt and introduce details of the TransCrypt architecture and its page encryption mechanism. Furthermore, we discuss the size of the UPS and multi-core operation.
6.3.1 Hardware Requirements

As for our monitoring framework (Section 5.3.1), the most important hardware feature for TransCrypt is the SLAT, which introduces an additional level of translation for all addresses accessed by the guest (see also Section 2.2.2). The additional translation allows TransCrypt to transparently control access to all physical memory building the basis for the encryption concept.

Another important virtualization feature for TransCrypt is the ability to trap certain privileged instructions, i.e., to automatically jump into the hypervisor before executing them. As described in Section 6.3.8, TransCrypt utilizes this feature to realize a technique for recognizing memory pages used for DMA.

6.3.2 Architecture

A system using TransCrypt basically consists of the guest running in kernel and user space and the encryption components running in hypervisor mode and partly in a secure enclave mode such as the ARM TrustZone to secure the encryption key as described in Section 6.3.5. Like our monitoring framework (see Chapter 5), TransCrypt is designed as part of a minimal, custom hypervisor only implementing SLAT management for a single guest. The detailed architecture of TransCrypt is depicted in Figure 6.2. Exceptions from the guest are initially handled in the exception dispatching module. HVCs are only included for debugging purposes and are forwarded to a debug module, which allows analyzing page statistics and changing...
the size of the UPS. Traps of certain cache maintenance operations are forwarded to the special page detection module where they are analyzed to determine if a page is used for DMA and must therefore be left unencrypted as detailed in Section 6.3.8.2. Page faults are the most frequent and important exceptions handled by TransCrypt. They are forwarded to the page encryption module, which uses the special page detection module to determine if a page should be encrypted and uses the SLAT management and AES modules to map and encrypt pages transparently for the guest. The AES module is located in the TrustZone TEE or secured with a comparable key storage mechanism as discussed in Section 6.3.5.

In the context of our general architecture introduced in Chapter 3, TransCrypt is part of the hypervisor layer on the target platform. It runs alongside the other hypervisor-based mechanisms, i.e., especially the monitoring framework (see Chapter 5). As part of the hypervisor, its boot-time integrity is ensured together with the other components by the mechanisms described in Chapter 4.

6.3.3 Definitions and Initialization

As explained in Section 2.2, in a hardware-virtualized system, the guest controls its own translation from VAs to IPAs for accessing memory while the hypervisor controls the SLAT from IPAs to PAs overlaying memory attributes given by the guest. Despite the architectures often providing different configurable page sizes for guest translation and SLAT, TransCrypt uses the same size to have the same access granularity as the guest. Before the guest runs, TransCrypt reserves memory for its own operation and restricts the guest from accessing it. For the memory pages allocated to the guest, we define two basic sets:

- **Mapped Page Set (MPS).** This set contains all pages that are currently mapped in the SLAT and therefore unencrypted and available to the guest without further intervention by TransCrypt.

- **Special Page Set (SPS).** This set contains all pages that have been identified as special and, hence, should not be encrypted even when they are unmapped, which is the case, for example, for DMA pages. Details regarding special pages are discussed in Section 6.3.8.

Together, the sets contain all unencrypted guest pages. Hence, their union constitutes the Unencrypted Page Set (UPS):

\[ MPS \cup SPS = UPS \]

All pages that are not part of the UPS are encrypted. We define a maximum size \( M \) for the MPS. \( M \) is the maximum number of pages accessible to the guest at any time.

TransCrypt starts with all pages unmapped (\(|MPS| = 0\)) and unencrypted (\(|UPS| = N\)). Therefore, by definition, all pages are special (\(|SPS| = N\)) before being evaluated and mapped for the first time.
6.3.4 Basic Mechanism

After initialization, TransCrypt hands execution to the guest. Since the MPS is initialized to contain no pages, this immediately leads to an instruction fetch page fault. The following steps are repeatedly executed to realize the memory encryption (see also Figure 6.1):

1. The guest accesses a page \( p_{in} \notin MPS \) either by executing it or by reading or writing data from or to it.

2. The access triggers a page fault into TransCrypt. If \( p_{in} \notin SPS \), TransCrypt decrypts it.

3. TransCrypt determines if \( p_{in} \) is special (see Section 6.3.8) in which case it adds it to the SPS. Then it maps \( p_{in} \) to the guest, i.e., adds it to the MPS.

4. If the MPS does not exceed its maximum size, execution is returned to the guest. Otherwise, i.e., if \( |MPS| > M \), a page \( p_{out} \in MPS \) is selected for eviction using a specific eviction mechanism discussed in the following.

5. If \( p_{out} \notin SPS \) TransCrypt encrypts it. Then \( p_{out} \) is unmapped, i.e., removed from the MPS, and execution is returned to the guest.

There is no differentiation between executable pages and data pages and both are equal candidates for encryption. All steps are completely transparent to the guest and do not require any explicit commands or support by the guest. The concept is therefore completely agnostic to the guest OS. It is furthermore not specific to the ARM architecture. Depending on the target platform, detecting special pages requires the use of architecture or OS specific mechanisms as described in Section 6.3.8.

As mentioned before, if the MPS exceeds its maximum size \( M \), a page must be evicted. Since the guest is able to access pages in the MPS without TransCrypt being able to intervene, we do not have actual information which page was accessed least recently and should therefore be the first candidate for eviction. The next best eviction candidate is the page that we least recently mapped to the guest. We therefore introduce an eviction algorithm we call Least Recently Mapped (LRM), similar to a typical Least Recently Used (LRU) but with mapping time as basis for deciding which page to evict next. Section 6.4 discusses how we implement this algorithm with constant complexity. Figure 6.3 illustrates the basic encryption mechanism and its relation to the LRM page eviction. The top part of the figure shows the guest-controlled translation from VAs to IPAs and the active mappings in form of arrows to pages in IPA space. On the bottom, the figure shows the TransCrypt-controlled translation from IPAs to PAs. The figure depicts the system just at the beginning of handling a SLAT page fault in which the most recently accessed page is decrypted and mapped while the page that least recently entered the MPS is encrypted and unmapped, i.e., removed from the MPS. In the example, recent accesses by the guest have added three pages to the MPS, which are therefore also unencrypted (\( |MPS| = M = 3 \)). Furthermore, three pages...
are mapped in the guest but not part of the MPS, the normal state for most of the pages in the system. One of these pages is part of the SPS ($|\text{SPS}| = 1; |\text{UPS}| = 4$) and hence unencrypted despite the fact that it is not part of the MPS and that it can currently not even be accessed by the guest. Such a state is important, for example, for DMA pages as discussed in Section 6.3.8. As soon as the page is accessed again by the guest, its special status is reevaluated. This is important since the page could be re-purposed by the guest kernel as normal, non-DMA memory.

### 6.3.5 Page Encryption

For the actual encryption of a page, several aspects have to be considered, including key management, encryption algorithm, mode choice, and Initialization Vector (IV) generation.

**Key management.** The key used for the actual page encryption must not be located in memory itself because we assume an attacker to be able to access all physical memory (see Section 6.1). To solve this problem, our concept relies on a secure execution environment such as the ARM TrustZone [AF04; ARM14; ARM17] where we can securely execute cryptographic operations and store the key at run-time, either in secure OCRAM or in a cryptographic coprocessor. This is not a real conceptual constraint since TrustZone is almost always present in current ARM application processors and OCRAM is a crucial component to all TrustZone platforms. For systems where no crypto coprocessor is available, Colp et al. describe how to securely implement AES [Col+15] in software only using OCRAM. Since RAM data is not persistent, the key can be randomly generated at each system reset. Hence, a concept for persistent key storage is not necessary. If, although unlikely, a TrustZone-based or similar solution is not possible on our target platform, we can store...
the TransCrypt key using CPU-bound encryption schemes [MFD11; GM13; Sim11; MTF12; Göt+16b] already introduced as related work in Section 6.2.

Encryption algorithm. The pages are encrypted symmetrically with AES. To prevent leaking information about the encrypted data, same content blocks must not result in the same ciphertext blocks. Hence, an encryption mode with IV such as Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) must be used. Page encryption runs exclusively and uninterruptibly on the core that accessed the page (see Section 6.3.7), so that, normally, no performance can be gained by choosing a highly parallelizable mode. The choice might also be made dependent on hardware crypto accelerators available on the target platform. While Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data (AEAD) modes can conceptually be used, their authentication is not necessary in terms of our attacker model, only assuming reading memory attacks, and adds performance overhead, since it requires the hypervisor to handle authentication data.

IV generation. Each page must be encrypted using a different IV to ensure that same content pages result in different encrypted pages. An obvious choice for the IV is the physical page base address. In FDE theory there is an attack on such predictable IVs in combination with CBC known as Watermarking Attack. In this, an attacker with write access to the disk but without access to the underlying encryption secrets creates patterns, the watermarks, on the disk, which he can then detect on the encrypted disk without knowledge of the key. If a malicious process or guest is able to write to consecutive memory pages, despite being very unlikely, such an attack might also be possible in RAM and could, for example, be used to detect the existence of watermarked data in an extracted, encrypted RAM image. We thus propose the usage of encrypted base addresses as IVs for vulnerable modes, comparably to Encrypted Salt-Sector Initialization Vector (ESSIV) [Fru05] for FDE.

6.3.6 Unencrypted Page Set Size

The maximum size $M$ of the MPS is the main configurable value in the TransCrypt concept. Increasing $M$ increases the number of pages the guest may access at the same time and therefore also increases the size of the UPS. This, in turn, decreases security of the system as more physical pages are unencrypted at any time. Thus, $M$ acts as a configurable trade-off between performance and security and allows fine-tuning the system to the needs of the specific application. The actual impact of varying values of $M$ is evaluated in Section 6.5 on the basis of our prototype implementation. Note that the size of the SPS is not configurable since the number of special pages is a system property and depends on the target platform’s specific hardware and OS, e.g., on how many pages are used for DMA with the GPU. We propose two ways for configuring $M$:
Static MPS size. For this approach, $M$ is predetermined and fixed to a certain value that fits the system’s needs, especially regarding the acceptable performance overhead. This policy can be extended by allowing the guest to configure $M$ depending on the current workload via a hypervisor call to TransCrypt. Restricting configurable values of $M$ to certain bounds prevents abuse of the feature, e.g., for disabling the encryption.

Dynamic MPS size. As discussed in Section 6.1, TransCrypt is a defense against attackers who are not or only indirectly able to influence the workload of the system. Furthermore, typical mobile systems spend most time in idle states. Thus, we propose a mechanism for dynamically adapting $M$ at run-time, balancing the performance loss for higher workloads by reducing the encrypted part of the memory. For that, TransCrypt can observe the time offset between SLAT page faults and adapt $M$ to reach a specific page fault frequency. Additionally, the system should still provide a configurable hard upper bound for $M$ to make sure that a certain amount of memory is always encrypted, independent of the workload. For page fault $i$ occurring at time $t_i$, the new MPS size $M_{i+1}$ can be dynamically calculated from the current size $M_i$ using the following equation:

$$M_{i+1} := M_i + C \left( \frac{1}{f} - \frac{t_i - t_{i-m}}{m} \right)$$

In the equation, $f$ [1/s] denotes the desired page fault frequency and $C$ [1/s] configures the number of pages by which $M$ is increased or decreased for each second the difference between two consecutive page faults deviates from the desired frequency. The configurable constant value $m$ determines how sensitive the system reacts to quick changes in the workload.

6.3.7 Multi-core Design

On a multi-core system, all cores must have the same view on physical memory. It must be ensured that cores only have access to unencrypted pages to avoid corruption of the guest. This means that all cores must share one SLAT table. Hence, the MPS, SPS and UPS are all shared between the cores and when, for example, a core adds a page to the MPS it can be accessed by all other cores. Consequentially, synchronization mechanisms between cores are necessary. As these can significantly impact performance, they must be designed carefully.

On the one hand, synchronization is required for changing state or content of pages, for example, when encrypting a page. On the other hand, synchronization is required for keeping track of the MPS in order to realize page eviction. To almost eliminate all lock contesting between cores, we propose the following scheme. We introduce fine-granular locks, one for each physical page, which a core must acquire to change the page’s content or state. Furthermore, we split the responsibility for the MPS between the cores, which
Listing 6.1 TransCrypt page fault handler.

1: State:
   \( MPS_c \): Set of pages globally mapped by core \( c \)
   \( SPS \): Set of special pages

2: Input:
   \( p_{in} \): The page the fault was triggered on
   \( c \): The ID of the core the fault was triggered on

3: procedure \texttt{Handle Page Fault}(\( p_{in}, c \))
4: Acquire lock for \( p_{in} \)
5: if \( p_{in} \notin SPS \) then
6:   Decrypt \( p_{in} \)
7: else
8:   Remove \( p_{in} \) from SPS
9: end if
10: if \( p_{in} \) is special (see Section 6.3.8) then
11:   Add \( p_{in} \) to SPS
12: end if
13: Add \( p_{in} \) to \( MPS_c \)
14: Release lock for \( p_{in} \)
15: if \( |MPS_c| \leq \frac{M}{\text{Total cores}} \) then return end if
16: Get LRM page \( p_{out} \) from \( MPS_c \)
17: Acquire lock for \( p_{out} \)
18: if \( p_{out} \notin SPS \) then Encrypt \( p_{out} \) end if
19: Release lock for \( p_{out} \)
20: end procedure

allows us to avoid one global and therefore contested lock. Then, each core manages \( \frac{M}{\text{Number of cores}} \) page slots in the MPS. For core \( i \), we call the resulting subset \( MPS_i \). A core can still access all pages in the MPS, also the ones mapped by other cores, but is only allowed to evict and map pages in \( MPS_i \). A page in any \( MPS_i \) will not trigger another page fault on any core until evicted. As a result, the different \( MPS_i \) are always disjoint. As soon as a core has filled its \( MPS_i \) slots, it starts evicting pages even if other cores still have capacities in their MPS part. For the eviction, the core only chooses from its own \( MPS_i \) for which it does not need a lock. Listing 6.1 summarizes the encryption concept including multi-core handling as a pseudocode SLAT page fault handler implementation.

6.3.8 Special Pages

We define special pages as pages in the physical address map of a system for which an encryption might lead to malfunction of the system. We basically identified two physical memory types that fall into this category: Memory-mapped devices, i.e., device memory, and
memory shared with devices, i.e., DMA memory. Recognizing pages of these categories and adding them to the SPS (see Section 6.3.3) to temporarily exclude them from encryption is crucial to ensure system functionality.

6.3.8.1 Device Memory

Not all addresses in the physical address space of a typical system refer to main memory. Some parts of the address space are not used at all and others are used as device registers, i.e., for memory mapped I/O with peripheral devices. For these memory regions, an attempted encryption would lead to malfunctions in the system. We identified two methods for handling device memory. First, we can analyze the guest-controlled address translation and recognize a page as special if the guest maps it as device memory type, i.e., for example, as non-cacheable. An advantage of this dynamic approach is that it does not require any prior knowledge about the location of device memory in the physical address map of the system.

The other approach is to statically analyze the physical address map of the system before run-time and simply generate fixed and always active mappings for all memory regions that do not refer to main memory. This solution has performance advantages compared to the dynamic approach. It also has the advantage that non-memory pages are completely removed from all operations and from our page sets described in the previous section and do not clutter the SPS. We combine both approaches in our prototype as described in Section 6.4.3.

6.3.8.2 Memory Shared with Devices

Normal memory might be shared with peripheral devices that have access to the RAM via DMA. A prime example is the system’s GPU, which receives large amounts of data for rendering content on the screen from the CPU via shared memory regions and DMA. When TransCrypt unmaps and encrypts those shared pages, they might still be accessed by devices using DMA. As these devices are not aware of the encryption, accessing the pages will usually lead to malfunctions. Hence, it is crucial for correct system functionality that TransCrypt is able to recognize DMA pages to add them to the SPS and, hence, temporarily exclude them from encryption, as discussed in Section 6.3.4.

While devices might be able to access main memory, they are usually unable to access the cache hierarchy of the system’s CPU. Therefore, cache coherency must be ensured when communicating with devices via DMA. This behavior is leveraged by the TransCrypt hypervisor to recognize DMA pages. In the following we discuss three basic types of DMA transfers and how TransCrypt detects them from hypervisor mode:

Always Coherent. For this type of DMA, CPU and device are always guaranteed to have the same view on their shared memory. Coherent DMA uses buffers on pages that have special attributes making them cache coherent automatically. They might be
configured non-cacheable or, if the ARM platform supports it and the DMA device is configured to take part, use a special outer shareability attribute, which allows some DMA devices on ARM platforms to, in fact, access CPU caches. TransCrypt is able to detect when a guest maps a page this way by analyzing the guest-controlled translation during the respective page fault. We call this technique static DMA detection and it is illustrated in the left part of Figure 6.4.

CPU to Device. For this type, the CPU must make sure that the data it sends to the device is flushed out of the caches into main memory before triggering the device to read. This can either be done by using a buffer on a page with write-through cacheability or by using explicit architectural cache maintenance operations. TransCrypt detects the first with static DMA detection and the second by trapping and emulating all cache flush operations to the main memory. TransCrypt then determines the target of the cache flush and is able to exclude the page from encryption before it is read by the device. We call this trapping-based technique dynamic DMA detection and it is depicted in the right part of Figure 6.4.

Device to CPU. For this type, the CPU must make sure to invalidate the corresponding parts of the caches before reading from a buffer written by a device to not accidentally read old cached data. For cases where the invalidation happens before triggering the device, which seems to be the normal case, it can be detected with the dynamic DMA detection described before. In other cases, one has to analyze the devices and drivers in question and statically exclude the DMA pages.

Our approach has the main advantage of being agnostic and transparent to the guest software and the specific DMA devices in use. All trapped instructions are privileged.
Hence, an unprivileged guest process cannot “disable” encryption for certain pages. Cache maintenance operations can be trapped very selectively on ARM. This allows us to react only to operations really affecting the main memory, i.e., the point of coherency. Additionally, modern ARM platforms, such as the one used for our prototype, allow configuring automatic cache coherency between cores. With this, normally no cache maintenance operations necessary for inter-core communication. This allows the DMA detection to specifically only target pages that are really used for communication with devices.

### 6.4 TransCrypt: Implementation

We implemented TransCrypt as part of a minimal, self-developed, standalone hypervisor on an Arndale board, a dual-core ARM Cortex-A15 developer board supporting the ARMv7-A Virtualization Extensions [MN11; ARM14]. With the implementation and evaluation of our tracing framework described in Sections 5.6 and 5.8, we showed that the Cortex-A15 and ARM platforms in general provide a very small overhead for switching into the hypervisor, which is essential for the performance of TransCrypt. To keep the hypervisor as small as possible and reduce error-proneness, our implementation only includes functions necessary for TransCrypt. Therefore, as for our tracing framework, the hypervisor only implements memory management for a single guest and contains no further functionality required for a full virtualization solution, such as support for multiple VMs. Our prototype is fully functional, supports multi-core operation and is able to run an unmodified Linux kernel and Android userland including display output and touchscreen input with enabled encryption. The full implementation consists of about 4000 LOC written in C and ARM assembler.

In the following, we cover some details of our TransCrypt prototype implementation. While some implementation details, especially in the context of the DMA detection mechanisms, are introduced using terminology specific to ARMv7-A, the TransCrypt concepts are also applicable to ARMv8-A. As we will discuss later, such an implementation might even provide certain performance advantages.

#### 6.4.1 Initialization

After setting up exception handlers, especially for SLAT page faults, the hypervisor initializes its own VA to PA translation as a flat mapping over the full RAM of the Arndale board. This makes it easy to access PAs from the hypervisor. The hypervisor furthermore initializes a flat mapping for the guest SLAT from IPAs to PAs but only for the part of memory allocated to the guest. The hypervisor uses 4 KiB pages, the smallest possible page size on ARM. It also enables trapping of cache maintenance operations to the main memory (point of coherency) via the TPC bit in the Hyp Configuration Register (HCR) for special page detection.
6.4.2 Basic Mechanism

The core of the TransCrypt prototype is the implementation of the page fault handler as specified in Section 6.3.7. The handler manages an array of page metadata structures, one for each physical page allocated to the guest. Our prototype supports multi-core operation. Each core keeps track of its MPS (see Section 6.3.7) and the LRM eviction with a list pointing to elements of the page metadata array. We implemented the fine-granular locking as described in Section 6.3.7 using a spinlock in the metadata of each page. When mapping a page, the core appends it to its MPS list. For eviction, the core just pops the first item of its list. Both operations have constant complexity, making the implementation very efficient.

When mapping a page, it must be ensured that a possible decryption is completely finished and visible before letting the guest access the page. The ARM Cortex-A15 CPU provides a Harvard-style first level cache, i.e., instructions and data are cached separately. Therefore, our hypervisor must ensure that decrypted code is flushed from the first level data cache and the respective instruction cache parts are invalidated to prevent the guest from executing encrypted instructions.

When unmapping a page, it must be ensured that none of the cores still accesses the page because of a stale entry in the TLB. The hypervisor must hence invalidate all entries associated with the unmapped IPA on all cores. Our hypervisor ensures that all cores are in the inner shareable domain and uses TLB maintenance operations to broadcast an invalidation executed on one core to all cores. Unfortunately, the ARMv7-A virtualization extensions do not provide invalidation operations based on IPAs. We therefore invalidate all guest translations on every page unmapping, which negatively impacts performance. Fortunately, the ARMv8-A architecture [ARM17] provides IPA-based invalidation operations, so that this is no issue for future implementations.

The actual encryption is done with an ARM-optimized software AES implementation. As our Proof of Concept (PoC) focuses on the feasibility of the hypervisor-based concept, it currently does not use encryption from the TrustZone. Running on the same CPU, the only overhead imposed by such an implementation is the TrustZone context switch. As the switch itself is very lightweight [Zha14], especially in relation to the encryption itself, such an implementation should only add negligible overhead to our evaluated prototype. As most of the overhead comes from the actual encryption (see Section 6.5.2), the crypto extensions in ARMv8-A [ARM17] promise to provide significant performance gains for the future. The current prototype uses the page base addresses as IVs for simplicity (see Section 6.3.5).

The implementation provides an additional, optional hashing component which calculates a SHA1 hash of evicted pages to be compared with their content when mapping them again. This allows recognizing changes to pages not originating from the CPU.

The prototype does not implement the dynamic MPS size adaption described in Section 6.3.6 but implements functionality for changing $M$ at run-time for evaluation purposes.
6.4.3 Special Page Detection

Our TransCrypt PoC implementation on the Arndale board uses several techniques to be able to exclude all special pages from encryption as described in Section 6.3.8. First, the hypervisor generates a fixed mapping for all physical address space regions that do not refer to main memory, as discussed in Section 6.3.8.1, making them always available to the guest and excluding them from encryption. On the Arndale board, 2 GiB from 0x40000000 to 0xbfffffff referring to main memory remain, minus the space allocated to the hypervisor for the main encryption operation.

Second, to determine if a page qualifies as special during a page fault, the PoC queries the guest translation using the architectural translation registers ATS1CP* [ARM14]. The hypervisor analyzes the obtained guest’s memory attributes and marks a page as special if it is not normal memory with inner and outer write-back cacheability or if it is outer shareable. This realizes both the dynamic approach for device memory discussed in Section 6.3.8.1 and the static DMA detection (see Section 6.3.8.2) in a single step.

Third, the prototype realizes dynamic DMA detection (see also Section 6.3.8.2) by trapping and emulating all cache maintenance operations that use VAs and target the main memory. For all data cache operations in this group, namely DCIMVAC, DCCMVAC and DCCIMVAC, the hypervisor finds the affected page, decrypts it if necessary and marks it as special.

While the described techniques catch most of the special pages, there is one platform-specific exception originating in the Mali GPU driver of the guest kernel. An analysis of this driver revealed that it employs a “physical allocator” which allocates highmem pages, i.e., pages from memory normally used for user space data, and maps them into the kernel space using kmap(). These pages end up in the pkmap (persistent kernel map) VA region in the kernel VA address space. Hence, we exclude this virtual address range (2 MiB on the Arndale) from encryption. Note that the guest still runs unmodified. On other platforms or kernel and driver versions this might not be necessary.

With the described mechanisms, our memory encryption prototype is able to host a full, unmodified Android OS, without impairing the system’s functionality.

6.5 TransCrypt: Evaluation

To evaluate the security and performance of TransCrypt, we ran several experiments and benchmarks on our prototype implementation. For all experiments, we used a multi-core Linux 3.0.31 kernel and Android 4.1.1 on the Arndale board. In most experiments, we tested with different fixed values for the maximum MPS size $M$, the maximum number of pages mapped and accessible to the guest at the same time. As discussed in Section 6.3.6, $M$ can be used to adapt the security margin as a trade-off versus the performance of the system. The smaller $M$, the less data is unencrypted in memory and the more recently the data must have been accessed to be still unencrypted.
Table 6.1: TransCrypt page statistics for Android boot with $M = 6000$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SPS</th>
<th>MPS</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dyn. Stat.</td>
<td>$\cap$ SPS</td>
<td>$\setminus$ SPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>15072</td>
<td>1890</td>
<td>85 5915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td>791</td>
<td>1810</td>
<td>22 1572</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.5.1 Security

To get an impression how the memory encryption and the special page detection behave, we collected page statistics from our TransCrypt prototype immediately after the guest finished booting up Android. We chose a fixed $M$ of 6000 for the experiment. Since the Arndale board has two cores, this results in each core managing a maximum of 3000 mapped pages, as described in Section 6.3.7. The results are summarized in Table 6.1. The statistics include the SPS size and the number of special pages detected dynamically and statically (see Section 6.3.8). Furthermore, the statistics show how many of the MPS pages are also part of the SPS and a total of encrypted and unencrypted pages, i.e., the UPS. Additional to the statistics over all pages, we generated data for pages with VAs in the Linux kernel \texttt{lowmem} region to determine how actively the kernel space is encrypted. The \texttt{lowmem} is the virtual memory region that maps physical memory linearly into the kernel at all times. Typically, kernel code and most of the kernel data structures are accessed through this area. Hence, we can use it to approximate kernel memory page accesses.

There are several interesting results to be read from the statistics. The SPS dynamic detection is primarily active for user space pages, while the static detection is almost exclusively active for kernel pages. The high amount of special pages can be explained by the fact that the system just finished booting, a process that involves a higher than normal kernel activity. The MPS is almost completely filled with non-special pages, which shows that the special page detection is quite accurate, so that most of the current working set is considered for encryption. The summary of encrypted and unencrypted pages shows that about 75% of all pages and 72% of the kernel \texttt{lowmem} pages used during the Android boot are currently encrypted. The amount of encrypted memory can be increased further by choosing a smaller $M$.

To confirm that the kernel space encryption is very active, we attached a JTAG debugger to the system to simulate a memory attack. Without memory encryption, the debugger is able to read and interpret kernel data structures, such as page tables and task lists, for example, to show the processes running on the system. With memory encryption, most of this functionality stops working. While this does not yet necessarily mean that secrets are protected in memory, memory dumps are immediately much harder to analyze forensically without reliable access to kernel data structures.
To find out how well the system protects user space secrets, we analyzed the process memory of the Android Mail app. After initializing the app with a test E-Mail account, during normal operation the app’s memory showed four occurrences of the address/password combination on three different pages. We marked the physical pages in our hypervisor, tracking their encryption and decryption. While one of the pages remains encrypted all the time, the two others are decrypted when the app is brought to foreground (and checks for new mail). To quantify the time the password is unencrypted in memory, we devised the following sample use case:

1. Open the E-Mail app and wait for one minute.
2. Close the E-Mail app and wait for one minute.
3. Open the Browser app and wait for one minute.

Furthermore, we define a typical user who uses the E-Mail app for 3 minutes every 30 minutes (including automatic fetches) for 24 hours of the day. In 85% of the mail app uses, he opens another app such as the browser afterwards. Table 6.2 shows the percentage of time the E-Mail password is unencrypted in the app’s memory for our sample test case and the typical user for which we calculated the percentage based on the average sample case. The password is counted as unencrypted as soon as one of the three pages containing it is unencrypted.

The results for the sample use case can be interpreted as follows. If the percentage is below or around 33% it means that the password is encrypted at the latest when the E-Mail app is closed. This is the case for all $M$ except for $M = 36000$. For this case, the password is encrypted as soon as the browser is opened. Based on these observations, we can calculate the percentage for our typical user based on the average case test results. For example, for our typical user and $M = 10000$, the E-Mail password is unencrypted in memory for less than 15 minutes over the whole day. Considering that we get very good benchmark results already for $M \leq 10000$ as shown in the next section, the results confirm that TransCrypt is able to efficiently protect real secrets in memory.

### Table 6.2: Percentage of time the E-mail app's memory contains the plaintext account password for different $M$ in the sample use case (1 min E-mail app → 1 min home screen → 1 min browser) and for the typical user calculated based on the average samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>4000</th>
<th>8000</th>
<th>10000</th>
<th>14000</th>
<th>18000</th>
<th>36000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Worst</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>12.49</td>
<td>33.04</td>
<td>38.74</td>
<td>73.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>8.77</td>
<td>30.16</td>
<td>68.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>16.98</td>
<td>34.07</td>
<td>70.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typ.</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>10.22</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.3: Performance of TransCrypt memory encryption prototype as percentage of native performance for different benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>4000</th>
<th>8000</th>
<th>10000</th>
<th>18000</th>
<th>36000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CoreMark</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td><strong>99.8</strong></td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>99.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antutu</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td><strong>81.7</strong></td>
<td>82.6</td>
<td>87.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.5.2 Performance

We evaluated the performance of the prototype using two benchmarks. The CoreMark [Con] benchmark, measuring integer performance without GUI, and the Antutu [AnT] Android app, measuring overall performance including CPU, RAM, GPU and I/O speed. The averaged results are summed up in Table 6.3, showing the TransCrypt prototype’s performance as percentage of native performance without TransCrypt. Using the same target hardware, the results can be directly compared to the results of the performance evaluation of our hypervisor-based tracing framework described in Section 5.8.

For CoreMark, the TransCrypt performance is almost indistinguishable from the native performance. The reason for this is that the benchmark fits into a small amount of pages. The present impact of less than a percent is probably caused by Android running on the test system and causing pages to be encrypted occasionally. The Antutu benchmark has a much larger working data set including assets for 3D graphics and user interface and should give an impression on how TransCrypt performs running a resource-intensive app such as a game. Despite being a challenging real-world test, the Antutu benchmark already reaches more than 80% of native performance for $M = 10000$.

Most of the performance impact is caused by the encryption itself. Our prototype uses a software AES implementation, so switching to a hardware implementation such as the AES extensions in ARMv8-A, promises a significant performance improvement. As described in Section 6.4, ARMv8-A also offers a much more efficient way for SLAT TLB invalidation, which can further improve performance.

6.5.3 Discussion

In the following, we discuss TransCrypt and the results of our evaluation with respect to the attacker model and attacks defined in Section 6.1.

Our attacker is able to execute a cold boot attack. On a normal system, this leads to a leak of all RAM data including keys, e.g., E-mails, passwords and documents. If the system has a key protection mechanism, such as CPU-bound encryption [MFD11; GM13; Sim11; MTF12], the protected keys are secure but other sensitive memory contents are compromised. With TransCrypt, as shown for the E-mail account password, sensitive data is encrypted with high probability using a key stored in a location not vulnerable to cold boot.
Our attacker is able to execute different reading DMA attacks, as discussed in our attacker model. In all those attacks, the attacking DMA device “acts on its own”, meaning that the guest kernel on the CPU does not initiate the DMA access, at least not for the addresses the device maliciously accesses. Therefore, our DMA detection mechanism described in the Section 6.3.8, does not exclude the attacked pages from encryption, providing security for these cases. On a normal system, a DMA memory attack leads to leakage of all memory data. With our memory encryption, a DMA attack reads encrypted memory instead of sensitive data with a high probability as shown for the E-Mail password.

As shown in Section 6.5.1, the probability that an attack reads encrypted memory can be influenced by the choice of the MPS size $M$. We based our evaluation on experiments with different fixed values of $M$ to analyze its influence on the encryption probability and the performance. As shown, choosing $M = 10000$ already provides a very good trade-off between security and performance. By using a dynamic $M$ adaption, as sketched in Section 6.3.6, this trade-off can be improved further.

While TransCrypt succeeds in reaching its goal to protect the majority of main memory, some heavily used keys, such as symmetric keys used for FDE, could, depending on $M$, stay unencrypted because of the least-recent access principle. We therefore propose to combine TransCrypt with other protection mechanisms:

- TransCrypt can be combined with a suspend-time memory encryption as described in Section 6.6.3. Additional to the TransCrypt security, such a combination is able to protect all memory including keys of currently inactive process groups or whole systems.

- TransCrypt can be combined with a secure key mechanism, storing heavily used keys in a memory region inaccessible to the discussed memory attacks, for example, in TrustZone OCRAM, as described in Section 6.3.5 for the TransCrypt encryption key itself.

- Keys can be protected by an external device, such as the token in our generic architecture (see Chapter 3). Optimally, the keys are stored exclusively on the token, encrypting and decrypting on behalf of the target platform. Fully externalizing symmetric cryptography is often not an option performance-wise, especially for heavily used symmetric keys, such as the FDE key. For those cases we describe an approach that combines keys from target platform and token, realizing fast external symmetric cryptography in Section 7.2. Furthermore, in Section 7.3, we describe an approach for protecting user IDs with asymmetric keys stored on the token.

Those options are not mutually exclusive and can be combined with each other depending on the hardware features of the target platform used.
6.6  Suspend-time Main Memory Encryption

TransCrypt encrypts data objects in main memory not accessed recently. But because of its heuristic run-time approach, it cannot guarantee the encryption of specific objects, even if it is logically ensured that they are currently not required. We therefore combine TransCrypt with a complementary suspend-time RAM encryption scheme which securely encrypts data of processes currently not needed.

Our suspend-time encryption mechanism builds upon the CGroup freezer functionality in the Linux kernel [Lin]. This subsystem is able to freeze, i.e., suspend, groups of processes. While a process is suspended, it is ensured that it does not access its data in RAM. This data can therefore safely be encrypted as long as the process is suspended. Our mechanism extends the Linux freezer subsystem to encrypt processes being suspended, i.e., frozen, and decrypt processes being thawed.

Normally, the scope of the encryption is group-based. This means that groups of processes, such as containers, are frozen and encrypted together. But, since the Linux kernel also realizes its normal, system-wide suspend-to-RAM functionality with the freezer subsystem, the encryption can also be system-based and encrypt all processes during a suspension of the whole system. Hence, in a platform-virtualized environment, a Linux VM is able to encrypt itself when being suspended with our mechanism. Both encryption scopes can be used together to encrypt suspended containers and to encrypt the entire user space of a guest VM when it is suspended.

In the following, we shortly summarize the suspend-time encryption concept including important aspects of the architecture and the encryption process. Afterwards, we discuss details regarding the combination of both our run-time and suspend-time RAM encryption concepts. Further details of our suspend-time RAM encryption approach can be found in the respective publications. The group-based variant in [Hub+17; Hub+18], the system-based variant in [HHW17b].

6.6.1  Architecture and Encryption Concept

Figure 6.5 shows the architecture of a system using our suspend-time memory encryption concept in its group-based form. Resembling our generic architecture (see Chapter 3), there are two hardware components, the target platform and the token. For our suspend-time encryption, the token can be any kind of SE that allows wrapping a key for the host, i.e., is able to encrypt a key with a non-extractable key stored in the token. The user space processes are normally grouped into containers but can also exist on their own, as shown in Figure 6.5 on the left. As mentioned for our generic architecture (see Section 3.1), a user space container on Linux is established using some basic kernel technologies, i.e., primarily namespaces and CGroups. As discussed before, the smallest unit of suspension and, thus, encryption with our suspend-time encryption is a cgroup. For the following discussion, we
assume that each container equals one cgroup, meaning that, in the presented architecture, the smallest unit of encryption is a container.

Figure 6.5 shows a system with three containers. Container $C_2$ is currently suspended. The memory contents of its processes are encrypted with Key 2. As it is not required until the container is woken up from its suspended state, the key is only present in the target platform’s memory in wrapped form, i.e., encrypted using the token. Container $C_3$ is currently running. Its processes run completely unchanged from a normal system. They are unencrypted until the container is suspended. As described in Section 6.6.3, the combination with TransCrypt fills that gap. Container $C_1$ is currently being suspended. Details of the encryption process and the decryption of a suspended container are described in the following.

**Encryption.** The suspension of a container is triggered through freezing the corresponding cgroup. The freeze command is generated by a user space management component and received in the CGroup freezer kernel subsystem, which signals all processes in the targeted cgroup to enter an infinite loop in the kernel, the refrigerator loop. As long as the processes are in the refrigerator loop, it is ensured that they do not access their user space memory contents. Our encryption mechanism extends the CGroup freezer subsystem resulting in the following steps during suspension of a container:

1. The freezer subsystem receives the command to freeze a specific cgroup (container $C_1$ in Figure 6.5).

2. A management component (typically in user space) generates a new symmetric key for memory encryption and uses the token to generate a wrapped version of the key. The example in Figure 6.5 shows both wrapped and unwrapped Key 1 used for encrypting container $C_1$. Both keys are stored in the target platform while freezing $C_1$. 

![Figure 6.5: Architecture of the suspend-time memory encryption system.](image-url)
3. The freezer signals all processes in the suspending cgroup to freeze and enter the refrigerator loop in the kernel.

4. Before entering the refrigerator loop, each process encrypts its own memory using the key generated earlier. The encryption is done page-wise using the physical page base address as IV. In the example, \( Process_1 \) has already finished encrypting itself with Key 1 while \( Process_2 \) is still unencrypted.

5. As soon as all processes of the cgroup have entered the refrigerator loop, the cgroup is frozen and encrypted and the unwrapped encryption key is purged (see container \( C_2 \) in the example).

Having the processes encrypt themselves has two major advantages. First, the memory contents of the process can be easily addressed without having to switch translation tables or generate specific mappings. Second, the encryption of the cgroup is automatically executed in parallel and is therefore very fast. Nonetheless, since processes often share memory in form of select pages or even their entire address space, the approach requires synchronization to avoid malfunctions, such as the double encryption of pages. To this end, our mechanism ensures that each encrypted page is marked and only the last process entering the refrigerator encrypts a shared page, as described in detail in [HHW17b; Hub+17; Hub+18].

**Decryption.** Waking or thawing a cgroup basically inverts the steps executed during freezing. After receiving the command to thaw a container or cgroup, the management component uses the token to unwrap the wrapped key generated and stored during suspension of the container. For this step, the token can optionally be protected with user input, such as a PIN (see also Section 3.2). The extended freezer subsystem signals all processes of the container to thaw, i.e., leave the refrigerator loop. Immediately after leaving the refrigerator loop, the processes use the previously unwrapped key to decrypt themselves. As the encryption, the decryption is automatically executed in parallel and must be synchronized. In contrast to the encryption, the first process leaving the refrigerator decrypts a shared encrypted page. As soon as all processes have left the freezer kernel component, the container is fully thawed and both associated keys are purged.

**Asymmetric key wrapping.** As extension to the presented concept from [HHW17b; Hub+17; Hub+18], we propose an asymmetric key wrapping variant for the suspend-time encryption. For this, the token must contain an asymmetric key pair and provide functionality to the target platform to use the private key without exposing it. The corresponding public key is available to the target platform at all times. When encrypting a container, as before, the target platform generates a new symmetric key but now wraps it using the public key of the token. The wrapped key can only be unwrapped using the token. This approach provides the same security guarantees as the former approach but has the
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Figure 6.6: Combination of suspend- and run-time memory encryption.

distinct advantage that the suspension and encryption of containers can happen at any time without interaction with the token. Therefore, encryption can even happen without the token being connected to the target platform.

6.6.2 Implementation and Performance

We implemented fully working prototypes of the suspend-time encryption mechanism in both the group-based and the system-based variant. For the system-based variant we chose an x86 platform and for the group-based variant an Android ARM platform. Our system-based prototype on x86 is able to suspend a complete Debian user land running a variety of programs under different loads in about 0.8 seconds on the average, encrypting about 900,000 pages. Our group-based prototype is able to suspend a container running a full-fledged Android in about 2.5 seconds on the average, encrypting about 142,500 pages. Further details regarding the implementation and evaluation can be found in our respective publications for the group-based variant [Hub+17; Hub+18] and the system-based variant [HHW17b].

6.6.3 Combination with TransCrypt

The suspend-time encryption concept is able to protect inactive processes’ memory but cannot protect processes of running containers. Hence, in the following, we describe a system that combines the suspend-time encryption with our run-time RAM encryption concept TransCrypt presented earlier in this chapter. Figure 6.6 shows a possible architecture of such a system. Both approaches are orthogonal and can be combined without requiring
any changes. This is mainly due to the transparent nature of TransCrypt, which is simply
inserted into the hypervisor beneath the guest whose kernel implements the suspend-time
encryption. In the resulting system, suspended cgroups are encrypted by the guest ker-
nel itself and TransCrypt transparently encrypts a certain portion of the guest memory
following the least-recently mapped principle. For TransCrypt, all guest-memory pages
except special pages (see Section 6.3.8) are equally considered for encryption. TransCrypt,
therefore, bridges the gap of the suspend-time encryption encrypting running containers
and the guest kernel but without giving any guarantees about which parts are encrypted.
This also means that in this simple combination of the approaches, a majority of the
pages of suspended containers will be double-encrypted, by the suspend-time encryption
and TransCrypt. This could be avoided by implementing a communication interface be-
tween both mechanisms to allow the guest to notify TransCrypt about pages of suspended
containers so that TransCrypt can exclude them from its encryption until told otherwise.

The key for TransCrypt is used regularly during run-time and is therefore stored in a
reasonably secure location on the target platform, such as the TrustZone, as discussed in
Section 6.3.5. Keys for the suspend-time encryption are only required during suspend and
resume and can therefore be protected by the token as discussed before.

The performance impact of both approaches on the combined system is orthogonal as
well. At normal run-time, the performance is only impacted by TransCrypt as discussed
in Section 6.5.2. As soon as a container is suspended or woken up, the performance is
impacted by our suspend-time encryption as described in Section 6.6.2.

6.6.4 Security Discussion

In the following, we discuss the security of the system combining run-time and suspend-
time RAM encryption. Our TransCrypt attacker model (see Section 6.1) considers a basic
attacker who is able to execute a memory attack extracting the complete memory of the
target platform without going through the main CPU of the system. For the following
discussion, we extend the attacker model as follows:

- The attacker is in possession of the target platform but cannot gain access to the keys
  stored in the token either because it is removed from the target platform or because
  it is locked.

- Additionally to the memory attack, an advanced attacker is able to launch an attack
  on the target platform and extract all its secrets including those stored in higher
  privilege layers, such as TEEs (TrustZone).

All pages encrypted by TransCrypt or by the suspend-time encryption are secure against
the basic attacker. With its ability to extract a full memory image from the target platform,
the basic attacker cannot gain access to the TransCrypt key, since it is not stored in normal
RAM. Keys of suspend-encrypted containers are only stored in memory in wrapped form
and cannot be unwrapped without the token. For containers that are in the process of being encrypted when the attack happens, the suspend-encryption can be circumvented since the unwrapped key is temporarily in main memory. Nonetheless, parts of the container that are currently encrypted by TransCrypt are still secure.

With its complete control over the target platform, the advanced attacker is able to gain access to the TransCrypt key. Therefore, pages that are only encrypted by TransCrypt can be decrypted by the attacker. Nonetheless, suspend-encrypted processes and containers remain secure against the advanced attacker since the keys are only available in combination with the unlocked token. The TransCrypt key is stored on the target since it is constantly in use.

In a real world example use case, such as the one we described in [Hub+15] where the target platform is a smartphone running multiple Android instances, the protection gained by the combined RAM encryption almost always protects major parts of memory against both attackers. In such a scenario, only a single container can be active at any time. This means that all other containers are in any case protected against both attackers. Furthermore, as long as the smartphone is not actively used, all containers are suspend-encrypted. Parts of the running container are furthermore protected against the basic attacker by TransCrypt. Note that the suspend-encryption also encrypts keys used by the suspended container, including especially the FDE key. Hence, the protection extends to the secondary storage.

Summarizing, the combined system provides the advantages of both approaches implementing two security layers protecting the confidentiality of main memory. Suspended containers are encrypted with a key protected by the security token and, hence, secure against the advanced attacker. Running containers are secured against normal memory attacks using the best-effort encryption of TransCrypt.

### 6.7 SEVered: An Attack on Hardware-based VM Encryption

Both our presented memory encryption schemes are software-based. As a recent development, hardware manufacturers try to incorporate protections directly into their CPUs. As discussed before in Section 6.2, Intel plans to include TME, a technology for encryption of the entire main memory, in future CPUs. With SME and SEV (see also Section 2.2.3), AMD already supports memory encryption in their most recent high-end CPUs.

SME encrypts the entire RAM with a single key in order to prevent physical memory attacks. The attacker model of SME is therefore similar to the one we used for TransCrypt. SEV, on the other hand, builds upon AMD’s virtualization extensions and encrypts VMs, each with a different key. The encryption itself is handled by a dedicated co-processor, the AMD-SP, and the keys are never exposed to the CPU. In comparison to SME, the memory of an encrypted VM should not only be protected against physical attacks but also against a possibly malicious hypervisor managing the VM. The goal of SEV is to relieve VM owners from having to fully trust their server providers. Hence, SEV implements a trust model that
is very different from our generic architecture, in which we try to move security-critical functionality in more privileged and, thus, more trusted layers.

In the following we introduce SEVered, an attack on SEV allowing a malicious hypervisor to extract the entire memory of an encrypted VM. The attack exploits the fact that SEV does not provide integrity or replay protection for encrypted pages of a VM and tricks a service in the VM, such as a web server, into sending arbitrary VM pages to the attacker. Even if the basic problem that enables our attack is solvable with a hardware revision, the attack shows that the associated trust model is hard to realize securely.

In the following, we first discuss conceptional details of the attack. Then we summarize the evaluation of our PoC on an SEV-enabled system powered by an AMD Epyc CPU before shortly discussing impact and possible countermeasures.

Further details of the SEVered attack have been published in [Mor+18].

### 6.7.1 Attack Concept

Figure 6.7 shows the basic concept and the architectural components of the SEVered attack. SEVered is executed from a malicious hypervisor and targets an SEV-encrypted VM. As it can be seen from the figure, the VM controls its own translations from VAs to GPAs\(^1\) and the relationship between those address types is completely hidden from the hypervisor. The hypervisor, as in normal virtualization solutions, controls the translation from GPAs to

\(^1\)Instead of the ARM architecture-specific term Intermediate Physical Address (IPA), we use the more general term Guest-Physical Address (GPA), which has the same meaning, in this AMD-centric section.
PA. The attack requires the presence of two specific components in the targeted encrypted VM:

**Service.** A process running in the targeted VM that provides a remotely accessible public interface via which it offers a resource to clients. The service could, for example, be a web server or an SSH server.

**Resource.** One or more pages in the memory of the VM offered to clients via the target service. An example for a typical resource of a web server is a web page.

The suitability of a resource for use in SEVered depends on its size and stickiness. We define a resource to be sticky if it is probable that it remains in the VM’s memory without changing position or being evicted during the attack. A resource should be at least page-sized and optimally be aligned to a page. In [Mor+18], we describe how to find such resources.

The basic idea of the attack is to identify pages belonging to the chosen target resource and then switch those pages with other (secret) pages of the VM by modifying the SLAT mapping in the hypervisor. In a following request to the resource by a client, the service transparently and unintentionally reads the switched page’s data from VM memory and sends it to the client. Since the request is executed by a process inside the VM, the SEV encryption engine allows the decryption of the data. Based on this, we structure the attack in two steps:

1. **Resource identification.** In this attack step, the hypervisor identifies which pages of the VM, i.e., GPAs, belong to the target resource by tracking page accesses while interacting as client with the target service.

2. **Data extraction.** In this attack step, the identified resource pages (GPAs) are re-mapped to other pages of the VM (PAs) and the resource is requested from the service. Repeating this allows the attacker to successively extract all memory regions of interest from the targeted VM.

In the following, we discuss the conceptual details of both phases.

### 6.7.1.1 Resource Identification

In order to be able to switch the pages of the target resource with other pages of the VM’s memory, the resource pages must be identified first. The goal of this phase of the attack is therefore to identify the following set of pages:

\[ R = \{ p : \text{Page } p \text{ contains (part of) the target resource} \} \]

Since the VM is SEV-encrypted, normal introspection is not an option. The VM’s translations are completely hidden from the hypervisor but page faults in the SLAT can still be observed. Based on this, we establish a basic page access tracking technique similar to the one we
use for our hypervisor tracing framework (see Section 5.3.4): We invalidate all PTEs of the VM and record page accesses based on SLAT page faults afterwards. After an initial invalidation, the tracking triggers only once per page accessed and results in a sequence of pages, we call a recording in the following.

By interacting with the target service in the VM while tracking page accesses, we infer knowledge about the VM's memory layout. We propose an iterative approach to be able to dynamically cope with different levels of noise, i.e., concurrent activity in our target VM during recordings. For this, we repeat different recordings and combine the results after each iteration. Increasing the number of iterations should remove higher levels of noise and lead to a more accurate approximation of $R$.

We conduct $n \in \mathbb{N}$ iterations, with $i$ denoting current iteration $1 \leq i \leq n$, repeating the following steps. First, we request the target resource from our target service and record the pages the VM accesses until we receive the reply with the resource:

$$R_i = \{p : \text{Page } p \text{ accessed during request } i \text{ for target resource} \}$$

Since we request the resource ourselves, it is guaranteed that the VM accesses it and that it is therefore part of $R_i$:

$$R \subseteq R_i$$

Additionally to $R_i$, the set $R_i$ contains all other pages required to fulfill our request and also pages accessed due to concurrent activity. As it directly obscures our result and makes it less accurate, we consider all concurrent activity during the recording of $R_i$ as noise and call it $R$-noise in the following. Each $R_i$ contains an unknown amount of $R$-noise but is also guaranteed to contain $R$. Based on this observation, we define a set $R_i$ as the intersection of all recorded $R_i$, removing variable components of $R$-noise:

$$R^i = R^{i-1} \cap R_i \quad R^0 = R_1$$

After an appropriate number of iterations depending on the amount of $R$-noise, the resulting set $R^i$ only contains pages that are immediately required for fulfilling our request to the target resource. Since the resource is part of all recordings ($R \subseteq R_i$), it must also be part of their intersection ($R \subseteq R^i$).

$R_i$ still contains all pages of the VM required to deliver the resource, including data and code pages of the service and the kernel and is therefore typically still quite large ($|R| \ll |R_i|$). In order to filter all pages from the set that are not the actual target resource, we record page accesses while requesting a similar but different resource from our target resource:

$$X_i = \{p : \text{Page } p \text{ accessed during request } i \text{ for similar resource} \}$$
As another client might access the target resource while we record $X_i$, we cannot be sure that $R$ is not part of $X_i$. But since we do not access it ourselves, we assume that $X_i$ is unlikely to contain $R$. We then combine $X_i$ with $R^i$, which is guaranteed to contain $R$, to obtain a set of likely candidates $C_i$ for each iteration:

$$C_i = R^i \setminus X_i$$

Since we cannot be sure that $R \notin X_i$, we also cannot be sure that $R \in C_i$. If $R$ is accessed while we record $X_i$, the candidate set is incorrect for this iteration. Therefore, concurrent accesses to our target resource must be considered as noise during recording $X_i$. We call this type of noise $X$-noise. All concurrent accesses that do not access $R$ do not adversely affect our attack. To reduce $X$-noise in all iterations, a rarely accessed resource should be chosen as target $R$, if possible.

In the next step, we want to gather all candidates of all iterations without losing information about how often each page was a candidate. For this, we define the multiset $C^i$, which is updated in each iteration. A multiset is a set that may contain more than one instance of an element. We denote the multiplicity of an element $p$ in the multiset $A$ as $A(p)$. Furthermore, we specify the following operations on multisets: The union of a multiset with a set or a multiset we specify as the sum of multiplicities, i.e., $(A \cup B)(p) = A(p) + B(p)$, and the intersection as multiplication of multiplicities, i.e., $(A \cap B)(p) = A(p) \cdot B(p)$. With these definitions in place, we define $C^i$ as:

$$C^i = (C^{i-1} \cup C_i) \cap R^i \quad C^0 = \emptyset$$

The first term of the equation $(C^{i-1} \cup C_i)$ gathers all candidates from all iterations ensuring that candidates are represented in the set according to the number of their occurrences in the samples. For example, if a page is present in the candidate set of three iterations, its multiplicity in $C^i$ is three. As explained before, each iteration refines and possibly downsizes the set $R^i$ while guaranteeing that $R \subseteq R^i$. From $R \subseteq R^i$ follows that pages $p \notin R^i$ cannot be part of $R$. For the current iteration, the candidates $C_i$ are cleaned, i.e., intersected, with the most recent version of $R^i$. But $C^i$ might still contain pages from previous iterations that can be safely excluded from the candidates with the knowledge and the updated set $R^i$ acquired in the current iteration. Therefore, the intersection, as second part of the equation, ensures that those pages are completely removed from $C^i$. After iteration $i$, based on $C^i$, we can calculate for each candidate page how probable it is part of $R$:

$$P_i[p \in R] = \frac{C^i(p)}{|C^i|}$$

If the resource spans over multiple pages, i.e., $|R| > 1$, the probability is distributed over all pages $p \in R$. The calculation mainly serves to assess the pages’ probability in relation to each other and not as an absolute value.
After each iteration, we can generate an ordered list of the pages that most probably contain $R$. By increasing the number of total iterations $n$ executed before proceeding into the next phase of the attack, the model is able to filter higher levels of R- and X-noise, as we discuss in our evaluation in Section 6.7.2. With the generated list of probable resource pages, we start the actual data extraction from the encrypted VM in the next phase.

[Mor+18] contains a detailed example with actual values, further clarifying our resource identification algorithm.

### 6.7.1.2 Data Extraction

Based on the knowledge about the location of the resource in the VM’s memory gained in the previous phase, in this attack phase we exploit the control of the SLAT in the hypervisor to extract arbitrary data from the VM. While the exact number of pages containing parts of the resource, i.e., $|R|$, is unknown, resource size $S_r$ and page size $S_p$ are known and can be used to calculate an approximation $r = S_r/S_p \leq |R|$. The data extraction phase is structured into two steps:

1. **Resource Re-mapping.** In this step, we take the first $r$ pages that, according to the list generated in the previous step, most probably contain parts of the target resource and switch their SLAT mapping to $r$ VM memory pages of interest, as illustrated in Figure 6.7.

2. **Resource Request.** In this step, we request the resource as a client from the target service in the VM. Since the pages in which the resource is stored are re-mapped, the service unintentionally sends the pages of interest instead of the actual resource.

These two steps are repeated until all memory regions of interest are extracted from the VM. Since the pages are accessed by the service from within the VM itself, the AMD-SP deliberately decrypts them using the corresponding VM key. As VMs use different keys, the attack is limited to memory belonging to the targeted VM. If the resource received in the second step contains (parts of) the actual resource data, the re-mapping is reversed and carried out for the next pages in the candidates list. Depending on the position in the list and the stickiness of the resource, the identification phase might have to be repeated.

Concurrent accesses to the re-mapped resource, e.g., by another client, also access the currently mapped pages. Depending on its nature, concurrent activity might therefore lead to unexpected behavior. Hence, SEVered should be used with a page-aligned, read-only, rarely used resource to exclude malfunctions during the data extraction.

### 6.7.2 Evaluation

We implemented a fully functional PoC on one of the first available SEV-enabled AMD Epyc processors. The implementation is based on Linux Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) and QEMU. As target services we evaluated the Apache and nginx web servers and
Table 6.4: Number of iterations and time required until top set converges \((|T| \leq 5)\) for different noise levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noise Level</th>
<th>Apache</th>
<th>Nginx</th>
<th>OpenSSH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10 / 7.4 s</td>
<td>8 / 5.56 s</td>
<td>21 / 38.85 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>10 / 7.5 s</td>
<td>9 / 6.62 s</td>
<td>42 / 85.47 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>12 / 9.7 s</td>
<td>13 / 13.2 s</td>
<td>46 / 111.09 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>22 / 23.0 s</td>
<td>16 / 17.84 s</td>
<td>&gt;100 / &gt;5 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OpenSSH, all serving a 4 KiB sized file filling exactly one page as target resource. In the following we shortly summarize the results from evaluating the attack PoC structured in its two phases. Further details of the implementation and the full evaluation can be found in [Mor+18].

**Resource Identification.** For the evaluation of the resource identification phase, the target resource page \(t\) is known. This allows us to define a top set as basis for measuring the performance of our identification mechanism:

\[
T_i = \{ p \in R^i \ : \ P_i[p \in R] \geq P_i[t \in R] \}
\]

After \(i\) iterations, the top set \(T_i\) contains all pages that our algorithm considers at least as likely to contain our target resource as the actual target page \(t\). The fewer pages \(T_i\) contains, i.e., the smaller \(|T_i|\), the better the identification. Optimally, \(|T_i|\) reaches 1, i.e., only contains \(t\), in which case the page-sized target resource’s location is precisely determined.

Furthermore, we use a noise model for our evaluation in which we generate randomly distributed requests to our three target services with a certain fixed frequency, the noise level. For our tests, we varied the noise level from 20 to 50 requests per second. With its randomly distributed requests, including concurrent requests to the target resource, the model generates both X- and R-noise.

Table 6.4 summarizes the results of the evaluation of the resource identification phase. It shows the iterations and the time required to reduce the top set size to five pages or fewer, providing a good basis for proceeding to the next phase. It furthermore differentiates between several noise levels.

Both web servers converge reasonably quickly for all noise levels. The OpenSSH server has a higher latency answering requests. Since the duration for recording \(X_i\) and \(R_i\) equals the time required for answering a request, this causes larger samples and therefore impedes identification. Hence, for OpenSSH, the identification requires significantly more iterations but still converges for most noise levels. The results confirm that our identification mechanism works as intended and is able to quickly identify a target resource even in VMs with high amounts of both X- and R-noise.
Table 6.5: Extraction speed for different target services using a page-sized resource.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Extraction Speed (KB/sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>79.4 KB/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nginx</td>
<td>79.4 KB/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSH</td>
<td>41.6 KB/sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Data Extraction.** With knowledge about the target resource’s location, we were able to reliably extract all memory of the target VM. Table 6.5 shows the extraction speed for our three test services. As expected, enabling noise based on the noise model introduced before did not adversely affect performance or functionality of the extraction. Both web servers show the same extraction speed while OpenSSH performs worse, again because of its higher response latency. The measured speeds are fast enough to extract large amounts of memory in reasonable time. Nonetheless, it should be possible to significantly improve the extraction speed by using resources allocating multiple pages, since such a resource allows the extraction of more data per request.

### 6.7.3 Discussion and Countermeasures

Our PoC and evaluation clearly show that SEVered is able to successfully attack AMD SEV-encrypted VMs. Even in noisy VMs, i.e., VMs with a lot of concurrent activity, the attack succeeds reliably and within reasonable time. In a follow-up publication [MHH19] not further discussed in this thesis, we were able to additionally improve our attack by observing the behavior of the VM and analyzing page faults to specifically identify pages that contain secret keys in the VM’s memory and, then, prioritize them for extraction.

In the following, we discuss some basic ideas for countermeasures against SEVered. As a software-based countermeasure, one might try to implement mechanisms to prevent a VM from leaking information through page faults. For example, the VM could try to access pages in deterministic patterns, independent of user input. Such an approach might be able inhibit the SEVered target resource identification, but obviously is very hard to implement and comes with a significant performance overhead to the whole VM. Another software-based countermeasure could be to prohibit actual data extraction by protecting page integrity from within the VM. This could prevent the hypervisor from switching mappings without the VM noticing. Apart from the massive performance implications, such an approach would require a secure location for storing metadata, e.g., hashes of pages. Furthermore, the approach has the major problem that the VM cannot know when a switch might happen and an integrity check is therefore required.

Considering the outlined problems, a software-based defense against SEVered seems hard or even impossible to realize. Therefore, an adaption of the SEV hardware (or firmware) seems inevitable. Such a hardware-based countermeasure could be to include the guest-assigned GPA of a VM’s page into the SEV protection. As a base solution, the GPA could be used as some kind of input (e.g., as IV) for the encryption. Then the decryption of
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a switched page in the AMD-SP would fail implicitly or even better explicitly depending on the actual integration of the GPA. As a more costly solution, the GPA could be combined with an explicit integrity protection, i.e., a hash digest of the page’s contents. Furthermore, a nonce could be integrated to prevent replay attacks of older versions of pages. All stages of the solution have the advantage that a benign hypervisor would still be able to move pages around in physical memory and change the SLAT mappings, for example, to dynamically re-organize memory running multiple VMs as long as the newly allocated physical page has the exact same contents.

6.8 Summary

Our goal for this chapter was to explore ways to protect the confidentiality of our target platform’s main memory against memory attacks. Those attacks are typically executed by a physical attacker using different attack vectors, such as cold boot, to extract a full memory dump from the target platform. In order to fully protect our target platform, we combined two complementary software-based mechanisms, one for run-time and one for suspend-time memory encryption.

First, we presented TransCrypt, a concept and implementation for guest-transparent, run-time encryption of kernel and user memory from a custom, minimal hypervisor. TransCrypt utilizes the SLAT control in the hypervisor to restrict the guest access to a small working set of physical pages. By keeping the other pages encrypted, only recently accessed memory pages remain unencrypted. Since run-time encryption of certain memory regions used for peripheral device control and communication, e.g., for DMA, can lead to malfunctions, we introduced a concept for detecting those special pages to exclude them from the encryption in a transparent and guest-agnostic way on ARM architectures. We developed a fully functional prototype of TransCrypt on the Arndale ARM Cortex-A15 development board. Our evaluation shows that the system can effectively protect secrets in memory while keeping the performance impact relatively small. For example, TransCrypt is able to keep the E-mail account password of a typical user in the Android mail app’s memory encrypted 98.99% of the time, while still reaching 81.7% and 99.8% of native performance in our two benchmarks.

TransCrypt is able to protect kernel and user space memory at run-time but always leaves a small portion of recently accessed memory unencrypted. Because of the continuous run-time encryption, TransCrypt furthermore requires constant access to its encryption key whose protection is therefore constrained by performance considerations. Typically, not all functional parts of a system are required at all times. Based on those observations, we proposed the combination with a suspend-time encryption scheme, able to protect the memory of a suspended system or suspended groups of processes. The mechanism is built into the Linux kernel and utilizes its functionality to force suspending and resuming processes to encrypt and decrypt their own memory. The keys used for encryption are only
available on the target platform during the actual encryption and decryption operations and encrypted using the token otherwise. With this, the mechanism is able to protect suspended processes on the target platform even against an attacker with complete software control.

Finally, we presented an attack on AMD SEV, a hardware mechanism in recent AMD CPUs able to encrypt main memory of VMs. In contrast to TransCrypt, SEV’s goal is to remove the hypervisor from the TCB required for ensuring memory confidentiality of a VM. With our attack we show that a trust model that removes trust from privileged layers is hard to realize securely.
In the previous chapters we introduced different mechanisms protecting the integrity and confidentiality of our target platform. Against a remote attacker, we introduced techniques to verify and protect code integrity and execution at boot- and run-time. Against a physical attacker, we proposed schemes for memory encryption of running and suspended processes. The leveraging of logical separations provided by the target platform’s hardware is a fundamental characteristic and design goal of our architecture. Hence, most of the introduced protection techniques heavily rely on the available separations inside the target platform. For example, TransCrypt uses a TEE for its memory encryption.

While some of the CPU’s hardware resources, such as modes of execution and specific registers, are effectively separated, other resources, such as caches, are still shared between compartments in modern, high performance CPUs. As recent research results show, this resource sharing can be exploited by advanced attackers to extract sensitive data from other, architecturally separated compartments inside the same CPU. For example, cryptographic implementations in separated compartments can be targeted by cache timing side channel attacks [Ber05; YF14] to extract keys. But even more advanced techniques are possible. Spectre [Koc+18; Hor18] and Meltdown [Lip+18b; Hor18] are attacks that exploit speculative execution in conjunction with side channels, typically cache timing, on modern CPUs to read data from other, separated contexts. Meltdown triggers speculative execution of instructions accessing privileged data from the context of a user process. On some CPUs, primarily Intel processors, the permissions of accessed memory pages are checked after the speculative access is performed. Additionally, on some ARM processors, permissions for accessing privileged processor registers are checked after the speculative execution of the corresponding instructions [ARM18]. While the access instruction is reverted later and has no architectural effect, its effect on the cache can still be observed by the attacker leaking information and ultimately contents of privileged memory. Spectre uses the same principle but additionally leverages the fact that also the branch prediction resources are shared between privilege levels. Based on this observation, Spectre manipulates the branch prediction from a less privileged context to trigger speculative memory accesses.
in code running in a more privileged context. Afterwards, the attacker can analyze side effects on the cache [Koc+18; Hor18] or other microarchitectural components, such as Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) units [Sch+18], to extract privileged memory contents. Since the privileged context is able to access the targeted memory without violating access permissions, Spectre is not limited to Intel CPUs that defer permission checks after speculative accesses, but leaves almost all popular high performance CPU, including ARM [ARM18], Intel and AMD vulnerable. The discussed side channel techniques illustrate the fact that isolation between privilege levels and compartments inside a CPU is not as secure as physical separation. A remote attacker who manages to achieve unprivileged code execution on our target platform might, depending on the hardware, be able to extract sensitive data, such as keys, possibly even from a TEE [Che+18]. NetSpectre [Sch+18] is even able to extract memory remotely without code execution, only by measuring network packet response times.

Spectre, Meltdown and other attacks that exploit microarchitectural effects are typically summarized as microarchitectural attacks. Another recent class of microarchitectural attacks are Rowhammer attacks. Like Spectre and Meltdown, Rowhammer attacks exploit hardware characteristics and microarchitectural effects, but of DRAM instead of CPUs. Architecturally, an access to a specific address in DRAM should not influence other contents of memory to allow for sharing of DRAM between isolated contexts managed by system software through translation tables. Unfortunately, as it turns out [Kim+14], accessing a specific DRAM address frequently in rapid succession can trigger bit flips in nearby DRAM locations. As hardware effect, the flips can be triggered across logically separated CPU contexts. One of the first Rowhammer attacks [Sea15] exploits the effect on an x86 Linux platform to flip bits in page tables, escalating the privileges of a user space process. Drammer [Vee+16] shows that Rowhammer is also possible on ARM platforms. In contrast to x86, the ARM architecture does not expose cache maintenance operations to user space, requiring Drammer to use an uncached DMA memory region mapped into user space for the attack. Another recent publication [Fri+18] shows that Rowhammer can be triggered by the GPU in a smartphone SoC. Based on this observation, the authors construct a remote exploit triggering a Rowhammer attack with WebGL and achieving RCE. Two other recent publications [Tat+18; Lip+18a] trigger Rowhammer exploits remotely via NICs, not requiring any prior code execution on the target. Last but not least, Rowhammer attacks might not only be used to gain kernel privileges, but also to break isolation of stronger logical separations, such as the TrustZone TEE [Car17].

Besides microarchitectural attacks, also software bugs can be exploited to gain control over or extract secrets from higher privilege levels as already discussed in Section 5.1. This is not only true for large and complex software layers, such as the kernel on our target platform, but also for typical TrustZone implementations [Ros14; Ben17].

Naturally, the attacks discussed affect all kinds of defense strategies that rely on privilege separation for key protection and, for example, store keys in special processor registers.
Apart from microarchitectural attacks and software bug exploits, the security of keys in RAM is still also threatened by memory attacks (see Section 6.1), if not specifically protected. Local, physical attacks, e.g., via Cold Boot [Hal+09; MS13] and DMA [Boi06; SB12; Mar+19], are able to extract keys from normal RAM disregarding privilege levels and compartments in the targeted CPU. While the combined memory encryption scheme we introduced in Section 6.6.3 protects most of the RAM on our target platform, as discussed before, frequently accessed memory regions of running processes might remain unencrypted. This also affects frequently used keys, such as the FDE key.

The attacks described illustrate the usefulness of physical separation, at least for small, high-value data objects, such as keys. In this chapter, we want to explore ways to protect keys in our system assuming a partly or fully compromised target platform. To achieve better key protection, we want to leverage the physical separation offered by the token in our architecture. More specifically, we want to externalize major aspects of both asymmetric and symmetric cryptography and corresponding keys to the token in a usable way. The token, as dedicated security device, can be hardened much more effectively and protects itself by checking the integrity of the target platform before offering its security functionality as described in Chapter 4. The token and its security can be further bound to the user by being removable and equipped with a locking mechanism, as detailed in Section 3.2.

Protecting symmetric and asymmetric cryptography poses different challenges. Symmetric cryptography typically happens very frequently and is therefore often very performance-critical. Hence, the operations are normally executed directly on the host making the keys used susceptible to attacks. A common solution to this problem is to move the cryptographic operations completely to an external, specially secured crypto device, such as the token in our architecture. Either because of the slow cryptography on the device or its slow connection to the host, such approaches are usually not suitable for data-intensive use cases such as FDE on behalf of the target platform. Other approaches involving external cryptographic devices either share keys with the host at least for a short time [JH10; CN05; Kao+12; Sea06; Hit08], are inflexible [Hig], suffer from slow performance [Yuba] or do not protect data encrypted for different applications from each other [Hig; Sea06; Hit08]. To overcome these problems when externalizing symmetric cryptography, in this chapter, we propose CoKey, a concept which partially moves symmetric cryptography out of our target platform into the token in a way fast enough for real-world, data-intensive use cases and multiplying the speed of the underlying physical connection. For CoKey, the target platform takes the role of the host on whose behalf the token executes cryptographic operations.

Asymmetric cryptography typically happens less frequently. It is primarily used to authenticate communication and for deriving symmetric keys for bulk data encryption. Therefore, its operations and keys, representing a user’s IDs, can be fully externalized to our token without raising performance problems. But externalizing IDs to a token connected
to a possibly malicious target platform poses its own set of challenges. Especially when considering highly portable and versatile target platforms, such as smartphones, the stored IDs might be at risk and their management becomes more important. Therefore, in the second part of this chapter, we extend our architecture with a strong, long-term issued generic root identity device, called RootID, and a trusted third party, the Trusted Identity Provider (TIP), and introduce TrustID, a concept allowing a user to securely derive IDs from his RootID into the token even when connected to a malicious target platform. The derived IDs can be used via all interfaces the target platform provides without requiring the physical presence of the RootID, which can therefore be stored in a secure location.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.1, we specify our extended attacker model for this chapter, assuming a partly or fully compromised target platform. In Section 7.2, we introduce and discuss CoKey, our concept and implementation for securing symmetric cryptography with our token. In Section 7.3, we then introduce TrustID, our concept for improving the security of identities using our token.

Parts of this chapter have been published in [HWE16; Hor+14a].

### 7.1 Attacker Model

As defined in our generic attacker model in Section 3.3, we differentiate between two types of attackers, namely a remote and a physical attacker. For both, we assume that they are not able to attack the token and especially not able to extract any key material from it. This assumption is reasonable considering that the token, as a special purpose device, can be protected well using techniques such as a secure boot, moving keys into a TEE, such as the TrustZone, and prohibiting leaking of special keys by hardware means. Furthermore, the token only offers a very minimalist interface (see Section 7.2.3), lowering the risk of software exploits through the target platform, i.e., the host. The RootID and TIP for TrustID are assumed to be trusted as well.

In the beginning of this chapter, we discussed attacks breaking logical separations on the target platform. Remote attackers gaining unprivileged code execution might be able to leak keys from privileged contexts using cache timing side channels [Ber05; YF14] and Spectre [Koc+18; Hor18] or Meltdown [Lip+18b; Hor18] might even allow an attacker to read arbitrary data from other, more privileged contexts. Furthermore, Rowhammer attacks might be used for privilege escalation on x86 [Sea15] and ARM [Vee+16], for remote RCE via GPUs [Fri+18] or NICs [Tat+18; Lip+18a], and for attacks on the ARM TrustZone [Car17]. Additionally, an attacker might be able to escalate his privileges using software bug exploits [Ros14; Ben17]. A physical attacker, on the other hand, might be able to use memory attacks to access RAM and break through logical separations on our target platform, e.g., via Cold Boot [Hal+09; Gut01; MS13] or DMA [Boi06; BDK05; SB12; Mar+19]. In order to be able to handle also future attacks on logical separation in the target platform, we therefore conservatively assume that both attackers are able to
completely compromise the host. Both attackers are able to modify software, run arbitrary programs and read arbitrary memory on the target platform. Since the token typically only communicates via the target platform, this implicitly means that the attacker can intercept and manipulate all communication of the token with other components in the architecture.

Besides the main ability to compromise the target platform, there are some secondary properties that are specific to the attacker types. The remote attacker has the advantage of being stealthy, i.e., having access to the target platform while the legitimate user is using it. But he is not able to influence when the token is connected to the target platform and when it is unlocked. The physical attacker might have physical possession of the target platform, the token or both and can therefore possibly decide about when the token is connected. But he is not stealthy and cannot unlock the token without the legitimate user.

The main goal of the attacker is to access the security functionality offered by the token on the target platform without the token being connected and unlocked.

### 7.2 CoKey: Fast Token-based Symmetric Cryptography

With CoKey, we present a concept to improve the security of symmetric cryptography on our target platform by leveraging the physical separation provided by the token in our architecture. The basic CoKey concept is illustrated in Figure 7.1. The token executes cryptographic functions on behalf of the target platform, which, therefore, takes the role of the host in terms of CoKey. CoKey combines keys stored on the host and on the token and uses Initialization Vectors (IVs) encrypted on the token in the host’s cryptographic operation. This forces both the host and the token to cooperate during the whole encryption and decryption operation. It further effectively binds encrypted data on the host to the specific token. Afterwards, possession of the specific unclonable hardware token is required.
for accessing the encrypted data. We present a prototype implementation, including solutions for the host and token component. Our prototype uses the USB armory [Inv], an affordable, off-the-shelf, open source ARM computer in USB flash drive form factor, making it very convenient and applicable in real-world scenarios. CoKey effectively protects symmetric cryptography implementations from attacks targeting host-accessible keys. Our main CoKey application is the protection of data-at-rest on the target platform, e.g., for disk encryption, but the system can also be used in other scenarios involving symmetric encryption such as for Virtual Private Network (VPN) access.

The remainder of the section is organized as follows. We first discuss related work on protecting keys for symmetric cryptography in Section 7.2.1. In Section 7.2.2, we describe details of the CoKey architecture and design. In Section 7.2.5, we discuss the security of CoKey. Then, we describe our prototype implementation in Section 7.2.3 and discuss the results of our performance evaluation in Section 7.2.4.

7.2.1 Related Work

As discussed to some extent in the context of main memory encryption in Chapter 6, there are many approaches that try to protect keys from memory attacks by storing them not in RAM but in locations that are supposed to be invulnerable to cold boot [Hal+09; MS13] and DMA [Boi06; Wei12] attacks. Most of these so-called CPU-bound encryption schemes use special CPU registers to store keys [GM13; MFD11; Sim11]. For example, Tresor [MFD11] uses x86 debug registers for key storage. TreVisor [MTF12] additionally protects Tresor by moving it into a hypervisor. Sentry [Col+15] uses special SRAM located directly on the SoC of many ARM systems or cache locking to store keys and temporary data during cryptographic operations. TEEs of modern CPUs, such as ARM TrustZone and Intel SGX can be used in the same scenarios and offer a stronger in-CPU separation and key protection. For example, our memory encryption scheme TransCrypt uses a TEE for securing its encryption and another approach uses the ARM TrustZone to provide secure block devices [HWF15]. As described before, all those concepts rely on logical, in-CPU separation and are therefore susceptible to microarchitectural attacks [Koc+18; Lip+18b; Hor18; Sea15] and privilege escalations via software bug exploits. They also do not provide any means to physically detach the security relevant parts of the system to immediately prevent decryption of sensitive data. As further downsides, the described mechanisms typically use highly architecture-specific features and might have other specific weaknesses [BR12]. Nonetheless, those concepts can be combined with CoKey to protect the host-based CoKey keys.

As long as cryptographic operations are executed directly on the host, it is generally hard to protect against side channel attacks [Lam73; Tir07]. Consequentially, there are many concepts and commercial products moving bulk symmetric cryptographic operations and keys to external devices. Generic cryptographic coprocessors [Gut00], cryptographic accelerators like the Sahara in the i.MX53 ARM SoC [Fre12] and Hardware Security
Modules (HSMs), which are also available for USB [Yuba], help to move keys out of RAM and to protect against side channel attacks. Nonetheless, these devices often initially get their keys from the host which makes them vulnerable in case of a compromised host. Furthermore, they do not provide the CoKey key combination mechanism.

A concept to specifically protect FDE is disk self-encryption [Hit08; Sea06]. In this approach, the cryptographic operations are executed inside the disk. In a basic form, the host is responsible for initially setting the key for the encryption in a write-only register in the disk controller. Besides the fact that there might be problems with the actual implementation of the feature [AKm15; MG18], the concept is not very flexible as it is specific to FDE and the disk used and cannot protect data from different applications on the same host from each other by using different keys. Furthermore, as the key is initially set by the host, a completely compromised host can gain access to the key and hence the disk’s data. An approach somewhat similar to self-encrypting disks is the hidden coCrypt [Hig], an external USB thumb drive form factor device that plugs between host and an external storage medium. It provides a keypad and a display for authentication and transparently encrypts and decrypts data written and read from the attached storage medium. The concept provides key protection in case of a compromised host but shares all other problems of self-encrypting disks.

Because of performance issues, most other concepts involving external cryptography do not support bulk symmetric encryption but only provide services for key storage and authentication. Utilizing a TPM [Tru11] to secure FDE [JH10] only secures symmetric encryption keys as long as they are not used. For the actual cryptographic operation, they are exposed to the host making these approaches susceptible to all described memory and run-time attacks. The same holds for transient authentication approaches, which store encryption keys in mobile phones [Kao+12] or other wireless tokens [CN05]. Furthermore, there are a lot of products and concepts using USB tokens as smart cards [Ali11; TCS05], for secure authentication [LYQ07], as password store [Sta11] and/or for generating OTPs [Yubb]. None of these provides a solution for secure and fast symmetric cryptography.

In contrast to CoKey, none of the approaches solves the problem of securing bulk symmetric cryptography for a possibly compromised host in a way fast enough for data-intensive use cases like FDE. We further discuss and compare the security of CoKey and the relevant approaches in detail in Section 7.2.5.

7.2.2 Architecture and Design

In order to leverage physical separation, CoKey uses both physical entities of our generic architecture defined in Chapter 3: The external security token and the target platform the token is attached to. In terms of CoKey, the target platform takes the role of the host for which the token executes cryptographic functions. For CoKey, the host typically is a high performance device, such as a laptop or a smartphone, and the crypto token is a highly portable, small form factor embedded device like the USB armory [Inv] in our prototype.
implementation. The CoKey token and drivers offer symmetric block cipher cryptography to applications on the host. Figure 7.2 shows both entities and their main components.

The host contains three main components. The application using CoKey to encrypt and decrypt its data providing its own key $key_{host}$. The application can be, for example, the disk encryption layer dm-crypt in the Linux kernel. The second component is the Crypto API\(^1\), a generic placeholder module for managing and using cryptographic functions in the host OS. The Crypto API allows for registering crypto algorithms to be used by applications in a generic way afterwards. The main component in the host is the CoKey driver. The driver registers the CoKey-provided algorithms at the Crypto API so that applications can use them. Afterwards, it receives $key_{host}$ followed by encryption and decryption requests from the Crypto API and uses the Crypto API as client and the crypto token to process them. The driver is also responsible for managing concurrent accesses from different applications with different $key_{host}$.

On our token, there are multiple software components running on the main CPU. Additionally, there are some hardware peripherals involved in the CoKey operation. The main software component is the CoKey token driver, which handles the communication with the host and utilizes the other modules to process the cryptographic requests. This basically comprises two tasks. First, there is the key combination, in which the driver uses the dedicated crypto controller provided by the platform to derive $key_{combined}$ from $key_{host}$. The crypto controller contains a fixed, unique, secret $key_{token}$ which cannot be read but only be used in cryptographic operations on the controller. Such a hardware module is very common in state-of-the-art ARM SoCs and is also present in our prototype hardware in the Freescale i.MX53 in form of the Security Controller (SCC) [Fre12]. While the fused key in such a controller might not provide the same security level as a smart card and might not

\(^1\)We adopt the term Crypto API from the corresponding Linux module, but the underlying concept can be applied to any OS.
withstand a lab attack, it should be secure against software attacks targeting the crypto
token. The second task of the token driver is to act as a client to the Crypto API using
key\textsubscript{combined} to encrypt or decrypt IVs as requested by the host. The Crypto API may 
software implementations or an optional crypto accelerator hardware module to speed up 
the actual cryptographic operations. Two other optional crypto token components are an 
LED, used to indicate CoKey driver activity, and some kind of secure input to authenticate 
the legitimate user and unlock the crypto token, as discussed in Section 3.2. The latter 
could be, for example, a PIN pad or a fingerprint reader. Both these components help 
to prevent certain attacks as discussed in Section 7.2.5. Because of its special purpose, 
reduced complexity and the minimalist API exposed, the crypto token is easier to secure 
than the host. For example, code integrity can be ensured by a secure boot [AFS97]. If the 
secure boot fails, access to key\textsubscript{token} is prevented by the hardware.

### 7.2.2.1 Key Combination

Before any cryptographic operations are executed, a key\textsubscript{host} must be set by the host, which 
is combined with key\textsubscript{token} to key\textsubscript{combined} on the token. We call this process key combination 
and it is illustrated in Figure 7.3. In a first step, the key\textsubscript{host} is set by the application on the 
host and forwarded via the Crypto API to the CoKey host driver. The host driver, in turn, 
relays the key\textsubscript{host} to the token. The CoKey driver on the token does not use key\textsubscript{host} directly 
for encryption but decrypts it first via the crypto controller using its secret, unique and 
fixed key\textsubscript{token}. The resulting key\textsubscript{combined} is used for following encryption operations and 
is never exposed to the host. Both key\textsubscript{combined} and key\textsubscript{host} are not stored permanently on
the token so that after each time the token is disconnected, the key combination has to be repeated, thus, again, requiring knowledge of $key_{host}$.

The key combination can also be described in terms of the Key-And-Function described by Gifford [Gif82]. Gifford defines the Key-And-Function to create a derived key $dk$ from two input keys $ka$ and $kb$ in a way that an object encrypted with $dk$ can only be decrypted with $dk$ or both $ka$ and $kb$. CoKey basically moves one of the input keys to the external token and allows the host to provide the other input key but not to access the resulting $dk$, i.e., $key_{combined}$. Without access to both input keys or to $dk$, the host is not able to decrypt data encrypted with $dk$. The CoKey key combination effectively achieves two goals:

**Binding.** Data encrypted with a CoKey token can only be decrypted using the exact same token.

**Parameterization.** Data encrypted using CoKey can only be decrypted with knowledge of the $key_{host}$ sent to the token before encryption. Different applications on a host and different hosts can have different keys $key_{host}$ preventing applications to decrypt data from other applications without knowledge of their $key_{host}$. In other words, the availability of a token alone is not sufficient to decrypt data encrypted with it.

### 7.2.2.2 Encryption and Decryption

For the actual encryption and decryption on behalf of the host, CoKey transfers the IVs of the operation to the token where they are securely encrypted. The encrypted IVs are then used in the encryption and decryption of the actual data on the host with $key_{host}$. The process is illustrated in Figure 7.1 and detailed in Figure 7.4. The key-setting and combination are executed as described in the previous section and shown in Figure 7.3.

For each en-/decryption request coming from applications using CoKey through the Crypto API, the CoKey host driver extracts the IV. For improved performance, the driver gathers and concatenates a variable number of IVs before issuing a command to the crypto token to encrypt them in Electronic Code Book (ECB) mode. Using ECB mode on the token ensures that an IV always results in the same encrypted IV, independently of the order or group in which it is sent to the token. The IVs are encrypted using $key_{combined}$ and therefore show the binding and parameterization properties as described in Section 7.2.2.1. They can only be re-calculated by a host with knowledge of $key_{host}$ and with the specific crypto token attached. The host driver receives the encrypted IVs and scatters them back into the original crypto requests replacing the IVs originally created by the host application. The actual payload data contained in the requests is then encrypted or decrypted by the host itself using $key_{host}$. After initializing the cryptographic operation, the encrypted IVs are removed. This makes decryption of the data encrypted with CoKey impossible without physical presence of the specific crypto token and knowledge of $key_{host}$ and the original IVs.
The size of the data chunks encrypted with the same IV acts as a trade-off between security and performance. Big chunks can be encrypted faster as only one IV has to be transmitted and encrypted by the token. Small chunks provide flexibility and increase attack resistance as discussed in Section 7.2.5. For example, Linux disk encryption dm-crypt uses fixed, small chunk sizes of 512 bytes to be able to randomly access specific blocks on the disk without much encryption overhead. All host-based IV generation security measures, e.g., ESSIV, still can be applied on top of CoKey.

When using CoKey, the host should employ algorithms with modes that require IVs because CoKey will encrypt these. However, modes in which successive blocks of ciphertext can be decrypted without an IV, such as CBC mode, should be avoided because an adversary with access to any pair of blocks will not require an IV to decipher the second. Therefore, we propose Counter (CTR) mode as host-based encryption mode. In CTR mode, the IV is necessary for the decryption of all blocks. This ensures that the IV encrypted by the
token is necessary for decryption of any block in the chunk. The encryption of the IVs on
the crypto token is always done in ECB mode but the actual algorithm and key size used
for it remain configurable. To protect key\textsubscript{combined} from a fully compromised host (see also
Section 7.2.5), the crypto algorithm for IV encryption must withstand a chosen plaintext
attack, which should be the case for all modern ciphers.

Ciphertexts computed with the same algorithm, mode of operation and key\textsubscript{host} are
different for each token and obviously different from using key\textsubscript{host} in normal cryptography
directly on the host. Hence, distinctive names for the algorithms provided by CoKey must
be assigned on the host, including a unique identifier of the specific CoKey token used,
such as its serial number.

7.2.2.3 Token Key Wrapping

The presented CoKey design intentionally directly includes the fixed, secret, unique key\textsubscript{token}
in the key combination process to bind the encrypted data inseparable to the specific crypto
token used for their encryption. In some scenarios it might be necessary to handle the
binding to key\textsubscript{token} more dynamically, for example, to provide a way to have multiple crypto
tokens with the ability to en-/decrypt the same data. Another use case could be having
multiple virtual crypto token instances on the same physical token, e.g., for virtualized
environments.

For such scenarios, we propose a dynamic key wrapping mechanism in which key\textsubscript{token}
is not directly used for the key combination. Instead, key\textsubscript{token} is used to wrap, i.e., encrypt
and protect the integrity of, one or more virtual key\textsubscript{token} keys to be able to store them
securely on secondary storage, e.g., an SD card. These key\textsubscript{token} keys can be chosen freely
and are bound to the specific crypto token via the encryption with key\textsubscript{token}. In a system
with this extension, these key\textsubscript{token} keys are then used instead of key\textsubscript{token} in the CoKey key
combination process. In terms of Gifford [Gif82], the token key wrapping simply adds
another indirection via the Key-And-Function to the key.

There are multiple options for initializing the key\textsubscript{token} keys. For virtual tokens, the
keys can be randomly generated at the first startup of the crypto token, one for each virtual
token. In the other use case where multiple crypto tokens should be able to en-/decrypt
the same data, the same key\textsubscript{token} must be installed into tokens with different key\textsubscript{token} keys.
This means that there must be functionality to install specific keys, e.g., via some kind of
provisioning process preceding the normal operation. A simple realization could enforce
that keys installed into the system must be signed with a certificate that can be verified
using the secure boot public key(s) on the token.

While gaining flexibility, the obvious downside of the key wrapping extension is the
fact that the key\textsubscript{token} keys, in contrast to key\textsubscript{token}, are stored in the main memory of the
crypto token at some point. This makes them more susceptible to attacks on the crypto
token than the key\textsubscript{token} which cannot be read by software on the device. A result could
be a possible cloning of crypto tokens using the key wrapping. Assuming a secure crypto
token, the extension adds flexibility while offering the same guarantees to the host as the basic system.

7.2.3 Implementation

We implemented a USB-based prototype realizing the described CoKey concepts. Our implementation basically consists of three parts. The platform independent USB protocol, the host driver in form of a Linux USB device driver, and the token driver in form of a Linux USB gadget driver for the USB armory as our crypto token. The host driver is completely hardware-agnostic and supports every Linux-based host with USB. The token driver is also completely hardware-agnostic except for the key combination part, which requires communication with the SCC specific to the Freescale SoC. An overview of the implementation architecture is depicted in Figure 7.5. Each driver consists of about 900 LOC. The source code of both CoKey token\(^1\) and CoKey host driver\(^2\) is available online.

7.2.3.1 USB Protocol

A USB device always provides one or more configurations, each composed of one or more USB interfaces. There is always only one configuration active at any time, but interfaces of the active configuration can be used in parallel. CoKey is designed on the USB interface level to be combinable and flexible. The interface is intentionally kept very simple and is heavily inspired by the USB Mass Storage Class Bulk-Only protocol. It uses two bulk USB endpoints, one for transmission from host to token (OUT) and from token to host (IN). The

---

\(^1\)https://github.com/jumaho/cokey-token-linux

\(^2\)https://github.com/jumaho/cokey-host-driver
protocol defines fixed length commands for the token to be sent from the host via the OUT endpoint. A command consists of three fields:

**Command code.** The command code determines which action the token should execute. There is one command for setting $key_{host}$ and one command for encrypting IVs, i.e., AES_ECB_ENCRYPT. The length of the key given to the key-setting command determines the version of the algorithm used, e.g., setting a 256-bit key results in the crypto token using AES-256 for IV encryption.

**Data length.** Determines the length of the payload of the command to be read by the token immediately after receiving the command. In combination with the command code this implicitly also determines the length of the response.

**Tag.** This is either a sequence number or a random value to be able to match status words with commands.

The protocol defines fixed length status words in token-to-host direction consisting of a tag and a status code. These are sent by the token after answering a command and indicate if the command was successful. The tag must match the command’s tag and can therefore reveal de-synchronization. The protocol requires strictly ordered answering of the commands so that both host and token always know how much data to expect at their inbound endpoints avoiding zero length packets to end transfers. The $key_{host}$ is set once and is used for all following crypto commands until a new key-setting command is sent.

### 7.2.3.2 Crypto Token Implementation

As crypto token, we use the USB armory, an ultra-portable, USB flash drive-sized ARM Cortex-A8 computer [Inv]. The device allows developers to access the TrustZone and to fuse own keys to control the secure boot process. It runs Linux and the CoKey driver integrates into the kernel in form of a USB Gadget composite function. The Linux USB gadget subsystem [Bro] is the driver stack for implementing device-side USB functionality for USB devices running Linux. The subsystem allows drivers to be written as composite functions implementing exactly one USB interface. These functions can then be combined into different USB configurations creating a so called composite device, even at run-time via configfs. As composite function, the CoKey driver can therefore be used in combination with other USB interfaces in the same configuration, e.g., with a USB Ethernet interface. It is also possible to configure multiple parallel instances of the CoKey interface in the same configuration, which, combined with the key wrapping described in Section 7.2.2.3, can be useful for virtualized environments.

The token driver supports commands for key-setting and en-/decryption with AES with different key sizes in ECB mode. The driver receives commands from the host in interrupt callbacks through the Linux Gadget API and uses an ordered workqueue to defer handling these into process context while guaranteeing strictly ordered responses as required by the
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In case the connected host runs different applications using CoKey with different key_host, the CoKey host driver keeps track which key is currently active in the token and, if necessary, sends a command to set the correct key before an encryption command.

The key-setting command produces key_combined by decrypting key_host with key_token. In the USB armory’s i.MX53 SoC, the key_token is utilized via the SCC. The SCC only allows usage of the actual key_token after a successful secure boot and provides features to prevent further operations with key_token in case of an attack. For using the SCC, we had to port a driver from an old 2.6 Freescale Linux kernel\(^1\) to the 3.19 Linux kernel we built the CoKey driver on. The corresponding SCC API calls are the only platform-specific part of the implementation, making the driver very easy to port to other Linux-based devices.

For cryptographic commands, the CoKey token driver simply calls the Linux Crypto API as client. The Crypto API automatically uses the fastest implementation of the chosen combination of algorithm and mode. With the Sahara, the i.MX53 SoC provides a crypto accelerator. Sahara only supports AES-128, so that the driver has to fall back to ARM-optimized software implementations for other AES forms. Unexpectedly, the evaluation in Section 7.2.4 shows that this has only very little negative impact on the performance of CoKey when using AES-256. The crypto token prototype currently does not implement the optional LED and unlocking feature.

### 7.2.3.3 Host Driver Implementation

The CoKey host driver acts as an algorithm provider and client to the host’s Linux Crypto API and as a USB device driver for the crypto token. As soon as a token is attached to the host, the driver is probed and registers new algorithms to the host’s Crypto API. It, furthermore, allocates original versions of the provided algorithms as client. As discussed in Section 7.2.2.2, CoKey algorithm names must be different from their host-only versions and should contain a token identifier, since different tokens produce different ciphertexts. The driver currently registers $\text{ctr(aesusb)}$, allowing the host to use AES in CTR mode with IVs encrypted by CoKey. In a productive version, the algorithm name should additionally include a unique identifier of the token.

The driver operation is driven by requests coming from applications via the Crypto API. These requests result in calls to corresponding callbacks in the driver in the process context of the requesting application. The driver enqueues the incoming requests in parallel and triggers execution of a tasklet. The tasklet iteratively takes requests from the queue and processes them until the queue is empty, after which it sleeps until rescheduled. The configurable maximal USB packet size $N$ determines how many IVs can be sent to the token in one ECB encryption command. For each request, the tasklet extracts the IV and adds it to the current ECB encryption command payload. If the queue is empty and the current USB packet is smaller than $N/2$, the tasklet waits by rescheduling itself a variable number of times $M$ before sending the underfull packet to avoid a lot of small packets. To enable

\(^1\)http://git.freescale.com/git/cgit.cgi/imx/linux-2.6-imx.git/
concurrent usage by multiple applications, the driver keeps track of the $key_{host}$ currently active on the token and dynamically switches the key, if necessary. Like all tasklets, the CoKey host driver tasklet runs exclusively, i.e., there is no need for synchronization except for accessing the request queue. Together with the token always answering commands in the order received, this ensures correct accounting of responses to commands in the host driver. This allows our current implementation to omit status words for the sake of simplicity.

Responses are received as callbacks from the Linux USB stack. A response may contain up to $N$ encrypted IVs and for each of those a work item is generated to be handled asynchronously in a workqueue, as depicted in Figure 7.5. The work done for each item includes replacing the original IV of the corresponding crypto request with the encrypted IV and calling the Crypto API with the modified request on behalf of the original requester. The workqueue in which the items are handled, as opposed to the one used on the token, is allowed to process items in parallel. This is important to speed up the actual cryptographic operation.

The driver does not use any special hardware and should therefore be compatible with all Linux machines with USB support. The connection between host and crypto token currently uses USB 2.0 but both drivers only require minimal modification to be used with USB 3.0 as soon as there is token hardware available that supports it.

### 7.2.4 Performance Evaluation

For the performance evaluation, we used a Lenovo T450s Intel Core i7-5600U notebook with 12 GB RAM and a 512 GB Samsung SSD running Debian with a Linux 4.2 kernel and the CoKey kernel module. As token, we used the USB armory [Inv] with Freescale i.MX53 [Fre12] 800 MHz Cortex-A8 SoC and 512 MB RAM running a 3.19 Linux kernel with the ported SCC driver and the CoKey driver.

Our primary use case for CoKey is secure storage encryption. To test the CoKey real-world performance for this scenario, we measured the speed of `dd` writes from `/dev/zero` on file-backed virtual block devices encrypted using `dm-crypt`, the Linux FDE solution, with CoKey. We configured `dm-crypt` to use `ctr(aesusb)` and plain IVs to avoid side effects. We ran `dd` with the parameter `oflags=direct,sync`. The flag `direct` makes the `write syscall` use the buffer directly from user space without copying it to kernel space and therefore avoids kernel caching effects. The flag `sync` makes sure that each block is completely encrypted and written to the device before continuing with the next block.

As a baseline for comparison, we consider a hypothetical conventional crypto token which encrypts all data on behalf of the host, in contrast to the fast IV-based approach of CoKey. We calculate the speed of this token based on the theoretical maximal effective throughput of USB 2.0, which is 35 MB/s [USB00]. As data must be sent and received, we divide the theoretical maximum by two resulting in 17.5 MB/s as maximal speed for encryption with
the hypothetical token. This is a very conservative estimate as the theoretical maximum is never reached in real-world applications.

We tested dd with different block sizes, block counts, and key sizes for the underlying CoKey CTR-AES algorithm. As main parameter, we varied the maximal USB packet size \( N \) (see Section 7.2.3). The results of our tests are depicted in Figure 7.6 showing a dot for each measurement and a spline-fitted graph through the average values per packet size for each tested configuration. Additionally, the plot shows the theoretical speed of the conventional token as a dashed line. For dd with 500 blocks of 1 MB each, CoKey’s performance reaches nearly 50 MB/s for \( N \) between 12 and 25 KB, which is already almost three times as fast as the conventional token. At first, the USB bandwidth is the bottleneck and then the dd block size, limiting concurrent requests to the crypto token. For even larger packet sizes, latency becomes an issue as cryptography on the host is blocked waiting for the encrypted IVs. A test with one 500 MB block with different key sizes shows even better performance. For both key sizes, the performance of CoKey increases almost linearly up to about 170 MB/s for an \( N \) of about 16 KB. In this region, the bottleneck is the USB bandwidth. Then, both key sizes show a relatively sharp drop, before regaining performance and reaching their maximum of about 200 MB/s between an \( N \) of 30 and 40 KB. To find out why the performance drops, we ran the same test without actually encrypting the IVs on
the crypto token but only sending them back unencrypted. This test did not show the drop, so a probable explanation is that at this point the crypto token is not fast enough anymore to encrypt a whole packet of IVs before receiving the next. This means that the current encryption is interrupted by the next packet impairing the caching behavior on the device. The USB armory provides a 32 KB L1 data cache so it can contain roughly two packets if they are not bigger than 16 KB, which could explain the location of the drop. The performance increases again as the USB bandwidth is used more optimally with larger packets.

CoKey reaches up to ten times the performance of the conventional token. The results confirm that CoKey is very well usable for data-intensive use cases like FDE. Nonetheless, our test focuses on burst performance. Smaller, more random data accesses could show worse performance because of the USB latency. On the other hand, in normal operation kernel caching would hide most latency and, as a trade-off, these cases could be optimized by decreasing or dynamically adjusting the packet size \(N\) and the wait period (by adjusting the number of tasklet reschedulings \(M\)) for underfull packets. Furthermore, increasing the data per IV ratio by increasing the size of the encryption chunks can further improve performance as `dm-crypt` uses small fixed chunks of 512 bytes. Additionally, using USB 3.0 instead of USB 2.0 would improve performance without sacrificing security and require only minimal driver changes.

### 7.2.5 Security Discussion

In the following, we discuss the security of CoKey regarding our generic and specific attacker model defined in Section 3.3 and Section 7.1, respectively. Furthermore, we compare CoKey to normal in-host cryptography, special in-host key protection approaches like Tresor \([MFD11; GM13; Sim11; Col+15; HWF15]\) and systems that store keys externally but provide them to the host for encryption, like in \([JH10; Kao+12; CN05]\) or with smart cards, as discussed in Section 7.2.1.

The main goal of an attacker regarding CoKey is to gain access to keys and other cryptographic secrets used for the symmetric encryption to be able to decrypt arbitrary data on the host without the corresponding token being connected and unlocked. Both, the remote and physical attacker, are able to fully compromise the host. Already decrypted data residing in the host’s memory may therefore be accessed by both. For normal in-host cryptography and Tresor-like systems, a fully compromised host furthermore immediately leads to disclosure of all cryptographic secrets and therefore enables the attacker to decrypt any encrypted data. For external key storage systems and for CoKey, the attacker types have to be differentiated to discuss possible consequences.

A remote attacker gains full access to encrypted data for an external key storage system as soon as the unaware user connects his key device to the host at least once, disclosing the actual key used for encryption. With CoKey, the remote attacker can compromise \(key_{\text{host}}\) and can use the crypto token for computing IVs only as long as it is connected to
Table 7.1: Comparison of attack potential (high ⊗, limited ⊓, low ⊔) for CoKey and related approaches with different attackers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Remote Att.</th>
<th>Physical Att.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Partial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>⊗</td>
<td>⊗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tresor-like</td>
<td>⊗</td>
<td>⊓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Store</td>
<td>⊗</td>
<td>⊓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoKey</td>
<td>⊓</td>
<td>⊔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the host and unlocked by the legitimate user. If an attacker is able to predict unencrypted IVs, he can pre-compute encrypted IVs valid independently of the actual data but only for the specific combination of IV and key_{host}. The impact of the attack is limited in several ways. The actual key used for IV encryption is never exposed to the attacker, requiring him to do IV pre-computation “online”. The pre-computation requires prediction of the IV and knowledge of the matching key_{host} (which might not even be known to the host at that point). Furthermore, the pre-computation can be hardened by using host-based IV generation security measures on top of CoKey and by configuring the encryption chunks to be small. Additionally, it depends on the use case if IV prediction is even possible. In case of FDE, knowledge of key_{host} might be necessary for an IV prediction and in encrypted communication cases, a prediction might not be possible at all. Last but not least, large scale IV pre-computation takes time, which can reduce the impact of an attack substantially. Leveraging this aspect, the encryption chunk size or the speed of the token can be reduced providing a trade-off between attack potential and performance. The remote attacker cannot influence when the token is connected and unlocked. Furthermore, an observant user might notice an attack as unexpected activity of the crypto token indicated by the token’s (optional) LED. In summary, CoKey provides a substantial security improvement against a very capable remote attacker.

For the physical attacker, we differentiate whether he has physical access to the host, the token or both. With access to the host but not to the token, the physical attacker can fully compromise the host and therefore break normal in-host and Tresor-like encryption as described before. For external key storage systems, it depends on whether the host was compromised while holding the key in memory. In such a case these systems are also insecure. With CoKey, decryption is only possible as long as the crypto token is connected and unlocked. CoKey is therefore always secure against a physical attacker without access to the token.

A physical attacker in possession of the crypto token but without access to the host cannot decrypt any data because the crypto token does not contain any actual payload data. Even if the attacker is able to unlock the token, the hardware-based key_{token} is secure, preventing cloning of the token as described in Section 7.2.2. Because of the key
combination, it is not even possible to store a $key_{combined}$ for later usage or to pre-compute any IVs without access to the corresponding $key_{host}$.

The most powerful physical attacker is in possession of host and token. For the external key store system, encrypted data is only secure against such an attacker if the attack happens when the key store is locked and the encryption key is currently not in the host’s memory (no recent encryption or decryption). Furthermore, the system might be at risk if the key store uses a locking mechanism that is unlocked via the host, which is, for example, often the case for smart cards. With CoKey, the physical attacker with access to host and token can only compute encrypted IVs and therefore access arbitrary encrypted data on the fully compromised host as long as the token is attached and unlocked. Furthermore, as described for the remote attacker, such an attack is limited in several ways. In comparison to the remote attacker, the physical attacker has the advantage that the LED cannot be used for attack detection but the disadvantage that he is highly unlikely to gain possession of the token in unlocked state.

In case of a partially compromised host, for example, running a process or VM controlled by an attacker, the parameterization property of the CoKey key combination ensures that access to a $key_{host}$ of a part of the system only allows decryption of this part’s data and only as long as the token is connected and unlocked. In a partially compromised host, microarchitectural attacks, such as cache-timing attacks [Ber05; YF14; Koc+18; Lip+18b; Hor18], might expose keys used in uncompromised domains to the attacker. For in-host approaches, i.e., normal or Tresor-like cryptography, this might reveal all cryptographic secrets. For CoKey, only $key_{host}$ is at risk with all restrictions that apply to such an attack, as discussed before. First and foremost, such an attacker cannot gain access to $key_{combined}$ and therefore has to decrypt data “online”.

The results are summarized in Table 7.1. Our remote and physical attackers always succeed to attack data encrypted with Tresor-like approaches as well as with normal in-host cryptography. External key storage systems are secure until they expose their keys to the host at least once. CoKey is secure in all these cases and allows only partial attacks for cases in which the specific crypto token is connected and unlocked.

### 7.3 TrustID: Token-based Identity Derivation and Storage

As discussed in the beginning of the chapter, protecting asymmetric keys poses different challenges than protecting symmetric keys. In contrast to symmetric cryptography where full externalization of the operation is not feasible performance-wise and requires advanced trade-offs such as CoKey, asymmetric cryptography rarely happens and can therefore be completely moved from our target platform to an external device, such as our token. Together with certificates and a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), asymmetric keys can serve as strong user IDs, substantially improving security compared to traditional identification methods, such as passwords. But the protection of those IDs poses new challenges besides
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the security of the actual cryptographic operation. Especially the question of how to securely generate IDs requires a lot of thought. In the following, we introduce TrustID, a concept for secure, ID generation and usage on an external token on behalf of a physically connected but separated host, i.e., our target platform. In our concept, an ID basically consists of an asymmetric key pair and an associated certificate containing additional information about the context and usage of the identity. We define the following constraints and design goals for TrustID:

- Asymmetric keys must be generated directly on the token and never leave the token.
- The generated IDs must be verifiable by third parties.
- The token can only communicate via the host it is connected to and provides no independent user input or output. This also excludes any kind of secure and independent unlocking mechanism.
- The strong attacker model defined in Section 7.1 applies, meaning that we assume that the host might be fully compromised.

For TrustID, the user possesses one strong, long-term issued, generic root identity, called RootID. This RootID could, for instance, be a government-issued Electronic Identity Card (EIC). The user then uses this RootID and his host device to derive context-specific IDs, which are stored securely in the connected token. The TrustID ID derivation protocol relies on a trusted third party, the TIP, to decide about ID requests based on the information stored in the RootID. Derived IDs can be used via all interfaces of the host, e.g., via Near Field Communication (NFC) but also via the Internet, while the RootID remains in the user’s home or some other secure location, avoiding the risk of loss. Assuming a possibly malicious host and a token without independent user I/O makes traditional user authorization methods, such as a PIN entry, insecure for authorizing an ID derivation. We therefore propose a secure combined PIN entry mechanism which allows establishing a secure channel between token and RootID using their corresponding secret PINs without the user entering them in clear on the untrusted host. Hence, the security of the ID derivation mechanism and the resulting ID does not rely on the security of the host. If the user loses the token, he can use his RootID to revoke the IDs stored on it.

Not requiring a token with independent user I/O and the assumption of a possibly malicious host allows for some powerful use cases. The host could, for instance, be an off-the-shelf smartphone and the token an additional SE. Then, a typical use case could be the following: The user wants to store a context-specific identity in his smartphone, for example, a virtual bank card, to get access to this specific service with his smartphone and without carrying his RootID and/or physical bank card. The user starts the TrustID app on his smartphone, which he previously equipped with an SE token, and derives a bank card ID into the SE. Afterwards, he can use the ID via the smartphone’s interfaces, e.g., via NFC, instead of the physical bank card. This application scenario is illustrated in
Figure 7.7. Most users already own a smartphone and carry it on them, making it the most convenient place to store IDs the user needs on a daily basis. The SE token can be flexibly added to the smartphone in different form factors, including embedded and wireless SEs, microSD cards and Universal Integrated Circuit Cards (UICCs). The concept also takes into consideration that there might be several SE manufacturers who are allowed to produce SEs prepared for the TrustID system. Last but not least, stronger protections of user IDs in smartphones is increasingly important since the past years show the growing relevance of smartphones as targets for diverse attacks [Dav+10a; Avi+10].

The remainder of the section is organized as follows. We first discuss some related research approaches in Section 7.3.1. Afterwards, we introduce the TrustID architecture in Section 7.3.2 and its ID derivation and usage protocols in Sections 7.3.3, 7.3.4 and 7.3.5. In Section 7.3.6, we shortly introduce our prototype implementation and in Section 7.3.7, we systematically discuss TrustID’s security.

### 7.3.1 Related Work

In the following, we discuss related work in the context of ID protection, mainly focusing on the smartphone application scenario.

Leicher et al. [LSS12] provide an OpenID-based approach for mobile Single Sign On (SSO) across different devices. In contrast to our approach, their concept relies on the Mobile Network Operator (MNO) as root for the derivation of mobile identities and on a fully trusted mobile device.

Urien et al. [UMK11] provide a mobile ID in form of an Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP)-Transport Layer Security (TLS) smart card. Similar to our approach, they store a key pair as identity credential in the smart card. For securing the communication,
they use the TLS stack of those special smart cards to form secure channels between the different entities of their protocol. However, they do not cover a compromised smartphone in any case.

Hyppönen [Hyp08] describes a protocol for deriving an ID from an identity issuer sending the credentials to the SE over an identity proxy (a mobile phone). Nevertheless, this approach does not deal with identity theft by the means of a relay attack as described in our security evaluation (see Section 7.3.7) or with a compromised mobile device in general. Chen et al. [Che+11] propose a mobile payment ID derived from the Citizen Digital Card (CDC), a governmental PKI-based ID card, onto an NFC smartphone. This is similar to our ID derivation application scenario. However, their protocol relies on the MNO as trusted ID provider, owning the SE in their scenario (the Subscriber Identification Module (SIM) card). Furthermore, the PIN for the CDC is entered in clear, allowing an attacker compromising the smartphone to eavesdrop it.

Dmitrienko et al. [Dmi+12] provide an approach for delegable access control utilizing NFC-enabled smartphones. Their system is not based on a RootID, but relies on users directly delegating their credentials to each other. In contrast to our approach where the smartphone can be completely untrusted, they rely on a large TCB.

Summarizing, none of the previous approaches covers the full process of deriving multiple identities from a strong root identity employing a trusted identity provider, which might be integrated in a governmental PKI, while taking a possibly compromised host, such as the user’s smartphone, into account.

### 7.3.2 Architecture

The TrustID architecture is depicted in Figure 7.8. It builds upon our generic system architecture described in Chapter 3 and extends it with two components, the TIP and the RootID. The components of the TrustID architecture are described in the following:

**Host.** The target platform as defined by our generic system architecture. A smartphone in the main TrustID application scenario.

**Token.** The token as defined by our generic system architecture. An SE (e.g., a microSD card or UICC) in the main TrustID application scenario. For TrustID, the token must contain key material verifiable by the TIP, as discussed in detail in Section 7.3.3. The key material is not user-specific, but is used to provide a guarantee that the newly derived ID is stored in a valid token. Therefore, no personalization or pre-provisioning is necessary.

**RootID.** The RootID is a long-term issued smart card, securely storing the personal data of the user, such as name and date of birth. The RootID must contain key material to authenticate itself towards an entity requesting the user’s data and to ensure that only authorized entities may actually read the data. A typical example for
RootIDs fulfilling these requirements are government-issued EICs like the German identity card Neuer Personalausweis (nPA) used in our prototype implementation (see Section 7.3.6).

**Trusted Identity Provider.** The TIP is the back-end of the TrustID architecture and is remotely connected to the host, e.g., via the Internet. In the ID derivation protocol, the TIP must decide if an ID request by a user is granted based on the user’s RootID and the token connected to the user’s host. The TIP is also responsible for generating the certificate for the new ID.

During TrustID ID derivation, several logical channels are established. Figure 7.8 shows all channels between the entities. We differentiate between channels that conceptually directly connect two entities (solid lines) and channels that are established between two entities through a third TrustID entity (dashed lines):

**RootID-Channel.** This channel connects the host to the RootID. It is unprotected and is realized differently depending on the host’s hardware and RootID’s form factor. For example, the channel could be established using an NFC connection to a contactless smart card as RootID.

**Token-Channel.** This channel connects the host to the token. It is unprotected and established differently depending on the token’s form factor. For example, a smartphone host could be connected to a token in form of a microSD card SE via SDIO.

**TIP-Channel.** This channel connects the host to the TIP. The channel is established remotely and does not have to be protected, but can optionally use TLS.

![Figure 7.8: TrustID system architecture.](image-url)
TIP-Token-Channel. This channel connects the TIP and the token. It is mutually authenticated and encrypted and established based on static asymmetric keys present in the involved entities.

RootID-Token-Channel. This channel connects the RootID and the token. Similar to the TIP-Token-Channel, this channel is mutually authenticated and encrypted. It is established using the PIN mechanism described in Section 7.3.4.

RootID-TIP-Channel. This channel connects the RootID to the TIP. The channel is mutually authenticated and encrypted. It is established through the TIP-Token-Channel and the RootID-Token-Channel using the static key material in RootID and TIP. After its establishment, any further communication between TIP and RootID is routed through this channel, which therefore replaces the two previous logical channels.

Attacks on these channels are discussed in the security evaluation in Section 7.3.7 after introducing the ID derivation protocol in detail in the next sections.

7.3.3 Protocol Prerequisites

The TrustID concept requires specific static key material in the RootID and the token for its ID derivation protocol. First, the RootID must contain an asymmetric, e.g., Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) or RSA, key pair consisting of the private key $SK_{RootID}$ and public key $PK_{RootID}$. For the public key $PK_{RootID}$, the RootID additionally contains a certificate issued by the TIP or some other Certificate Authority (CA) that can be verified by the TIP according to the PKI used. Furthermore, the RootID contains the public key of the root of the PKI. In our protocol description, the TIP is the issuer of the certificate $Cert_{TIP}(PK_{RootID})$ and is also the root of the PKI, which simplifies the protocol discussion. Access to the RootID is protected by a PIN named $PIN_{RootID}$.

Second, also the token must contain an asymmetric key pair $(SK_{Token}, PK_{Token})$, a certificate for its public key and the public key of the CA used. In a typical scenario, the certificate is issued by the manufacturer of the token who guarantees certain physical security properties of the token and the generated private key $SK_{Token}$. The token contains a PIN named $PIN_{Token}$ to be used in the ID derivation protocol. Depending on the chosen usage protocol (see Section 7.3.5), it furthermore contains a $PIN_{Use}$ protecting usage of the derived IDs. Again, for simplicity in our description, we assume the TIP to be the CA.

In summary, the requirements regarding the overall PKI are:

- The TIP must be able to verify the certificates of both, the RootID and the token.
- The TIP must be able to provide a certificate or a certificate chain verifiable with the root CA keys in the token and RootID (in our protocol description $PK_{TIP}$ for both).
A simple example for a PKI fulfilling these requirements is depicted in Figure 7.9. The shown PKI allows for a system in which there are different TIPs, certified by the RootID issuer. The TIPs, in turn, certify different token manufacturers.

### 7.3.4 Protocol

With a RootID and token meeting the introduced requirements, a user can derive IDs as described in the following. The ID derivation protocol is depicted in Figure 7.10. The figure also summarizes the results from the previous section, showing the necessary static key material below each entity. At the end of the protocol, a new identity is stored securely in the token connected to the host. In the following, we discuss the steps of the protocol.

**TIP-Token-Channel Establishment.** In a first step, the token and TIP establish the mutually authenticated and encrypted TIP-Token-Channel. The channel is established using an unspecified protocol based on the static keys of both entities. Different protocols are possible, for example, a mutually authenticated certificate-based form of TLS. Since the token can only communicate via the host, all communication must be relayed by the host and possibly be converted between different formats, for example, from Application Protocol Data Units (APDUs) to Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) requests and vice versa.

**Secure Combined PIN Entry.** In the second step, the user must authorize the ID derivation. For this authorization, we introduce a special PIN entry mechanism which builds the basis for establishing the RootID-Token-Channel in the next step without the host being able to eavesdrop it. As described in Section 7.3.3, both the RootID and the token each provide a secret PIN ($PIN_{\text{RootID}}$ and $PIN_{\text{Token}}$) only known to the user. According to our attacker model (see Section 7.1), the host might be compromised. Instead of entering one of the PINs directly via the host and therefore possibly exposing it to an attacker, the user does a simple calculation on both PINs to derive a combined PIN named $PIN_{\text{Token}+\text{RootID}}$. We
denote the calculation as function $f$:

$$PIN_{Token+RootID} = f(PIN_{Token}, PIN_{RootID})$$

A function $f$ should be chosen that is easily calculable by the user. The calculation must be invertible by the token with knowledge of its own $PIN_{Token}$. Since a function with two arguments is not formally invertible, we formally parameterize $f$ with $PIN_{Token}$ into a token-specific function $f_{PIN_{Token}}$ only taking $PIN_{RootID}$ as single argument. Since this function requires knowledge of $PIN_{Token}$, only the corresponding token can calculate it. The token receives the combined $PIN_{Token+RootID}$ and calculates $PIN_{RootID}$ with its token-specific inverse
function \( f^{-1}_{\text{PIN}_{\text{Token}}}(x) \). This means that only the token the user intends to store the new ID in is able to calculate the secret necessary to establish a channel to the user’s RootID. After this calculation, token and RootID share a secret password in form of \( \text{PIN}_{\text{RootID}} \) which never went through the possibly malicious host in plaintext. This password is then used in the next step to establish the RootID-Token-Channel. The combined PIN entry binds the token and RootID to each other for the protocol run, preventing certain relay attacks as discussed in the evaluation in Section 7.3.7.

To clarify the PIN mechanism further, we discuss the following simple but realistic example for the PIN calculation function \( f \):

\[
f(x, y) := x + y \\
f_{\text{PIN}_{\text{Token}}}(x) := \text{PIN}_{\text{Token}} + x \\
f^{-1}_{\text{PIN}_{\text{Token}}}(y) := y - \text{PIN}_{\text{Token}}
\]

In a concrete example with this specific PIN function, we assume \( \text{PIN}_{\text{Token}} = 123456 \) and \( \text{PIN}_{\text{RootID}} = 345678 \). The user uses the introduced function and calculates

\[
\text{PIN}_{\text{Token} + \text{RootID}} = f_{\text{PIN}_{\text{Token}}}(345678) = 469134
\]

and enters it through the untrusted host. The token then calculates

\[
\text{PIN}_{\text{RootID}} = f^{-1}_{\text{PIN}_{\text{Token}}}(469134) = 345678
\]

to obtain the shared secret for the channel establishment with the RootID. This example also shows that the calculation by the user does not have to be complicated, especially when enforcing typical protections for the PINs. To this end, both, token and RootID, should implement try counters for the PIN entry to prevent brute force attacks.

**RootID-Token-Channel Establishment.** After the secure combined PIN entry, the token and RootID share a secret password \( \text{PIN}_{\text{RootID}} \), which they use in the next step to establish the secure RootID-Token-Channel. For that, a balanced Password-Authenticated Key Agreement (PAKE) protocol is used [BM92; BMP00; GL01]. Such a protocol allows the two parties to derive a common cryptographic key based on a common human-memorable password. In our aforementioned example and implementation scenario where the RootID is the German ID card nPA, the PAKE protocol used is the Password Authenticated Connection Establishment (PACE) protocol [Fed12]. In this context, the token takes the role of a terminal.

**Read-out of the RootID Information.** After the establishment of the RootID-Token-Channel and the TIP-Token-Channel, the RootID can be reached by the TIP through a relay in the token without data being sent unencrypted or unauthenticated at any point. The
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token acts as a channel endpoint for both channels and tunnels the communication accordingly. This tunnel is used for establishing another channel, the RootID-TIP-Channel, which allows end-to-end encrypted and mutually authenticated communication between RootID and TIP, i.e., without even the token being able to eavesdrop information. Just as for the TIP-Token-Channel, the available key material in RootID and TIP allow a certificate-based channel establishment, for example, with TLS. The newly set up RootID-TIP-Channel then replaces the two channels ending in the token for all communication between RootID and TIP and is used to read the user’s identity information stored in the RootID.

**ID Generation, Validation and Transmission.** As soon as the TIP has read the RootID identity information, the actual generation of the derived ID is initiated by the host. For that, the host encapsulates information regarding the identity requested by the user into an info object and sends it to the token. The token stores the info object and generates a new key pair (PKID, SKID) for the new ID. It is important that the key pair is generated directly on the token and that the private key never leaves the token. Afterwards, the public key PKID and the infoID object are sent to the TIP encrypted and authenticated through the previously established TIP-Token-Channel. The channel ensures that the TIP only accepts a public key for certification which was generated in the particular token with which the protocol was initiated.

The TIP is now responsible for validating the ID request based on the information read from the RootID and the information to be included into the newly derived ID, i.e., the infoID object. The actual decision mechanism for granting or refusing an ID request is highly context-dependent and therefore not further specified here. The TIP could, for example, consult a back-end at a bank before granting a virtual bank card ID to a user.

If the TIP grants the request, it generates a certificate containing the public key for the newly derived ID together with the infoID object. Thus, the ID is always bound to the specific context it was created for. The certificate is then sent via the TIP-Token-Channel to the token where it is stored together with the ID’s key pair.

7.3.5 ID Usage

With the asymmetric key pair and the corresponding certificate, containing context-specific information (infoID), the newly derived ID can be used in diverse, application-specific ways. In the following, we focus on scenarios in which the host and its token are used to authenticate the user towards a physical terminal, for example, to open a door lock or access a bank account. Basically, there are two different cases for the authentication with a physical terminal: Either only the ID authenticates itself towards the terminal or the authentication is done mutually. In the first case, it is sufficient for the terminal to have access to the certificate chain with which the ID was certified to be able to verify the ID. In the second case, the terminal infrastructure must be included into the PKI (see Figure 7.9),
so that every terminal gets an own certificate that can be verified by the token using its pre-installed public root key, e.g., $PK_{TIP}$ in our concept.

Depending on their value, IDs stored on the token might additionally require protection from unauthorized usage, especially considering that our attacker model (see Section 7.1) assumes a possibly malicious host. To this end, we propose two different PIN-based schemes, described in the following.

**Basic Protection Scheme.** In the first scheme, the usage of the IDs stored on the token is protected by a single PIN named $PIN_{Use}$. This PIN is different from the $PIN_{Token}$ used during ID derivation. When an ID is requested by a terminal, the user approves the request by entering this $PIN_{Use}$ on the terminal, which is assumed to be trustworthy. The $PIN_{Use}$ can then be used as shared secret for a PAKE protocol between token and terminal as described before for the ID derivation protocol. The untrusted host is not able to gain knowledge of $PIN_{Use}$.

**Reverse Combined PIN Entry.** The first scheme requires the terminal to be fully trusted as it gains knowledge of the single $PIN_{Use}$ used for authorizing requests for all IDs stored in the token. The second scheme allows us to restrict this trust in the terminal with the reverse combined PIN entry. This mechanism basically reverses the PIN entry mechanism of the ID derivation. The steps are the following:

1. The user initiates the usage of a specific ID. The terminal and/or the host send a request for the ID to the token.
2. The token generates a random one-time valid $PIN_{ID}$ and calculates $f_{PIN_{Token}}^{-1}(PIN_{ID})$ as previously discussed in Section 7.3.4 to produce a combined $PIN_{Token+ID}$.
3. The combined PIN is presented to the user via the host. The user is able to reverse the calculation with the knowledge of the secret $PIN_{Token}$ using $f_{PIN_{Token}}$.
4. The user enters the calculated $PIN_{ID}$ on the terminal, which is then able to use it in a PAKE protocol to request the specific ID on the token.

The first approach is easily usable requiring the user only to memorize an additional $PIN_{Use}$ but requires the terminal to be trustworthy. The second approach has the advantage that the terminal only gains knowledge of a one-time valid shared secret. It furthermore restricts the access to only one specific ID. Nevertheless, the user cannot be sure that the used ID is the one he expects without any trust in either the terminal display or the host display. A partial solution to this problem could be to require both entities to show which ID is about to be accessed. Furthermore, it must be ensured that an attacker might not gain access to both, the $PIN_{Token+ID}$ displayed on the host and the $PIN_{ID}$ entered on the terminal. This would allow the attacker to calculate the secret $PIN_{Token}$ only known to the user and
the token. Both attacks require control over the terminal and the host at the same time, significantly reducing their potential.

### 7.3.6 Implementation

We implemented a prototype of our main TrustID application scenario with a smartphone as host and an SE as token. Our prototype uses the government-issued German ID card nPA as RootID, an Android smartphone running the TrustID App and a JavaCard-based microSD card SE.

**Trusted Identity Provider.** Due to requirements imposed by the eID protocol [Fed12] for accessing data stored in the nPA, the TIP must cooperate with another entity, the eID-Server, which reads the nPA data on behalf of the TIP. All communication is conducted via HTTP(s) requests/responses, which the TrustID app on the smartphone translates into APDUs to be sent to the SE token or RootID and vice versa. The TLS protection on this layer is optional as the security of the communication is enforced by the TrustID protocol.

**Applet on the SE.** The TrustID prototype applet is running on a G&D Mobile Security Card SE 1.0, using the JavaCard API in version 2.2.1. The main task of the TrustID applet is to store IDs and to provide functions to derive, manage and use them. An ID in the applet basically consists of an asymmetric RSA key pair (currently 2048 bit) and a certificate (X.509) issued by the TIP for the public key, additionally containing information about the ID (info) as X.509 extensions.

As limitation of the current version of the prototype, the RootID-Token-Channel does not terminate in the JavaCard applet but directly in the TrustID Android app. This is mainly due to the fact that the JavaCard API of currently available microSD card SEs does not support the specific ECC operations necessary for the PACE protocol.

**Android App.** The TrustID Android prototype app runs on a Samsung Galaxy SIII (i9300) device with Cyanogenmod, a custom Android distribution. The usage of IDs is realized via the Card Emulation feature provided by the Cyanogenmod 10 release for the Galaxy SIII. This feature allows the smartphone to act as a contactless, NFC-enabled, smart card forwarding all incoming communication to software and vice versa. The TrustID app is the endpoint for this function and, in turn, relays the communication to the SE. In order to use one of the IDs stored on the SE, the user has to activate it and place the smartphone on a terminal. The app’s Graphical User Interface (GUI) shows a list of IDs stored on the SE and allows the user to delete, activate and derive new IDs.

The establishment of the secure channel between eID-Server and nPA is realized in the app using the open source library eIDClientCore [BeI]. Because of incompatibilities between the NFC hardware of the nPA and the Galaxy SIII, the prototype uses a relay host
to enable their connection. An off-the-shelf smart card reader is connected to this relay host, which reads the nPA and relays communication to the smartphone via WLAN.

7.3.7 Security Discussion

In the following, we analyze the security of our TrustID ID derivation concept. Following our attacker model (see Section 7.1), TIP, token and RootID are assumed to be untampered but the host might be completely compromised. In the TrustID architecture (see Figure 7.8), we differentiate between direct channels, i.e., the Token-Channel, the TIP-Channel and the RootID-Channel (solid lines in Figure 7.8), and indirect channels, i.e., the TIP-Token-Channel, the RootID-Token-Channel and the RootID-TIP-Channel (dashed lines). Their security is discussed in the following:

**Direct Channels.** All direct channels are unprotected, i.e., provide neither authentication nor encryption or integrity protection. They can be thought of as physical connections and attacks are prevented by the logical secure channels on top of them.
TIP-Token-Channel. This channel is established using the static key material in a TLS-similar protocol. It is therefore protected against eavesdropping, manipulation and replay attacks. With the authentication of the token, the TIP can be sure that the channel ends in a valid token but at this point there is no association to a specific user. This might lead to a relay attack as depicted in Figure 7.11. The attacker modifies the user's host to relay the communication remotely to an attacker's host also containing a valid token. The goal of the attack is to have the user authenticate an ID derivation (with RootID and secret PINs) but storing the new ID in the attacker's token. Since the TIP-Token-Channel is only guaranteed to be established with a valid token, the attacker is able to set it up to his own token. Still, the attack fails with the RootID-Token-Channel and the secure combined PIN entry as described in the following.

RootID-Token-Channel. TrustID uses the combined PIN entry mechanism (see Section 7.3.4) to establish the RootID-Token-Channel. The mechanism ensures that the shared secret $PIN_{RootID}$ can only be obtained by the token for which the user calculated the combined $PIN_{Token+RootID}$. This effectively binds a token chosen by the user and his RootID to each other for one protocol run. Since the attacker's token contains a different $PIN_{Token}$, it is not able to calculate the shared secret based on the intercepted $PIN_{Token+RootID}$. Hence, it cannot establish the RootID-Token-Channel. In other words, the RootID will not accept any connection attempt from the attacker's token, effectively preventing the relay attack as shown in Figure 7.11. By entering the combined PIN, the user furthermore guarantees the physical proximity of the three entities host, token and RootID, preventing also other relay attacks between these. Eavesdropping, replay and manipulation are prevented by the PAKE protocol establishing the channel.

RootID-TIP-Channel. This channel is set up through the other secure channels using a TLS-similar, mutually authenticated certificate-based protocol. By establishing the channel through the RootID-Token-Channel and TIP-Token-Channel, the different protocol steps are bound together, effectively preventing interleaving attacks.

The attacker might be able to modify the ID request generated by the user, resulting in a different derived ID than intended by the user. Even if the attack is not detected by the TIP when validating the request against the RootID information, the wrongly derived ID would still be safely stored in the user's token. The attacker might be able to continuously generate valid IDs on a compromised host containing a valid token as soon as he gains knowledge of $PIN_{Token+RootID}$. However, this attack is only possible as long as the RootID is in reach and, again, can be considered uncritical as the attacker does not gain control over the derived IDs. The attacker might also manipulate the displaying of IDs to the user. We consider this attack uncritical with the same argument as for the previous attacks. The
same holds for all kinds of manipulations of communication data going through the host, including \( \text{PIN}_{\text{Token}} + \text{RootID} \).

### 7.4 Summary

In this chapter, we explored ways to protect cryptographic keys against advanced attacks on the target platform by leveraging physical separation with our token. Our advanced attacker model for this chapter assumes that our target platform can be completely compromised, including all logical, in-CPU separations. Our strong attacker model is motivated by advanced side channel attacks, such as Meltdown and Spectre, showing that shared resources can almost always be exploited to cross separation boundaries.

The protection of symmetric and asymmetric keys poses different challenges. Symmetric cryptography is often performance-critical and, hence, externalizing symmetric keys to our token requires a concept with an efficient trade-off. Asymmetric cryptography is often already completely externalized, for example, when using smart cards for authentication. Therefore, in this context, we focused on the secure generation of asymmetric keys for a user’s identities in our token.

First, we presented CoKey, a concept and design for secure and fast external symmetric cryptography using a detachable token. Our concept combines the security of external cryptography with the performance of in-host cryptography. It allows a host to encrypt large amounts of data, such as for FDE, in a fast and efficient way while binding the security of the encrypted data to the presence of a specific hardware token. The evaluation of our Linux-based prototype shows that the system is able to provide encryption ten times as fast as a comparable conventional token-based solution.

In the context of asymmetric cryptography, we introduced the TrustID architecture and protocol. Our approach allows secure storage, derivation and usage of multiple context-specific IDs with a possibly malicious host, i.e., target platform, utilizing our token as credential store. As core of our concept, we introduced the secure combined PIN entry mechanism for authorizing ID derivations without relying on the trustworthiness of the host. Furthermore, we introduced a reverse combined PIN entry able to protect the newly derived IDs from unauthorized access. We presented our prototype running on a Samsung Galaxy SIII host utilizing a microSD card SE as token and the German identity card nPA as RootID. In our systematic security discussion, we showed that TrustID’s ID derivation is secure against a strong attacker controlling the host.
Mobile devices, such as smartphones, show a combination of properties that makes securing them a particularly challenging task. Their mobility and connectivity exposes them to different, possibly hostile environments and, hence, to a variety of remote and local, physical attacks. Their versatility, achieved through a variety of sensors and the ability for user customization, ensures their wide adoption and usage in a multitude of use cases, which, in turn, results in a large amount of valuable data being processed on them.

Advanced attacks emerging in the recent years have shown that mobile devices are indeed becoming a prime target for attackers. Remote software attacks, such as Stagefright, threaten the run-time integrity of devices, and physical attacks, for example, via cold boot, threaten the confidentiality of main memory data. On the other hand, mobile devices and their CPUs get more powerful and gain more security features. This also includes new logical separations, i.e., isolated code execution contexts, such as TEEs or additional modes for hardware-assisted virtualization. While those separations allow for novel security schemes, in some cases, their isolation can be overcome by physical attacks or microarchitectural attacks raising the need for stronger protection mechanisms, for example, using physical separation, for securing high value secrets.

In this thesis, we explored ways to leverage both logical and physical separation for mobile security. More specifically, we explored novel approaches for monitoring and protecting the run-time integrity of mobile devices and for protecting the confidentiality of main memory data and of valuable secrets, such as keys and identities.

### 8.1 Contributions

As basis for our security concepts, we first introduced a *generic, modular system architecture* in Chapter 3. Our architecture consists of two physical entities, the target platform, a mobile device providing several logical separations, and the security token, a smaller device under physical protection by its user, as additional physical separation. Instead of defining a full software architecture and requiring specific hardware platforms for these two entities,
we focused on specifying required basic hardware features for each of our security concepts. This makes our architecture modular and adaptable to different scenarios with different hardware devices and different combinations of our security concepts. Furthermore, we introduced a generic attacker model, specifying a remote and a physical attacker as basis for the specific threat models defined for each security concept in the thesis.

As foundation for our token-based security mechanisms protecting keys and identities, we want the security token to be able to protect itself against a target platform whose boot-time integrity has been compromised. To achieve this, in Chapter 4, we introduced a software-based trusted boot process, which is able to establish this initial trust in the target platform’s integrity without relying on pre-provisioned key material or specific hardware features. As basis for this concept, acting as trust anchor for the software-based trusted boot, we introduced SobTrA, a timing-based primitive that allows the token to obtain a guarantee that a piece of code has been executed untampered on a target platform with an ARM Cortex-A8 CPU. With our prototype implementation and evaluation, we showed that our software-based trusted boot is able to reliably detect a tampered target platform.

In order to harden the target platform against remote attacks and, thus, enable it to maintain the initial trust of the token, in Chapter 5, we explored new ways to monitor and eventually protect the target platform’s run-time integrity by leveraging the logical separation offered by hardware-assisted virtualization. We first introduced a framework for gathering page-granular control flow data of the target platform’s kernel and user space from a minimal, custom ARM hypervisor. By restricting the executable pages of the guest and analyzing the resulting page faults in the hypervisor, our framework is able to gather control flow data transparently and without modifications to the software in higher layers. Additionally, we presented an example application using the framework to enforce a predetermined page-granular control flow in the guest to eventually harden the target platform against control flow hijacking attacks, such as ROP. We showed the feasibility of our concept with the implementation of a full prototype on an ARM Cortex-A15 development board running Android. The detailed performance analysis of our prototype showed that the mechanism performs comparably well and, furthermore, gives an impression how lightweight ARM’s hardware virtualization extensions are in general, enabling novel security mechanisms relying on frequent context switches.

Mobile devices are threatened not only by remote, software-based attacks but also by physical attacks. Ensuring a target platform’s software integrity typically does not protect it against physical attacks, such as cold boot. Therefore, in Chapter 6, we explored software-based mechanisms for memory encryption, protecting the target platform’s data confidentiality against strong physical attackers. To this end, we proposed the combination of a run-time and a suspend-time encryption scheme. First, we proposed TransCrypt, a virtualization-based mechanism that is able to transparently encrypt kernel and user space at run-time. TransCrypt is implemented in the hypervisor and works by restricting the guest to a small working set of unencrypted pages while keeping most of the other pages encrypted. The mechanism works transparently, without exposing an interface to the
guest, and independently of the guest’s OS. With our fully functional prototype on an ARM Cortex-A15 development board and our detailed evaluation, we showed that TransCrypt is feasible and able to effectively and efficiently protect actual secrets, such as a user’s E-mail password, in the target platform’s main memory against strong physical attackers.

With TransCrypt, a working set of memory pages remains unencrypted, and the encryption key, since it is required constantly, is only logically separated inside the target platform using a TEE. Based on the observation that many functions of a typical mobile device are not required most of the time, we hence proposed a combination of TransCrypt with a complementary suspend-time memory encryption scheme, able to provide stronger protections for a suspended system or suspended groups of processes, representing a specific function of the device. The mechanism is implemented as an extension to the Linux process suspension system and forces processes to encrypt themselves during suspension. The respective keys for the encryption of a process group are only available during encryption and decryption and securely physically separated on our token otherwise. Therefore, data of a suspended group of processes is strongly protected, even against an attacker gaining software control of the target platform. We discussed in detail how to combine both run- and suspend-time encryption to achieve a target platform whose data confidentiality is optimally protected against physical attackers.

Both our proposed memory encryption schemes are software-based and target typical mobile devices, i.e., ARM platforms running, for example, Android. Recent server platforms feature hardware mechanisms for memory encryption. As last part of Chapter 6 and as comparison to our combined software-based encryption system, we presented an analysis of AMD’s SEV feature for encrypting VMs, whose goal is not only to protect VMs against a physical attacker but also against a malicious hypervisor. With SEVered, our attack able to successfully extract memory from encrypted VMs, we showed that such an unconventional trust model is hard to realize securely.

Our previous, target platform-based security concepts mostly rely on logical, in-CPU separation. Logically separated contexts typically still share many resources, such as caches and physical memory. Microarchitectural attacks, for example, using cache timing, are able to exploit the sharing of physical resources to break logical separations. Therefore, while the security offered by logical separations is acceptable for the bulk of data, stronger protection is required and achievable for small, highly valuable secrets. In Chapter 7, we explored ways to leverage the physical separation offered by our token in order to protect valuable secrets, even in the presence of a fully compromised target platform. To this end, we first proposed CoKey, a concept using our token to protect keys for symmetric cryptography. Symmetric cryptography is often performance-critical and externalizing the entire cryptographic operation is too inefficient for data-intensive use cases, such as FDE. CoKey combines key material of the target platform and the token, binding encrypted data to the specific token used for its encryption, and forces both entities to cooperate during encryption and decryption. We showed the feasibility of our concept with the implementation of a fully functional prototype. In our detailed performance evaluation and
security discussion, we compared CoKey to other key protection schemes and showed that it offers an efficient and effective trade-off against different remote and physical attackers.

As second part of Chapter 7, we introduced TrustID, a concept for securing user IDs, leveraging the physical separation of our token. In our concept, user IDs are represented by asymmetric key pairs whose private key is securely stored in our token. TrustID extends our architecture with a secure RootID device from which it is able to securely derive trusted IDs into the token with the target platform establishing the physical connection between both entities. With our secure combined PIN entry, the TrustID derivation protocol is secure even in the presence of a fully compromised target platform.

All in all, with our contributions we were able to improve the security of mobile devices with regard to several key aspects. We leveraged both logical and physical separation as features of modern mobile platforms to build novel concepts protecting the integrity and confidentiality of mobile devices against remote and physical attackers.

### 8.2 Future Research Directions

As the importance of mobile devices will continue to surge, attacks will get more and more advanced. This increases the need for advanced mobile security concepts with a variety of corresponding research challenges. In the following, we discuss some possible future research directions taking our contributions as a starting point.

Mobile and embedded devices heavily rely on unsafe, fast programming languages, such as C and C++. As discussed in Chapter 5, in order to protect mobile devices against remote attacks, it is crucial to ensure their software’s run-time integrity against advanced attack techniques, such as ROP. Research from recent years has produced promising compiler-based techniques that use instrumentation to ensure run-time integrity for unsafe languages from within the program itself. CFI and similar compiler-based approaches typically rely on metadata for their functionality. While the integrity of this metadata is typically crucial for the security of an approach, it is often only protected by hiding it in the address space of the process. In order to improve this situation, the virtualization-based techniques presented in this thesis could be combined with compiler-based approaches to realize a run-time integrity approach not relying on information hiding.

CPUs gain more and more security functions. Intel Control-flow Enforcement Technology (CET) and ARM pointer authentication [Qua17] are recent features whose goal is the hardware-assisted protection of the program control flow. Intel Memory Protection Extensions (MPX) is a feature whose goal is not only to protect the control flow but to help implement full memory safety for unsafe languages. As a future research opportunity, one could analyze the security those features can achieve and explore ways to combine them with existing software-, virtualization- and TEE-based approaches.

Mobile devices are at high risk of getting lost or stolen and hence being subject to physical attacks. As discussed in Chapter 6, encryption of the main memory can prevent
memory attacks, a large subclass of physical attacks whose goal is the extraction of data from main memory, for example, via DMA or cold boot. While our concepts already provide a relatively complete protection considering the fact that they are software-based, a future research opportunity could be to optimize their performance. A large performance gain could, for example, be achieved by using hardware-accelerated symmetric cryptography of the ARMv8-A architecture. Nonetheless, full hardware-based solutions for memory encryption, such as AMD SME and SEV and Intel’s announced TME technology [Int17], will most certainly gain more relevance in the future and their security should be further analyzed in future research.

Most of the security concepts proposed in this thesis rely on the security of logical separation inside the target platform’s CPU, for example, on a TEE being able to protect a key against a software attack. As discussed in Chapter 7, this might not always be the case. Even assuming bug-free system software, an attacker might still be able to extract secrets from logically separated contexts, such as higher privilege levels, using microarchitectural attacks. In order to protect against those attacks, they must be studied in detail in future research. Based on the results, software-based defenses should be researched to bridge the gap until CPU manufacturers deliver usable hardware-based solutions.

Finally, as another research opportunity, one could investigate further uses and concepts for physical separation. As discussed in Chapter 7, our physically separated security token can help to protect highly valuable secrets against all kinds of threats, including microarchitectural attacks. As a basic mechanism helping the token to protect itself from a compromised target platform, in Chapter 4, we proposed a software-based trusted boot process, which could be generalized to support more target platforms in future research. Furthermore, new token-based functions could be researched, providing secure physical separation for even more secrets of the target platform.
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CF  Control Flow 65, 67–70, 73–75, 77, 78, 80, 82, 84, 85, 87–89, 92
CFG  Control Flow Graph 68
CFI  Control Flow Integrity 70, 84, 168
CPSR  Current Program Status Register 15, 50, 54, 57–60, 77, 78
CRA  Code-Reuse Attack 3, 67, 68, 84
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRC</td>
<td>Cyclic Redundancy Check 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRTM</td>
<td>Core Root of Trust for Measurement 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTR</td>
<td>Counter 141, 145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE</td>
<td>Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEP</td>
<td>Data Execution Prevention 3, 65, 67, 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOP</td>
<td>Data-Oriented Programming 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>Dynamic Random Access Memory 4, 23, 24, 132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRM</td>
<td>Digital Rights Management 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAP</td>
<td>Extensible Authentication Protocol 152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECB</td>
<td>Electronic Code Book 140, 142, 144, 145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECC</td>
<td>Elliptic Curve Cryptography 155, 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIC</td>
<td>Electronic Identity Card 151, 154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL</td>
<td>Exception Level 15–19, 22, 26, 27, 30, 31, 56, 57, 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPC</td>
<td>Enclave Page Cache 28, 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPCM</td>
<td>Enclave Page Cache Map 28, 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESSIV</td>
<td>Encrypted Salt-Sector Initialization Vector 104, 141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDE</td>
<td>Full Disk Encryption iv, 5, 8, 35, 93, 96, 104, 115, 121, 133, 137, 146, 148, 149, 164, 167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIQ</td>
<td>Fast Interrupt 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fTPM</td>
<td>Firmware Trusted Platform Module 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>Guest-Physical Address 18, 22, 70, 72, 122, 123, 128, 129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>Global Positioning System 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>Graphics Processing Unit 14, 90, 96, 98, 104, 107, 111, 114, 132, 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACRONYMS</td>
<td>DEFINITIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>Graphical User Interface 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCR</td>
<td>Hyp Configuration Register 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSM</td>
<td>Hardware Security Module 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSR</td>
<td>Hyp Syndrome Register 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>Hypertext Transfer Protocol 156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVC</td>
<td>Hypervisor Call 22, 72, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>Input/Output 10, 35, 107, 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Identity iv, vi, 8, 9, 29, 115, 133, 134, 150–156, 158–164, 168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOMMU</td>
<td>Input-Output Memory Management Unit 23, 71, 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>Internet of Things 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPA</td>
<td>Intermediate Physical Address 18, 22, 70, 72, 73, 77, 80, 81, 101, 102, 109, 110, 122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iRAM</td>
<td>Internal RAM 97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRQ</td>
<td>Interrupt Request 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA</td>
<td>Instruction Set Architecture 15, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Initialization Vector 103, 104, 110, 118, 128, 135, 139–142, 144–150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIT</td>
<td>Just-In-Time 67, 75, 85, 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTAG</td>
<td>Joint Test Action Group 43, 67, 72, 112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVM</td>
<td>Java Virtual Machine 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRACK</td>
<td>Key Reinstallation Attack 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KVM</td>
<td>Kernel-based Virtual Machine 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBR</td>
<td>Last Branch Record 79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>Light-Emitting Diode 37, 139, 145, 149, 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>Lines of Code 80, 84, 109, 143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPAE</td>
<td>Large Physical Address Extension 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>Link Register 15, 57, 59, 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRM</td>
<td>Least Recently Mapped 102, 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRU</td>
<td>Least Recently Used 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEE</td>
<td>Memory Encryption Engine 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MitM</td>
<td>Man-in-the-Middle 2, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMU</td>
<td>Memory Management Unit 13, 17, 22, 50, 60, 79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNO</td>
<td>Mobile Network Operator 152, 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPU</td>
<td>Memory Protection Unit 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPX</td>
<td>Memory Protection Extensions 168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFC</td>
<td>Near Field Communication 151, 153, 154, 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIC</td>
<td>Network Interface Controller 96, 132, 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nPA</td>
<td>Neuer Personalausweis 154, 158, 161, 162, 164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Non-Secure 19, 26, 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCRAM</td>
<td>On-Chip RAM 97, 103, 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTP</td>
<td>One-Time Password 30, 137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Physical Address 17, 18, 22, 70, 72, 73, 77, 80, 81, 101, 102, 109, 123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACE</td>
<td>Password Authenticated Connection Establishment 158, 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAKE</td>
<td>Password-Authenticated Key Agreement 158, 160, 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Program Counter 15, 49–53, 55, 57, 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIC</td>
<td>Position-Independent Code 3, 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PID</td>
<td>Process Identifier 20, 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACRONYMS</td>
<td>DEFINITION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIN</td>
<td>Personal Identification Number 36, 37, 41, 118, 139, 151, 153, 155, 156, 158, 160, 163, 164, 168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKI</td>
<td>Public Key Infrastructure 150, 153, 155, 156, 159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>Privilege Level 15, 17, 56–59, 77, 80–82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoC</td>
<td>Proof of Concept 110, 111, 122, 126–128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRM</td>
<td>Processor Reserved Memory 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTE</td>
<td>Page Table Entry 19, 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PXN</td>
<td>Privileged Execute Never 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCE</td>
<td>Remote Code Execution 2, 3, 38, 96, 132, 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REE</td>
<td>Rich Execution Environment 24, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISC</td>
<td>Reduced Instruction Set Computing 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>Read-Only Memory 27, 30, 31, 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROP</td>
<td>Return-Oriented Programming 3, 10, 68, 70, 79, 88, 166, 168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCC</td>
<td>Security Controller 138, 143, 145, 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCR</td>
<td>Secure Configuration Register 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCTLR</td>
<td>System Control Register 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDIO</td>
<td>Secure Digital Input Output 36, 45, 154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>Secure Element 24, 39, 116, 151–154, 161, 164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEV</td>
<td>Secure Encrypted Virtualization iv, vi, 12, 23, 24, 95, 97, 121–123, 126, 128, 130, 167, 169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEV-ES</td>
<td>SEV Encrypted State 23, 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGX</td>
<td>Software Guard Extensions 4, 26–29, 34, 96, 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIM</td>
<td>Subscriber Identification Module 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMD</td>
<td>Single Instruction Multiple Data 132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLAT</td>
<td>Second Level Address Translation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMC</td>
<td>Secure Memory Card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME</td>
<td>Secure Memory Encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMM</td>
<td>Secure Management Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMMU</td>
<td>System Memory Management Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMP</td>
<td>Symmetric Multiprocessing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SobTrA</td>
<td>Software-based Trust Anchor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoC</td>
<td>System on a Chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>Stack Pointer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPI</td>
<td>Serial Peripheral Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPS</td>
<td>Special Page Set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPSR</td>
<td>Saved Program Status Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR</td>
<td>Status Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRAM</td>
<td>Static Random-access Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD</td>
<td>Solid-State Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSO</td>
<td>Single Sign On</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCB</td>
<td>Trusted Computing Base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEE</td>
<td>Trusted Execution Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIP</td>
<td>Trusted Identity Provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLB</td>
<td>Translation Lookaside Buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLS</td>
<td>Transport Layer Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TME</td>
<td>Total Memory Encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPM</td>
<td>Trusted Platform Module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACRONYMS</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSME</td>
<td>Transparent SME 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TZASC</td>
<td>TrustZone Address Space Controller 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TZMA</td>
<td>TrustZone Memory Adapter 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UEFI</td>
<td>Unified Extensible Firmware Interface 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UICC</td>
<td>Universal Integrated Circuit Card 152, 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPS</td>
<td>Unencrypted Page Set 99, 101, 104, 105, 112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB</td>
<td>Universal Serial Bus 36, 45, 136, 137, 143–148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UXN</td>
<td>Unprivileged Execute Never 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>Virtual Address 17, 18, 22, 28, 70, 75, 77, 78, 80, 81, 101, 102, 109, 111, 112, 122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM</td>
<td>Virtual Machine 18, 20–24, 80, 95, 97, 109, 116, 121–124, 126–130, 150, 167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMCB</td>
<td>Virtual Machine Control Block 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMID</td>
<td>Virtual Machine Identifier 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMM</td>
<td>Virtual Machine Monitor 16, 20, 65, 66, 68–70, 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPN</td>
<td>Virtual Private Network 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W`X</td>
<td>Write XOR Execute 3, 75, 84, 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLAN</td>
<td>Wireless Local Area Network 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPA2</td>
<td>Wi-Fi Protected Access 2 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XN</td>
<td>Execute Never 19, 70, 72, 81, 82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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